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Appendix 1.1 

INFORMATION SHEET 
FOR PARTICIPANTS WHO ARE ABLE TO GIVE CONSENT. 

AN EXPLORATION OF THE "FEEDING PARTNERSHIP" BETWEEN 
PATIENTS WITH LATE STAGE DEMENTIA AND NURSING STAFF. 

I am conducting a study to develop a method of analysing the interactions 
between patients with dementia and staff during feeding. 

Staff who are asked to participate will not be expected to do anything other 
than their usual routine at this time of day. A video will be made of the patient 
whilst the member of staff is feeding them and the staff member will need to 
give consent for this. 

All videos will remain confidential and may only be viewed by those directly 
involved in the project. They will not be used for purposes other than this 
study without permission first being sought from the participants. When the 
project is completed all videos will be destroyed. 

A participant may withdraw from the study at any time and without giving 
reason. 

For more information or if you have any questions please contact me on 
xxxxx xxxxxxx or at: 

Department of Speech and Language Therapy 
XXXXXXX, XXX)( XXX)( 

xxxxxx XXX)( 

xxxxx, xxxxxx. XXX)( XXX)( 

Rachael Henton 
Specialist Speech and Language Therapist 

The Local Research Ethics Committee has approved this information 
statement. 
Index number of protocol: xxxxxx(xx) 
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Appendix 1.2 

INFORMATION SHEET 
FOR RELATIVES OF PARTICIPANTS WHO ARE UNABLE TO 

GIVE CONSENT. 

AN EXPLORATION OF THE "FEEDING PARTNERSHIP" BETWEEN 
PATIENTS WITH LATE STAGE DEMENTIA AND NURSING STAFF. 

I am conducting a study to develop a method of analysing the interactions 
between patients with dementia and staff during feeding. 

Patients who are asked to participate will not be expected to do anything 
other than their usual routine at this time of day. A video will be made of the 
patient whilst a member of staff is feeding them. 

All videos will remain confidential and may only be viewed by those directly 
involved in the project. They will not be used for purposes other than this 
study without permission first being sought. When the project is completed all 
videos will be destroyed. 

Where a patient is unable to give consent nobody can give or refuse consent 
on behalf of the patient, including next of kin and relatives. In these cases the 
law protects patients. The patient's participation will be discussed with their 
consultant psychiatrist and if the consultant feels that the patient is at no risk, 
and that there is no evidence that they would have objected if they were able 
to, the patient will be included in the study. 

Relatives will also be given the opportunity to object to the patient's 
participation and in this case the patient will then be withdrawn. An objection 
may be made at any time and a reason does not need to be given. Relatives 
are reassured that this will in no way affect the care the patient receives. 

For more information or if you have any questions please contact me on 
xxxxx xxxxxxx or at: 

Department of Speech and Language Therapy 
xxxxxxx, xxxx xxxx 

xxxxxx xxxx 
xxxxx, xxxxxx. xxxx xxxx 

Rachael Henton - Specialist Speech and Language Therapist 

The Local Research Ethics Committee has approved this information 
statement. 
Index number of protocol: xxxxxx(xx) 
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Appendix 1.3 

CONSENT FORM 
FOR PARTICIPANTS WHO ARE ABLE TO GIVE CONSENT. 

AN EXPLORATION OF THE "FEEDING PARTNERSHIP" BETWEEN 
PATIENTS WITH LATE STAGE DEMENTIA AND NURSING STAFF. 

Please answer the following questions and indicate your answer by ticking the 
appropriate box. 

Yes No 

Have you been given a participant information sheet? D D 

Have you had the opportunity to ask any questions and discuss D D 
the study? 

Have you received satisfactory answers to your questions? D D 

Are you satisfied with the information you have been given? D D 

Do you understand that you are free to withdraw from the study D D 
at any time and without giving reason? 

Do you agree to take part in the study? D D 

Signed: _____________ _ Date: ____ _ 

(NAME IN BLOCK LETIERS): _____________ _ 

Position: ___________ _ Ward: ______ _ 

10 



Appendix 1.4 

RELATIVE APPROVAL FORM FOR PARTICIPANTS WHO ARE 
UNABLE TO GIVE CONSENT. 

AN EXPLORATION OF THE "FEEDING PARTNERSHIP" BETWEEN 
PATIENTS WITH LATE STAGE DEMENTIA AND NURSING STAFF. 

Please answer the following questions and indicate your answer by ticking the 
appropriate box. 

Re: 

Yes No 

Have you been given a relative information sheet? 0 0 

Have you had the opportunity to ask any questions and discuss 0 0 
the study? 

Have you received satisfactory answers to your questions? 0 0 

Are you satisfied with the information you have been given? 0 0 

Do you understand that you are not being asked to consent 
on behalf of the patient? 0 0 

Do you understand that you can raise objections at any time, 
without needing to give reason, and that the patient will then 
be withdrawn from the study? 0 0 

Please sign one of the two statements overleaf and return both pages in 
the envelope enclosed. 

11 



Appendix 1.4 

• I have no objections to my relative named overleaf participating in 
this study. I understand that I may object at any stage and that 
my relative will then be withdrawn from the study. 

Signed: ____________ _ Date: ______ _ 

(NAME IN BLOCK LEITERS): _____________ _ 

My relationship to the above named patient is: __________ _ 

• I object to my relative named overleaf participating in this study 
and understand that they will now be withdrawn from the study. 

Signed: ________________ Date: _____ _ 

(NAME IN BLOCK LEITERS): _____________ _ 

My relationship to the above named patient is: __________ _ 

12 



Appendix 1.5 

CONSULTANT APPROVAL FORM FOR PARTICIPANTS WHO 
ARE UNABLE TO GIVE CONSENT. 

AN EXPLORATION OF THE "FEEDING PARTNERSHIP" BETWEEN 
PATIENTS WITH LATE STAGE DEMENTIA AND NURSING STAFF. 

Re: Name of patient Name of ward 

I confirm that the above named patients are unable to give informed consent 
regarding their participation in this study. I have no objections to their 
inclusion. 

Signed: 

Dr xxxxxxxxxxxxx • Consultant Psychiatrist for the Elderly. 
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Appendix 2.1 

ENVIRONMENTAL FORM 

INFORMATION ABOUT ENVIRONMENT: 

o Ward o Unit 

Subjective rating of background noise levels: 

o Very quiet 0 Comfortable o Very loud 

Noises can hear: 01 TV o 1 radio o Phone 

o 2+ TV o 2+ radio o Staff talking 

o Trolley OPIates o Cutlery 

Patient noises: o Screaming o Shouting o Crying 

o Singing o Others 

Subjective rating of room temperature: 

o Too cold 0 Comfortable o Too warm 

Subjective rating of light: 

o Too light o Comfortable o Too dark 

Light source: o Overhead electric 0 Natural o Lamp 

o Mix (specify) ___________ _ 

INFORMATION ABOUT PATIENT: 

Being fed in o Dining room o Dining area in main room 

o Lounge o Bedroom 

o Dormitory o Other _________ _ 

o Chair at table o Armchair o Wheelchair 

o Bed o Other _________ _ 
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Subjective rating of patient comfort: 

o Comfortable 0 Uncomfortable 

because -----------------------------------------------

INFORMATION ABOUT MEAL: 

o Puree o Normal o Other _______________ _ 

Mealof: ____________________________________________ ___ 

Does patient appear to like this meal? OYes ONo 

Comments ---------------------------------------------
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ENVIRONMENTAL FORM 

STAFF RATINGS 

Staff rating of background noise levels: 

o Quieter than usual o Same as usual 

Co'mments 

o Louder than usual 

------------------------------------------

Staff rating of patient's hearing impairment: 

o Severe 0 Mild 0 None o Don't know 

Staff rating of patient's visual impairment: 

o Severe 0 Mild 0 None o Don't know 

Staff rating of room temperature: 

o Cold er than usual 0 Same as usual o Warmer than usual 

Comments ---------------------------------------------

Subjective rating of light: 

o Darker than usual o Same as usual o Brighter than usual 

Comments ----------------------------------------------

Is the patient usually fed in this room? 0 Yes 

o No, usually fed ___________ _ 

Why being fed here today? ________________ _ 

Is the change o Short term? o Long term? 

16 



Appendix 2.2 

DYes Is the patient usually fed here? 

(e.g in this chair, in bed etc.) o No, usually fed ______ _ 

Why being fed here today? ________________ _ 

Is the change o Short term? o Long term? 

Staff rating of patient comfort: 

o Less than usual o Same as usual o More than usual 

Comments. ______________________ _ 

Staff rating of patient well-being: 

o Less than o Same as usual o More than usual 

Comments ------------------------

Staff rating of how difficult patient is to feed: 0 Difficult 0 Okay 0 Easy 

Because --------------------------

Staff rating of meal: 

o Worse than usual 

Because 

o Same as usual 0 Better than usual 

----------------------------

Does patient appear to like this meal? DYes ONo 
Comments ________________________ _ 
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Appendix 3.1 

QUESTIONNAIRE INFORMATION SHEET 
FOR STAFF PARTICIPANTS. 

CONFIDENTIAL 

Please would you take a few moments to complete this questionnaire. 

Consider each question carefully before answering. There are examples 
provided for each question but these are not exhaustive. When you have 
decided on your answer please tell the researcher and it will be written 
down. 

Please be reassured that the answers you give are confidential and these 
questionnaires will be destroyed once this project is completed. Other than 
for the project, no person will have access to the answers you have given. 

Each person who participates is being given a reference number which will 
allow the researcher to identify you and the patient you are discussing. 
This information will not be available to anyone else and is purely for the 
researcher's reference purposes. 

Thank you for your time. 

Rachael Henton - Specialist Speech and Language Therapist. 

Date completed: 

Reference number: --------------------------
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QUESTIONNAIRE 

1. Does this patient have problems 
which make him/her difficult to feed? 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Does this patient give the impression 
that they are comfortable when being fed? 

Does this patient show signs that he/she 
is enjoying the meal? 

Is this patient able to indicate that he/she 
likes or dislikes the food? 

Does this patient ever choke when eating? 

19 

yes, always 0 
mostly 0 
sometimes 0 
rarely 0 
no, never 0 

yes, always 0 
mostly 0 
sometimes 0 
rarely 0 
no, never 0 

yes, always 0 
mostly 0 
sometimes 0 
rarely 0 
no, never 0 

yes, always 0 
mostly 0 
sometimes 0 
rarely 0 
no, never 0 

yes, always 0 
mostly 0 
sometimes 0 
rarely 0 
no, never 0 



6. 

7. 

B. 

9. 

Appendix 3.2 

Does this patient ever show signs of being 
tense or anxious when they are being fed? 

Do you feel confident about feeding this 
patient? 

Do you feel you are able to give 
enough attention to individuals such as 
this patient during meals? 

How much of the meal does this patient 
usually eat? 

10. How long does it take this patient to complete 
an average meal on an average day? 

20 

yes, always 0 
mostly 0 
sometimes 0 
rarely 0 
no, never 0 

yes, always 0 
mostly 0 
sometimes 0 
rarely 0 
no, never 0 

yes, always 
mostly 
sometimes 
rarely 
no, never 

all of it 
most of it 
half of it 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

o 
o 
o 

less than half 0 
very little 0 



Appendix 3.3 

GUIDELINES FOR HOW TO RATE RESPONSES. 

Please use these for questions 1-8. 
Questions 9 and 10 are explained separately in the 

supporting statements. 

YES,ALWAYS 
Should be used if the behaviour in question happens on a regular basis 
such as daily or during every meal. 

MOSTLY 
Should be used if the behaviour in question happens on a regular basis, 
but there are occasions when it does not. 

SOMETIMES 
Should be used if the behaviour in question happens regularly but there 
are an equal number of occasions when it does not; half and half. 

RARELY 
Should be used if the behaviour in question happens infrequently but has 
been observed. 

NO,NEVER 
Should only be used if, to the best of your knowledge, the behaviour in 
question has never been observed. 

21 
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SUPPORTING STATEMENTS AND EXAMPLES. 
(Not all examples are necessary, just use as guidance.) 

Question 1. 
Does this patient have problems which make him/her difficult to feed? 

Problems: 
Needs persuading to sit down, needs modification to seating. 
Challenging behaviour. 
Drowsiness or restlessness. 
Refuses to eat, clamps mouth shut, spits food out, regurgitates, chokes. 
Is confused as to what is happening when being fed. 
Cries, shouts or sings when being fed. 
Is very slow eater. 
Is very fast eater. 

etc. etc. 

Difficult to feed: 
Need to adapt the patient's posture, hold head up/back, restrain hands. 
Need to hold patient still because wriggles or slides. 
Need to keep attracting patient's attention. 
Difficulty getting cutlery in or out of patient's mouth. 
Takes you a long time to feed patient. 

etc. etc. 

Question 2. 
Does this patient give the impression that they are comfortable when 
being fed? 

Comfortable: 
Relaxed, sits back in chair, shoulders back, sits still, does not fidget or 
keep adjusting self. 
Looks relaxed. 
Does not look agitated. 

etc. etc. 
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Question 3. 
Does this patient show signs that he/she is enjoying the meal? 

Enjoying: 
Relaxed and comfortable as just discussed. 
Sits back in chair 
Shoulders back. 
Smiles, giggles, laughs or squeals with enjoyment. 
Waves arms/legs in demonstration of delight. 
Does not push food away. 
Eats willingly and enthusiastically. 

etc. etc. 

Question 4. 
Is this patient able to indicate to you that he/she likes or dislikes the 
food? 

Likes: 
Able to tell you whether something is nice. 
Or able to show you. 
Smacks lips, runs tongue around mouth, salivates, vocalises. 

etc. etc. 

Dislikes: 
Spits food out. 
Turns away. 
Refuses to open mouth. 
Cries or shouts. 

etc. etc. 

Question 5. 
Does this patient ever choke when eating? 

Choke: 
Coughs when something goes down the wrong way. 
Coughs when eating. 
Coughs when drinking. 
Coughs on some textures. 
Goes red in the face with watery eyes, sometimes without coughing. 

etc. etc. 
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Question 6. 
Does this patient ever show signs of being tense or anxious when they 
are being fed? 

Tense or anxious: 
Tenses muscles. 
Curls up. 
Turns away when trying to feed them. 
Rocks, moans, cries or shouts. 
Kicks out or pushes you away. 
Restless, agitated or unhappy. 

etc. etc. 

Question 7. 
Do you feel confident about feeding this patient? 

Confident: 
You do not worry at all about feeding this patient. 
You are not concerned that there may be a risk associated with feeding 
this patient. 
You feel happy and comfortable. 
You do not feel concerned or anxious in any way. 
You are satisfied about the amount of training you have received regarding 
feeding patients. 

etc. etc. 

Question 8. 
Do you feel you are able to give enough attention to individuals such as 
this patient during meals? 

Enough attention: 
You have time to sit with the patient for the whole meal. 
You are able to talk to them whilst they are eating. 
You do not need to rush them at all and are able to go at their pace. 
You do not need to keep an eye on the time. 
You do not have to worry about feeding the next patient. 
You do not feel rushed or under pressure when feeding patients. 

etc. etc. 
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Question 9. 
How much of the meal does this patient usually eat? 

ALL OF IT 
Nothing is left. 

MOST OF IT 
There is some left but the majority is eaten. 

HALF OF IT 
There is as much left as was eaten. 

LESS THAN HALF 
Some of the meal is eaten but the majority is left. 

VERY LITTLE 
The meal is hardly touched or is left completely. 

Question 10. 
How long does it take this patient to complete an average meal on an 
average day? 

Please specify the length of time in minutes. 

25 
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Appendix 4 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR SETTING UP VIDEO CAMERA AND MAKING 
VIDEOS: 

WHO? 
The patient and member of staff feeding them. 
DO NOT include any other staff or patients. Ensure that patients next to or 
behind participants are not in shot, and that people are not going to walk into 
shot. 

WHAT? 
The two participants, the meal and any feeding utensils need to be filmed. 
Need to include any objects which either subject may reach for. 

Example 1. 
View when patient being 
fed at table. 

WHERE? 

Example 2. 
View when patient being 
fed in chair. 

Example 3. 
View when patient being 
fed in bed. 

On the ward, wherever the patient is normally fed e.g. at the table, in a chair, 
in wheelchair, in bed etc. May need minor alterations to exact location within 
room depending on natural light. Record any changes from normal 
positioning. 

WHEN? 
During lunch-time. 

WHY? 
To capture interactions during mealtime on video. 

HOW? 
Equipment: 
Video on tripod. Separate microphone. No lighting equipment. 

27 
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One tape per partnership. i.e. do not add another session onto the end of the 
tape. 

Distance: 
Set up the video approximately 3-6 feet from the participants. This is the 
optimum distance for the microphone. Zoom in or out to create shot view as 
shown above. 

Angle: 
The camera angle needs to show as much of both faces as possible. The 
angle does not need to be square on (as in example 2 above) but can be from 
the side, as shown below: 

Example 4. 
View of shot taken from side. 

Select an angle that shows an equal amount of each subject's face. 

Light: 
Ensure natural light falls on the faces of the participants. 
Ensure participants are not in shadow or are silhouetted i.e. in front of a 
window or lamp. 

Noise: 
Ensure the TV or radio is turned down sufficiently that the microphone does 
not pick up the sound. If the patient is sitting near the phone and a phone 
conversation takes place, that section of tape will be discounted. 

Duration: 
Start the video recording once the meal has arrived on the ward and the 
patient has been seated or prepared for their meal. This may result in a 
number of minutes of film prior to the patient being fed. This is fine. Allow the 
tape to run for the whole meal, including drinks and dessert. Once the 
member of staff has left and it is clear that the meal has finished, allow the 
tape to run for a further two minutes before turning the video recorder off. 
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Are you interested in doing some 

conversation analysis 
for cash? 

I require help with transcriptions for a 
research project, of patients with 
dementia and nursing staff. I am 

looking for up to twelve volunteers to 
transcribe verbal and non-verbal 
interactions from video. Written 

guidelines and training will be given. 

I will pay £10 for each minute of tape 
transcribed (range of tape lengths 14 -

28.5 minutes). 

For further information please contact 
Rachael Henton, Specialist Speech 
and Language Therapist, at Surrey 

Oaklands NHS Trust, on 
(XXXXX) XXXXXX. 
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Rachael Henton 
Specialist Speech and Language Therapist 
(xxxxx) xxxxxx 

name 
address 

date 

Dear 

Thank you for telephoning and expressing an interest in being involved in the 
analysis stage of my research project. As we discussed I am looking for 
people to transcribe verbal and non-verbal behaviours from videotape. The 
tapes a" show interactions between patients with dementia and staff during 
meal times. 

Due to their diagnosis of dementia the patients in the study have not been 
able to give consent for the use of video recordings. There are therefore very 
stringent confidentiality clauses written into the project design, to protect 
them and their families. This does mean that I need a declaration of 
confidentiality from you before I can show you any data. Please take a few 
minutes to read through and sign a copy of the enclosed contract and return it 
to me as soon as possible, using the envelope provided. I am sorry if it 
sounds very formal but I have a responsibility to protect the subjects, who are 
otherwise very vulnerable. Likewise please do not feel 'trapped' by the 
contract. It will only come into effect when the data is handed over to you. You 
will be free to change your mind any time before that. I expect you will want 
more information before accepting the work anyway. 

I will be arranging a date to be at the university to meet volunteers, discuss 
training and to hand over the videotapes. From discussions with your tutor, I 
realise that you are all about to be sitting exams and therefore suggest that 
we wait until they are out of the way. As soon as I have arranged a date I will 
be in touch again, but this is unlikely to be before Easter. If you wish to speak 
to me in the meantime please do not hesitate to ca" me on the above number. 

I very much look forward to meeting you, 

Rachael Henton 
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AN EXPLORATION OF THE "FEEDING PARTNERSHIP" BETWEEN 
PATIENTS WITH LATE STAGE DEMENTIA AND NURSING STAFF. 

INFORMATION FOR STUDENTS. 

The data you will be transcribing has been collected as part of a research 
project. The video tapes, computer disks, and all information on them remain 
the property of the researcher and Surrey Oaklands NHS Trust and will be 
returned after transcription. The tapes may not be reproduced in any form 
other than the transcriptions for the purpose of this study. All information, 
names and identities discovered during the transcription process will remain 
confidential and no part of the video data will be discussed outside of the 
research project. 

The video tapes will be stored securely (e.g. do not leave the tape in the 
video player; do not mix it with other tapes in case it is watched by accident 
etc.) and will not be viewed in the presence of people who are not involved in 
the project. Likewise the computer disks and transcriptions will be stored 
securely (e.g. do not leave in the disk drive; do not leave on the screen when 
not being used etc.). The transcription will be saved on floppy disk only i.e. 
they will not be stored on the hard drive of the computers used. 

The tapes will be transcribed using conversation analysis conventions and the 
format provided. You are being asked to produce a transcription of all verbal 
behaviours, and narratives of non-verbal behaviours. Training will be given 
and you are asked to transcribe the first minute and discuss it with the 
researcher prior to continuing with the whole sample. The transcription needs 
to be completed within two months of the data being given to you. You will be 
paid £10.00 for each minute of tape transcribed, so long as the whole sample 
is transcribed. It will not be appropriate for a sample to be divided between 
more than one student. Payment will be made by the university, after the 
video, disk and transcript have been returned to the researcher. 

Signed: _____________ _ Date: _____ _ 

Rachael Henton - Specialist Speech and Language Therapist 
Researcher 

Please keep the information sheet and a copy of your declaration for your own records. 
Return one copy of the declaration to Rachael Henton, Specialist Speech and Language 
Therapist, xxxxxx xxxxxxxx NHS Trust. 

For all queries please contact me on (xxxxx) xxxxxx. There are other staff and an answering 
machine on this number. If I am not there, please leave your name and a return telephone 
number and suggest a good time to call you back. 
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AN EXPLORATION OF THE "FEEDING PARTNERSHIP" BETWEEN 
PATIENTS WITH LATE STAGE DEMENTIA AND NURSING STAFF. 

DECLARATION BY STUDENT. 

Name: ____________________________________________________ __ 

Con~ctaddress: ________________________________________ __ 

Con~ct Telephone numbers: 

Home: ___________________ at University: ________________ _ 

• I have read the information sheet provided. 
• I understand that the video tape, computer disk and all information on them 

remain the property of the researcher and Surrey Oaklands NHS Trust, and must 
be returned. 

• I understand that the data is confidential and may not be copied or reproduced in 
any format other than the requested transcription. 

• I understand that any information, names, and identities discovered during the 
transcription process must remain confidential. 

• I understand that the data or any part of the data may not be discussed outside 
of the research project. 

• I agree to store the video tape, computer disk and transcription securely. 
• I agree to work from the provided disk only and to not store data on the hard 

drive of my computer. 
• I agree to take necessary measures to ensure that the video tape, computer disk 

and transcription are not viewed by people not involved in the project. 
• I agree to transcribe the whole sample myself using conversation analysis 

conventions, following the guidelines provided. 
• I agree to participate in training by transcribing the first minute of the tape for 

discussion with the researcher. 
• I agree to complete the transcription, including the training, within two months of 

receiving the data. 
• I understand that payment will be made, of £10.00 per minute of tape 

transcribed, so long as the whole sample is completed. 
• I understand that payment will be made by the university, once the video tape, 

computer disk and completed transcript have been returned to the researcher. 

I have understood and agree to all of the above. 

Signed: Date: __________ __ 
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CONVERSATION ANALYSIS TRANSCRIPTIONS. 

COMPUTER DISK. 
Getting started: 

GUIDELINES FOR STUDENTS. 

When you receive your computer disk please write your name on the bottom 
of the label. The disk is formatted and contains a ready made file in which to 
do the transcription. Just put it into your computer and click to open the file. At 
the top of the page you will find a summary of the subjects, length of transcript 
etc. , as shown below. Please type in your name where it says 'transcriber'. 

Subjects: Patient 'Kathy' (K) Member of staff 'Rose' (R) 
Others: 
Date of sample: Summer 1997 
Transcription length: 1 minute, 11 seconds 
Counter times: start 12:00:00 end 12:01:11 
Transcriber: 

Using the file: 
The file contains the template for the transcription, as shown in reduced size 
below. To add lines to the table go into T!ble in your menu and click on 
Insert rows. If you then press Ctrl and Y simultaneously it will repeat the 
process. I have filled in the first counter time and the first line of the 
transcription. This is to help you find the right place on the tape. (Please note 
that my transcription is not complete and that you will need to flesh out that 
first line in your transcription.) . 

--.. ----
Scene 

12:00:00 001 

THE TRANSCRIPT. 
An example: 

-, 
R 

.. -- -- -
Is awake and Nrives wtth pIIle 
sitting In Chair. and an apron. 

Kathy Kath i<ath (1) k<nch tllT1I PLCs p&Bt8 on arm 
o!chatr. 

I have prepared an example of what a transcript should look like for you to 
use as a guide (see back 2 pages). 

The template: 
You will notice that the format is slightly different to the usual CA format. This 
is because there is a lot of non-verbal information to capture, in many cases 
more than there is of verbal information. This format allows all behaviours to 
be recorded without you needing to decide whether something is meaningful 
or not. That will be my job at a later date! The table contains solid lines which 
will help align non-verbal behaviour with speech. 
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Column 1: counter reference. In this case the video tapes include a clock in 
the bottom right hand corner of the screen. This is the time which needs 
recording. Please record the counter time, as hour-minute-seconds, at regular 
intervals, approximately every 15 seconds. 

Column 2: analysis markers. You do not need to put anything in this 
column. However, if there is any part of the text you particularly wish to draw 
my attention to, place an arrow (-) in this column next to the line of interest 
and make comments in column B. 

Column 3: line number. The line numbers are three digit numbers starting at 
001 (In the unlikely event that you reach 999, please continue as 1000, 1001 
etc.). Each line needs a number, even if there is no speech in that line (see 
columns 6 and 7 below) and there should be only one number per box. 

Column 4: speaker identifier. Enter the speaker's initial, as given at the top 
of your transcript. All names are pseudonyms, but where possible the first 
initial is the same as the subject's real name. Only enter the other person's 
initials when the speaker changes. Where a pause occurs which does not 
belong to a particular speaker do not put either initial on that line (see pauses 
below). The next line will however need an initial, even if it is the same person 
as before. 

Column 5: talk. Only have one line of talk per box, as shown below. 

Column 5 
When the text is too long for 
the box do not just let it build 
up in one box. 

Column 5 
Instead cut and paste it 
into the next box. 

Non-verbal behaviours: In regular CA analysis you would also include 
a gloss of non-verbal behaviours. In this transcript the non-verbal 
behaviours will be kept separately (see columns 6 and 7 below). 

Vocalisations: Include all vocalisations in the talk box, putting a 
description in square brackets e.g. [laughs], [hums] (see lines 006 and 
OOB in example.). 

Pauses: Pauses are usually marked in tenths of a second. Please use 
a stopwatch to time pauses and put the figure in brackets e.g. (O.B), 
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(2.5). Pauses of less than 0.1 second should be transcribed as a full 
stop i.e. (.). 

• Attributable pauses: These are pauses which belong to a speaker. 
They occur when a speaker expects a response, i.e. when asking a 
question. Instead of a response there is a pause. The pause can 
therefore be attributed to the second speaker. In this case mark the 
pause with the second speaker's initials in column 4, as below. 
(Often the first speaker will repeat the question or indicate the need 
for a response after the pause.). 

Column 4 Column 5 

A how are you? 

B (2) 

A hm? 

• Non-attributable pauses / lapses: When the talk has come to an 
end, and when there is no expectation of a response from the 
second speaker, the pause cannot be attributed to either speaker. 
In these instances leave column 4 empty but indicate the length of 
pause. 

Column 4 Column 5 

A that's it 

(3) 

In some of the samples these pauses in talk may stretch to minutes, 
but there will be lots of non-verbal behaviours to note. Continue to 
create new lines for all of the non-verbal behaviours but give the length 
of the overall pause on the first of them. See for example line 013 
below where the (9) indicates a 9 second pause in talk, during which 
the non-verbal behaviours in lines 013 - 015 take place. 

C3 Column 4 Column 5 Column 6 
012 A that's it Picks cup up from table. 
013 (9) Holds cup in hands, 'warming' 

them. looks up at B, and back 
to cup. 

014 Takes a drink from cup and 
puts it back on table. 

015 looks at B. 

016 A so, nq~ Y{I:l~.t.~r~.Y9!J. Q.Qifl.9.t9 Looks away and face looks 
do? puzzled, looks back at B. 

017 B ! .Q9fl:t f<.r!Q~ Makes eye contact with A 
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• Word-search pause: Do not confuse the above pauses with word
search pauses. Word-search pauses will occur within a turn and 
indicate processing or searching for a word. They may co-occur 
with fillers such as 'er' or 'urn'. 

Column 4 Column 5 

A that's it (0.3) the (.) erm (.) the 

(0.2) oh you know 

Overlapping talk: When the first speaker's talk overlaps the talk or 
vocalisation of the second speaker this should be indicated with large 
brackets. The two speakers' utterances must be kept on separate lines 
and the brackets align to show exactly where they overlap (see lines 
005 and 006 in example, pages 40-41). 

Column 4 Column 5 

A that's the (0.3) the (.) erm (.) 

the (0.2) oh you know 

B goat I do Iyou mean? 

A LgoatJ yes 

The large brackets can be found in the symbols menu on your 
computer. 

Questionable instances: When you are not sure you heard something 
accurately put what you think was said in brackets e.g. (goat). If you 
cannot work it out try a phonemic representation (/gU:tI), or indicate the 
number of syllables (x). 

Column 4 Column 5 Column 8 
A that's the (0.3) the (.) erm (.) 

the (0.2) oh you know (1.5) 

the (goat) (Coat? Is 
possibly 
pointing to 
coat rack, but 
maybe 
pointing to 
garden?) 

You might want to put alternatives in the comments box (column 8). 
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Other speakers: At the top of your transcript you will see I have left 
space for other speakers to be added. In some cases I am aware of 
other speakers and have typed them in already. If an additional 
speaker features in your sample please note it at the top of the 
transcription, and use the initials X, Y and Z to indicate them in the text. 
(Le. the first additional speaker will use initial X, the second initial Y 
etc.). 

Columns 6 and 7: Non-verbal behaviours. Keep non-verbal behaviour 
separate. Include a narrative of what the patient is doing (column 6) and what 
the member of staff is doing (column 7). Non-verbal behaviours will occur both 
in the presence and absence of speech. In the former case include your 
narrative on the same line as the accompanying speech (lines 001 - 018 in 
example). In the latter case assign each consecutive behaviour a line (lines 
019 - 021 in example). This allows you to indicate behaviours which happen 
simultaneously and those which happen successively. Keep the counter times 
in column 1 to show progression of behaviour. There may be long stretches 
where only non-verbal behaviour is recorded. You do not need to put initials 
in column 4 when there is no speech (see non-attributable pauses / lapses 
above.). The next time somebody does talk or vocalise, add their initial to the 
column, even if they were the last person to speak (see line 022 in example, 
pages 40-41.). 

Questionable instances: When you need to make an interpretation of a 
behaviour, such as in line 008 of example, put your interpretation in 
brackets with a question mark. Underline the bit you are not sure about 
to make it clear. 

Column 4 Column 5 Column 6 

A that's it (0.3) the (.) erm (.) the (waving at window I picture ?) 

(0.2) oh you know 

Column 4 Column 5 Column 6 
A that's it (0.3) the (.) erm (.) the (waving at window I ~icture?) 

(0.2) oh you know 

Column 8: Comments. Add anything else of interest and any comments you 
wish to make to this column. 
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Symbols: 
There are lots of diacritics used in conversation analysis. I would like you to 
use the following: 

r 1 Use large brackets to indicate overlapping talk. 
L J 

[cough] 

(goat) 

(/gU:U) 

(x) 

(1.4) 

(.) 

oquieto 

LOUD 

gaze 

? 

(hums?) 
not 

-

Use small square brackets to indicate vocalisations which 
are not speech. 

Use regular brackets to indicate an unclear word, 

brackets around a phonemic transcription if you cannot 
make a word out, 

or indicate the number of syllables ( x = 1 syllable, xx = 2 
syllables etc.). 

Use for a pause, the number indicating length in seconds, 

and a full stop in brackets for a pause of less than 0.1 
second. 

Use degree signs to indicate speech that is quieter than 
the rest of sample, 

or capitals if it is louder. 

Use broken underlining to indicate that the speaker's 
is directed at the listener. 

Use a question mark to indicate rising inflection. 

In the narratives use brackets around anything you are 
sure about. Underline the bit you are questioning. 

Place an arrow in column 2 if you wish to draw my 
attention to something of particular interest, and make 
comments in column 8. 
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TRAINING: 
To begin with I would like you to transcribe just the first minute of your 
sample, to print it out and post it to me. I can then contact you to discuss any 
changes you may need to make or to give you the go-ahead to continue with 
the sample. 

PROBLEMS: 
If you do run into difficulties please contact me (see below). The majority of 
problems have a solution, so even if it is as dire as accidentally recording 
over the tape or damaging the disk, please let me know. Most difficulties with 
the transcript should come to light during the training period, but please do 
not hesitate to bring problems or questions to my attention. 

CONTACTING ME: 
The best way to contact me is on a Tuesday, during the day, on xxxxx 
xxxxxx. At all other times please use my work contact, xxxxx xxxxxx. If I 
am not there you can leave a message on the machine or with my colleagues. 
Please be aware that I may not be able to return your call immediately as I 
work part-time. You can e-mail me at xxxxxxxxxxxxx but please do not send 
any transcription data to me in this way. 

Rachael Henton March 2000 

Reference: 
Wilkinson, R.; Beake, S. (1999) 'Instructions for conversation analysis 
transcription.' Unpublished work. Department of Human Communication 
SCience, University College London. 
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TRANSCRIPTION OF P003/S001 - pilot tape 

Subjects: Patient 'Kathy' (K) Member of staff 'Rose' (R) 
Others: 
Date of sample: Summer 1997 
Transcription length: 1 minute, 11 seconds 
Counter times: start 12:00:00 end 12:01 :11 
Transcriber: Rachael Henton 

counter time line speaker talk 
(as on no 
screen) 
Scene 

12:00:00 001 R Kathy Kath Kath (1) lunch time 

002 put your head forward a minute (2) 

003 that's it (4) 

004 all right? (3) 

005 there I you I are 

006 K UhumslJ 
12:00:17 007 R (5) gonna have some lunch? 

-- ~ 

narrative patient 

Is awake and 
sitting in chair. 

Looks at R. 

Smiles in 
response 
Fiddles with 
apron with 
fir!~ers. 

narrative staff 

Arrives with 
plate and an 
apron. 
Puts plate on 
arm of chair. 
Puts apron 
round K's neck 
and fastens it. 
Sits down on 
stool next to K. 

Looks into K's 
face and smiles. 
Straightens 
edge of apron 
again. 
Smiles. 
Holds eye 
contact, looks 

comments 

Nurse walks into 
shot and gives 
R a spoon. 

» 
"0 
"0 
CD 
~ 
a. x· 
U'I 
U'I 



008 K ([hums or cries?]) 

009 R all right? (2) 

010 there you are (3) 

011 okay (.) right then (4) 

12:00:42 012 Kath (.) there we are (6) 

013 Kathy (4) 
~ 
-'" 

014 lunch time (2) 

015 fish and mashed J)Otatoes and peas 
016 

017 K [hums) 

018 R alright? 
019 

020 

021 
12:01:11 022 R here we are 

-- ---- --- --- - --- ------- --

(Grimaces?) 
Looks at lap. 

looks at R. 

Has turned 
away. 
Looks at R. 

looks away. 

Looks down at 
lap. 
looks at R. 

Takes mouthful. 
Looks at R. 

-

away. 

Strokes K's 
hand and smiles 
at her. 
Pats hand and 
lets go. 
Picks up spoon 
andplate. 
Stirs food, looks 
up at K. 
Smiles. 
Holds eye 
contact and 
smiles. 
Stirs food. 
loads spoon 
with fish. 

Looks up at K. 
Offers spoon to 
K 
Touches spoon 
to K's mouth. 

Pulls spoon out 
of K's mouth, 
looks at her and 
smiles. 

K appears to be 
grimacing but 
the humming 
sound is just like 
before. 

I 

I 

I 

1 

J 

> 
"0 
"0 
ID 
::l 
Co x· 
c.n 
c.n 
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Statistical analysis for Chapter Four 
(using the conventions of Greene and D'Oliveira (1982)) 

Friedman Test: Average frequency of speech units - staff members as 
conditions (main-meal only). 

conditions Staff member 03 Staff member 05 Staff member 06 
Subjects Rate Rank Rate Rank Rate Rank 
Patient 8 5.35 2 57.09 3 1.06 1 
Patient C 2.39 2 13.49 3 2.87 1 
Patient 0 4.25 3 3.92 2 0.83 1 
Patient E 3.28 2 16.75 3 2.21 1 
Total 15.27 9 91 .25 11 6.97 4 
Mean 3.818 22.813 1.743 

The observed value of x(- is 6.5. At the 5% level this translates to a p value of 
0.042 which is smaller than p<0.05. There is therefore a significant difference 
observed between the conditions. The null hypothesis, that the differences 
between the frequency of speech units for the three members of staff is due to 
chance alone, can be rejected at the 5% level. 

Appendix 6.2 

Statistical analysis for Chapter Four 
(using the conventions of Greene and D'Oliveira (1982» 

Friedman Test: Average frequency of speech units - patients as conditions 
(main-meal only). 

Conditions Patient 8 Patient C Patient 0 Patient E 
Subjects Rate Rank Rate Rank Rate Rank Rate Rank 
Staff 03 5.35 4 2.39 1 4.25 3 3.28 2 
Staff 05 57.09 4 13.49 2 3.92 1 16.75 3 
Staff 06 1.06 2 1.87 3 0.83 1 2.21 4 
Total 63.5 10 17.75 6 9 5 22.24 9 
Mean 21.167 5.917 3 7.413 

The observed value of x(- is 3.4. At the 5% level this translates as a p value of 
0.466 which is greater than p<0.05. There is not therefore a significant 
difference observed between the conditions at this level. 
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Statistical analysis for Chapter Four 
(using the conventions of Greene and D'Oliveira (1982» 

One-way related ANOVA: Number of spoon/mouthfuls consumed during 
whole meal - staff members as conditions. 

Conditions Staff 03 Staff 05 Staff 06 Totals 
Subjects 
Patient B 60 66 33 159 
Patient C 51 49 26 126 
Patient D 49 52 58 159 
Patient E 63 48 36 147 
Totals 223 215 153 591 

Source of Sum of Degrees of Mean squares F ratios 
variance squares (SS) freedom (df) (MS) 
Member of 734 2 367 F2,10 1.626 
staff variable 
Subjects 242.25 3 80,75 F5 1o O.358 
Error 1354 6 225.667 
Total 2330.25 11 

Between conditions: The observed value of F is 1.626 and at the 5% level the 
critical value of F is 5.14. Since the observed value is less than the critical 
value the null hypothesis cannot be rejected at the 5% level. 

Between subjects: The observed value of F is 0.358 and the critical value of F 
is 4.76. Since the observed value is less than the critical value the null 
hypothesis cannot be rejected at the 5% level. 
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Statistical analysis for Chapter Four 
(using the conventions of Greene and D'Oliveira (1982)) 

t-Test between total number of spoon/mouthfuls successfully fed by staff 
member 03 and staff member 06. 

Subjects Condition A Condition 8 d et 
03 06 A-8 

B 60 33 27 729 
C 51 26 25 625 
0 49 58 -9 81 
E 63 36 27 729 
Total 223 153 r.d= 70 Le!= 2164 
Mean 55.75 38.25 

The observed value of t=1.978 is less than the critical value of 3.182 (two
tailed test) . There is therefore no significant difference between the two 
conditions at the 5% level. The observed value is however greater than the 
critical value of 1.638 (two-tailed test) which is significant at the 20% level 
(although this level of significnce tends not to be used). 

Appendix 6.5 

Statistical analysis for Chapter Four 
(using the conventions of Greene and D'Oliveira (1982)) 

t-Test between total number of spoon/mouthfuls successfully fed by staff 
member 05 and staff member 06. 

Subjects Condition A Condition B d cf 
05 06 A-8 

B 66 33 33 1089 
C 49 26 23 529 
0 52 58 -6 36 
E 48 36 12 144 
Total 215 153 r.d= 62 r.cf= 1798 
Mean 53.75 38.25 

The observed value of t=1.856 is less than the critical value of 3.182 (two
tailed test). There is therefore no significant difference between the two 
conditions at the 5% level. The observed value is however greater than the 
critical value of 1.638 (two-tailed test) which is significant at the 20% level 
(although this level of significance tends not to be used). 
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Statistical analysis for Chapter Four 
(using the conventions of Greene and D'Oliveira (1982)) 

t-Test between total number of spoon/mouthfuls successfully eaten by patient 
B and patient C. 

Subjects Condition A Condition B d et 
B C A-B 

03 60 51 9 81 
05 66 49 17 289 
06 33 26 7 49 
Total 159 126 I.d= 33 I.cf= 419 
Mean 53 42 

The observed value of t=3 .600 is less than the critical value of 4.303 (two
tailed test). There is therefore no significant difference between the two 
conditions at the 5% level. The observed value is however greater than the 
critical value of 2.920 (two-tailed test) which is significant at the 10% level. 
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Statistical analysis for Chapter Four 
(using the conventions of Greene and D'Oliveira (1982» 

One-way related ANOVA: Overall time taken to complete meal (in minutes) -
patients as conditions. 

Conditions Patient B Patient C Patient D Patient E Totals 
Subjects 
Staff 03 12.6 16.8 12.6 17.4 59.4 
Staff 05 18.8 27 16.2 16.9 78.9 
Staff 06 15.5 18.8 19.4 10.9 64.6 
Totals 46.9 62.6 48.2 45.2 202.9 

Source of Sum of Degrees of Mean squares F ratios 
variance squares (SS) freedom (df) (MS) 
Patient 64.183 3 21.394 F210 5.067 
variable 
Subjects 50.982 2 25.491 FS,10 2.012 

Error 76.005 6 12.668 

Total 191.170 11 

Between conditions: The observed value of F is 5.067 and at the 5% level the 
critical value of F is 4.76. Since the observed value is greater than the critical 
value the null hypothesis can be rejected at the 5% level. At the 2.5% level 
the critical value is 6.60. Since the observed value is less than the critical 
value the null hypothesis cannot be rejected at the 2.5% level. 

Between subjects: The observed value of F is 2.012 and the critical value of F 
is 5.14. Since the observed value is less than the critical value the null 
hypothesis cannot be rejected at the 5% level. 
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Statistical analysis for Chapter Four 
(using the conventions of Greene and D'Oliveira (1982» 

One-way related ANOVA: Number of meal phases completed (of a total of 3)
staff members as conditions. 

Conditions staff 03 staff 05 staff 06 Totals 
Subjects 
Patient B 2 2 1 5 
Patient C 3 2 0 5 
Patient D 2 1 1 4 
Patient E 3 2 2 7 
Totals 10 7 4 21 

Source of Sum of Degrees of Mean squares F ratios 
variance squares (SS) freedom (df) (MS) 
Member of 4.5 2 2.25 F210 6.231 
staff variable 
Subjects 1.583 3 0.528 FS.10 1.462 

Error 2.167 6 0.361 

Total 8.25 11 

Between conditions: The observed value of F is 6.231 and at the 5% level the 
critical value of F is 5.14. Since the observed value is greater than the critical 
value the null hypothesis can be rejected at the 5% level. At the 2.5% level 
the critical value is 7.26. Since the observed value is less than the critical 
value the null hypothesis cannot be rejected at the 2.5% level. 

Between SUbjects: The observed value of F is 1.462 and the critical value of F 
is 4.76. Since the observed value is less than the critical value the differences 
between the patients is not significant at the 5% level. 
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Statistical analysis for Chapter Four 
(using the conventions of Greene and D'Oliveira (1982)) 

i-Test between the number of meal phases completed by member of staff 03 
and member of staff 06. 

Subjects Condition A Condition B d cf 
Staff 03 Staff 06 A-B 

B 2 1 1 1 
C 3 0 3 9 
D 2 1 1 1 
E 3 2 1 1 
Total 10 4 r.d=6 r.cf=12 
Mean 2.5 1 

The observed value of 1=3.00 is less than the critical value of 3.182 (two
tailed test) . There is therefore no significant difference between the two 
conditions at the 5% level. The observed value is however greater than the 
critical value of 2.353 (two-tailed test) and there is therefore a significant 
difference at the 10% level. 
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Appendix 6.10 

Statistical analysis for Chapter Four 
(using the conventions of Greene and D'Oliveira (1982)) 

One-way related ANOVA: The number of spoonlmouthfuls fed by each dyad 
in each of the meal phases - meal phases as conditions. 

Conditions Condition 1. Condition 2. Condition 3. Totals 
Subjects Main meal Dessert Drink 
03/B 29 13 18 60 
03/C 28 13 10 51 
03/0 22 11 16 49 
03/E 23 19 21 63 
051B 28 18 20 66 
051C 22 13 14 49 
0510 16 18 18 52 
051E 18 18 12 48 
06/B 13 11 9 33 
06/C 5 7 14 26 
06/0 20 6 32 58 
06/E 8 13 5 26 
Totals 232 160 189 581 

Source of Sum of Degrees of Mean squares F ratios 
variance sQuares (SS) freedom (dn (MS) 
Member of 218. 722 2 109.361 F2.10 3.317 
staff variable 
Subjects 670.306 11 60.937 FS101.848 
Error 725.278 22 32.967 
Total 1614.306 35 

Between conditions: The observed value of F is 3.317 and the critical value of 
F is 3.44. Since the observed value is less than the critical value, the null 
hypothesis cannot be rejected at the 5% level. 

Between subjects: The observed value of F is 1.848 and at the 5% level the 
critical value of F is 2.12. Since the observed value is less than the critical 
value, the null hypothesis cannot be rejected at the 5% level. 
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Appendix 6.11 

Statistical analysis for Chapter Four 
(using the conventions of Greene and O'Oliveira (1982)) 

Wilcoxon Signed Ranks for actual accepted mouthfuls of main-meal and 
dessert phases only. 

Subject A 8 d ranked ranked + ranked -
Main-meal Dessert (A-B) 

03/8 29 13 +16 11 9 
03/C 28 13 +15 10 8 
03/0 22 11 +11 8 6 
03/E 23 19 +4 4 2 
OS/8 28 18 +10 7 S 
05/C 22 13 +9 6 4 
OSlO 16 18 -2 2 1.5 
OS/E 18 18 0 - -
0618 13 11 +2 2 1 
06/C 5 7 -2 2 1.S 
06/0 20 6 +14 9 7 
06/E 18 13 +5 5 3 

Totals 3 4S 

N=11 W=3 

3 is smaller than the critical value of 5 at the 1 % level (2 tailed) and 0.5% 
level (1 tailed). The difference between these two conditions is therefore 
significant. 
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Appendix 6.12 

Statistical analysis for Chapter Four 
(using the conventions of Greene and D'Oliveira (1982)) 

Mann-Whitney Test between the number of spoonfuls of main-meal and 
dessert given for completed meal phases. 

Staff/patient Main-meal phase (N=6) Dessert phase (N=8) 
dyad Rate Rank Rate Rank 
03/8 29 14 13 4 
03/C 28 13 13 4 
0310 22 11 11 2 
03/E 23 12 19 10 
05/8 - - 18 7.5 
05/C - - 13 4 
0510 - - 18 7.5 
051E 18 7.5 - -
06/8 - - - -
06/C - - - -
06/0 - - 6 1 
06/E 18 7.5 - -
Total 138 65 111 40 
Mean 23 13.88 

u = 4. The difference between the two conditions is significant at the 0.5% 
level (one-tailed test). 
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Appendix 6.13 

Statistical analysis for Chapter Four 
(using the conventions of Greene and D'Oliveira (1982)) 

Wilcoxon signed-ranks test between the frequency per spoon/mouthful 
consumed in the main-meal and dessert phases (including drinks). 

Subjects Condition A Condition B d rankd rank + 
Main-meal Dessert A-8 differences 

03/8 9.97 9.92 0.05 1 
D3/C 20.11 18.15 1.96 5 
03/0 17.59 13.27 4.32 7 
03/E 16.26 18.00 -1.74 4 1 
05/6 19.03 13.67 5.36 8 
D5/C 37.42 20.92 16.50 11 
0510 16.52 15.00 1.52 2 
05/E 26.06 15.32 10.74 9 
06/8 28.69 13.90 14.79 10 
06/C 51.80 25.75 26.05 12 
06/0 20.65 17.62 3.03 6 
06IE 19.50 17.80 1.7 3 

Totals 1 

W=1.N=11. 

rank -
differences 

1 
4 
6 

7 
10 
2 
8 
9 

11 
5 
3 

66 

The differences between these two conditions is significant, for a 2-tailed test, 
at the 0.01 level. 
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Appendix Seven 



Appendix 7.1 

EXPANDED NARRATIVE FOR 03/B 

Behaviour of staff member Interpretation Patient 
Moves chair to sit down. Slight movement! 

startle? 
12:19:55 Sits down, looking at camera. 
Adjusts position in chair, remains 
looking at camera. 
Looks away and orientates toward M. 
Head and eyes toward M, body lowers. 
Adjusts position in chair slightly. 
12:19:58 R-hand forward, taps M 
(arm?) x2. 
Rests hand on her arm. 
Pulls R-hand back, picks up spoon (on 
plate). 
Begins to mix (play) food . 
12:19:59 Looks to camera 

12:20:00 Looks to plate. 
Shifts plate to R-hand. 
12:20:01 L-hand touches edge of bib? I 
taps shoulder? 
L-hand back to plate. 
12:20:02 Plate held in both hands, Slight movement? 
moves plate nearer M. Mouth open? 
Taps spoon on plate. Anticipation? 
12:20:05 Begins feeding . 
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Appendix 7.2 

EXPANDED NARRATIVE FOR 05/8 

Behaviour of staff member Interpretation Patient 
12:48:54 Leans over and rubs M's arm 
as sits down. 
12:48:57 Hand moves to plate on her 
lap. 
Turns toward M with plate in hand. 
Adjusts chair behind her, sits back 
down. 
Plate held in both hands. 
12:49:00 Moves slightly? 

Arms move under 
bib? 

12:49:01 Rests plate on chair arm with 
L-hand. 
R-hand reaches to M, strokes her 
forearm. 
Hand back to plate and transfers plate 
to lap. 
12:49:02 R-hand back to M. 
12:49:03 L-hand forward, holds M's 
hand in both hands. 
Pulls M's hands away from her face. Eyes open? 
12:49:05 R-hand lifts bib, little tug. 
L-hand continues to pull M's hand. 
12:49:06 R-hand under bib, touches 
M's other hand? 
L-hand pulls M's R-hand away from her 
face. 
12:49:08 Lifts M's L-hand and lowers Smiles. 
her R-hand, crosses them in M's lap. 
12:49:09 Covers M's hands with bib. 
12:49:10 Pushes M's hands further 
under bib, tugs bib. 
12:49: 11 L-hand pulls bib near neck Shrugs slightly? 
upwards. Smiles. 
12:49:12 L-hand lifts bib and covers 
M's hands again. 
12:49:14 R-hand stays under bib, L-
hand moves to plate. 
Orientates to plate in lap. 
Moves own apron/serviette? 
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Appendix 7.2 

Behaviour of staff member Interpretation Patient 
12:49: 17 R-hand pulled out from under 
bib, pats M's hands under bib. 
R-hand to plate. 
12:49:18 Orientates to M. Orientates slightly 
R-hand taps M's hands under bib. to plate. 
12:49:19 Leans forward, pushes on R- Looks at plate. 
hand, plate near chair arm. 

12:49:20 R-hand to plate. Looks up (at 
Lifts spoon. camera?) then 

back toward El 
plate. 

12:49:23 Begins feeding. 
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Appendix 7.3 

EXPANDED NARRA liVE FOR 06/B 
First greeting sequence 

Behaviour of staff member Interpretation 
12:25:26 Tugs bib L-hand, begins to Alerting M to his 
lower self presence? 

Balance? 
12:25:27 R-hand out of shot behind 
cat. Continues to lower self. 
Both hands behind cat. 
Head level with M's, looking at M? 
12:25:28 Both hands raised into shot. 
L-hand to M's face. 
Strokes hand? face? 
R-hand on chair arm. 
L-hand to M's face, touches. 
head lowers, eyes into M's? 
Position held until 25:30 
12:25:30 L-hand pulls away 
12:25:31 Stands back up. 
L-hand across M's upper arm, strokes? 
Stands up fully. 
12:25:32 Both hands to M's head; R- Reassuring? 
hand to front, L-hand behind. 
R-hand stays behind head, L-hand 
moves to M's right arm. Rests on arm? 
12:25:33 L-arm moves to M's shoulder, 
hand applies pressure to shoulder. 
R-hand rises, body lowers, head back 
in shot. 
Pushes shoulders back slightly. 
12:25:34 R-hand strokes M's upper 
arm as head lowers. 
R-hand moves upwards. 
R-hand moves towards M's hand (on 
cat). 
L-hand lifts from M's shoulder 
Continues to lower head. 
12:25:35 L-hand across M's forehead. 
R-hand leaning on M's hand/chinl 
chest? 
Head continues to lower. 
L-hand begins to pull M's head up. 
R-hand stays on chin, applying no 
pressure. 
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Patient 

M moves slightly? 

M's head rises 
slightly. 

Resisting? 



Appendix 7.3 

Behaviour of staff member Interpretation Patient 
12:25:36 R-hand begins to push chin 
up. 
L-hand pulls forehead back. 
R-hand moves to face, touches slightly, 
back to M's arm - continuous 
movement. 
12:25:37 L-hand strokes head. Hand comes up to 
R-hand pulls away. A's arm - in 
Head begins to lift again. protest? 
12:25:38 Both hands forward, takes Reassuring? 
M's hands. 
Head lowers again. 
12:25:39 Lifts M's L-hand with his R- Reassuring? 
hand and puts it in his L-hand. Also trying to 
Lifts M's hand slightly. wake/rouse her. 
Transfers back to L-hand. 
Moves her fingers. 
12:25:40 Holds position Facilitating M's Moves slightly 

movement? Using 
her arm to alter 
her position? 

12:25:41 L-hand towards M's shoulder. Watches A's hand 
approaching? 

12:25:42 L-hand on shoulder, then Gently shaking! 
pulls away. rocki ng her? 
12:25:43 Rotates hand to her chin, 
strokes under chin. 
12:25:44 L-hand lifts to M's forehead . 
Still holding her hand. 
12:25:45 Lifts her head up and back. M looks fleetingly 

at A. 
Eye contact 
made? 

M moves own Moves head 
head? A's slightly. 
pressure appears 
to reduce. 

12:25:46 Looks away, 
closes eyes 

12:25:47 Releases pressure on M's Reassuring? Head and arms 
head, lets go of hand. drop. 
R-hand strokes bib. M's head 
Lets go of head. orientates away 

from A slightly? 
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Appendix 7.3 

Behaviour of staff member Interpretation Patient 
12:25:48 R-hand reaches for cat, L- Engaging through 
hand lifts M's hand. movement of cat? 
Continues looking at M (face?). Adjusting her 
Pulls cat from under M's arm and position? 
lowers her hand back onto cat. 
12:25:50 Both hands raise, straightens 
bib from both sides. 
12:25:51 Touches bib to M's chest 
12:25:52 Both hands pull away, R 
stays near chest, L pulled away. 
Head lowers, looking at M? 
R-hand touches chest/arm as head 
lowers. 
R-hand moves to M's chin. Strokes x2. Points 
Strokes finger under chin . to camera? 
12:25:53 As pulls R-hand away points M raises eyes but 
to camera? not to camera. 
A moves out of shot. 
12:25:59 Tips chair forward . 
12:26:07 Sits back, change 

to facial 
expression, 
smiles? Strokes 
cat R-hand. 

12:26:09 Lifts bib L-hand. 
Smiles, hugs self. 

12:26:10 R-hand into shot, touches Looking at her 
face, strokes cheek. hands? Eyes 
Head already level with M's. closed? 
Continues to lower head so looks up to 
M. 
12:26:12 Strokes fingers against Looks forward, 
cheek. smiles. 
12:26: 13 Begins to lift head and stand 
up. 
Brushes R-hand down M's arm as 
stands up. 
Last thing to leave her is his hand. 
Out of shot. 
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Appendix 7.3 

Expanded narrative for 0618 
Second greeting sequence 

Behaviour of staff member Interpretation 
12:26:27 Sits down. 
Orientates head to M. 
12:26:30 Sits back upright. 
Prepares food on trolley. 
12:26:40 Both hands into shot, into M's 
lap? 
R-hand lifts bib and tucks it down Preparatory? Cue 
again. to feeding? 
12:26:41 Both hands towards M, L-
hand touching bib. 
Touches face? 
12:26:42 R-hand lifts bib and covers 
her hands up. 
12:26:43 Taps finger on M's hand. "keep it there" 
Reaches out of shot, both hands to gesture? 
tray. 
12:26:46 Looks at M. 
12:26:48 Brings plate forward in front 
ofM. 
12:26:49 Lifts spoon. * camera angle 

altered. 
12:26:50 Lowers head so level with To see if she is 
M's. awake? To 

engage again? 
12:26:53 Rises to sitting position, 
places plate back on tray. 
12:26:54 L-hand pushes M's shoulders 
back. 
R-hand holds spoon, twists round in 
hand, places fingers under M's chin. 
L-hand moves forward and pushes 
forehead back, right hand supports 
chin. 
12:26:58. Head lowers to M's level 
again. 
12:27:00 Head raises. 
R-hand moves away from chin . 
L-hand lets go of head. 
Touches shoulder slightly? 
Orientates back to tray. 
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Makes fleeting 
eye contact? 
Gaze on trolley? 

Head falls 
forward . 



Appendix 7.3 

Behaviour of staff member Interpretation Patient 
12:27:01 Holds plate up in front of M 
and brings spoon round . 
Head lowers as spoon lowered into 
food . 
As loads spoon raises head to look at 
M. 
12:27:07 Brings loaded spoon toward 
M. 
Plate pulled back. 
Head lowered again. 
Holds spoon to M's mouth. 
12:27:10 Takes mouthful of 

food . 
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Appendix Nine 
9.1 



TRANSCRIPTION OF 03/8 

Subjects: Patient 'Mary' (M) and Member of staff 'Simon' (S) 
Others: Camera operator (0) 
Date of sample: 14.7.99 
Transcription length: 14 minutes 
Counter times: start 12:19:54 end 12:33:54 
Transcriber: JD 

Comment from transcriber: It is often unclear whether 
M's eyes are open during this session or not. I am 
assuming that her eyes are open, although it is not 
apparent to the viewer, due to the fact that S never tells her 
to wake up or open her eyes whilst he is feeding her. JO. 

counter line spea talk 
time (as no ker 
on 
screen) 
Scene 000 

12:19:54 0 001 S are you ready? 

002 0 (2.4) 

A 003 S alright Marv? 
004 M (2.9) 

P 005 S what's for lunch? 

006 M (3.0) 

007 

0 008 S is very Quiet vou know 
009 

010 (0 .6) 
E 011 S v~900dQirt 

012 (0.3) 

E 013 that's better 

014 (6 .8) 

015 
016 S °there you areo 

017 (0.5) 

12:20:16 P 018 there you are 

019 (1 .1 ) 
P 020 S 'pen y' mouth 

021 (0 .9) 
E 022 very good 

Meal summary: 
Main meal (M) = 
Dessert (De) = 
Drink (Dr) = 

29 mouthfuls 
13 mouthfuls 
16 mouthfuls 

Utterance codes: 
A = attention seeking; P = preparatory; E = 
evaluatory; N = non-related incidental; 0 = 
outside of partnership; a = not 
coded/questionabale instances 

narrative patient narrative staff comments 

M sitting in arm S near her, 
chair. walks toward 

camera and out 
of shot, 
returning with 
olate. 
To camera as 
sits down. 
Taps M to get 
her attention. 

Mixes food, 
alances at 

camera briefly. 
Taps her right 
shoulder. 
Holds plate 
under her chin 
and mixes food. 
Prepares 
mouthful. . 
Lifts spoon to 
M's mouth. 

Takes mouthful. Feeds M. M1 .20:05 

· 
Chews and 
food dribbles 
out of mouth, 
back onto olate. 
Chews. Uses spoon to 

clear food from 
around M's 
mouth 

· Looks at 
camera. 
Mixes food . 
Prepares 
mouthful. 
Lifts it to M's 
mouth. 
Holds it outside 
her mouth. 

Takes mouthful. Feeds M. M2.20:16 

· 
Chews. Clears food 

from around 



M's mouth. 
023 (6.3) Chews. Mixes next 

mouthful. 
024 Prepares 

mouthful. 
025 Takes spoon to 

M's mouth. 
Q 026a S (xx) Takes mouthful. Feeds M. M3.20:26 
E 026b very good 

027 (9.2) Chews Clears M's 
mouth with 
sp_oon. 

028 . Puts spoon on 
plate. 

029 . Picks it uJl. 
030 Mixes food. 
031 Prepares 

mouthful. 
032 Takes spoon to 

M's mouth. 
12:20:36 p 033 S there you are Takes mouthful. Feeds M. M4.20:36 

E 034 (0.3) you like it (0.4) I hope? Chews. 
035 M (17 .1) Chews. Clears food 

from around 
mouth. 

036 Mixes food and 
glances at 
camera. 

037 Chews. Prepares 
mouthful. 

038 Takes mouthful. Feeds M. MS, 20:49 
039 Clears food 

from around 
M's mouth. 

040 Chews briefly. Mixes food . 
12:20:55 041 S [clears throat] . 

042 (49.4) Prepares 
mouthful. 

043 Retracts head Takes spoon to 
as if not wanting M's mouth. 
the food. 

044 Takes mouthful. Feeds M. 
045 Chews. Mixes food . M6,20:58 
046 Prepares 

mouthful 
047 Takes mouthful. Feeds M. M7, 21 :08 
048 Chews. Prepares 

mouthful. 
049 Still chewing but Feeds M. M8.21:15 

takes mouthful. 
050 Chews briefly. Mixes food. 
051 . 
052 Opens and Prepares 

closes mouth mouthful. 
with 
movements 
similar to 
chewing . 

053 Takes mouthful. Feeds M. M9.21:24 
054 Chews once. Puts spoon on 

plate. 
055 Lifts spoon up 

again. 
056 Prepares 

mouthful. 
Feeds M. M10.21 :36 

-> 057 Takes spoon to N.B. throughout 
M's mouth. this sequence 

of feeds , M's 



chewing and 
swallowing are 
irregular, and 
often absent 
(particularty the 
swallowing). S 
appears 
unaware of this 
and therefore 
keeps on 
feedingM , 

12:21 :45 p 058 S here Mary Holds spoon 
outside M's 
mouth. 

059 (10,2) Takes mouthful. Feeds M. M11,21:46 
060 Chews. Mixes food . 
061 Swallows? Prepares 

mouthful. 
062 Takes it to M's 

mouth. 
Q 063 S hmm Holds spoon 

outside M's 
mouth . 

064 (0.2) . 
12:21 :57 P 065 there you are . 

066 (24.9) Takes mouthful. Feeds M. M12.21:57 
067 Chews. Clears food 

from around 
M's mouth. 

068 Mixes food . 
069 Looks up at 

something out 
of shot. 

-. 070 Mixes food . Loud scream 
from another 

client- no 
obvious 
response from 
either M or S. 

071 Prepares 
mouthful. 

072 Takes mouthful. Feeds M. M13.22:10 
073 Chews. Mixes food . 
074 . Prepares 

mouthful. 
075 Takes mouthful. Feeds M. 
076 Chews. Mixes food . M14.22:22 
077 . Prepares 

mouthful. 
078 Swallows? Lifts spoon to 

M's mouth. 
12:22:32 p 079 S Mary Holds spoon 

outside M's 
mouth. 

080 M i (1 .9) Takes mouthful. Feeds M. M15.22:32 
E 081 S very good Clears food 

from around 
M's mouth. 

082 (41.4) Shakes 
'cleared' food 
from spoon 
back onto plate . 

083 Clears around 
M's mouth 
again using 
spoon. 

064 Chews. Mixes food. 
065 Prepares 

mouthful. 
086 Takes mouthful. Feeds M. M16,22:45 



OB7 Chews. Mixes food . 
OBB Prepares 

mouthful. 
OB9 Takes mouthful. Feeds M. M17.22:55 
090 Chews. Clears food 

from around 
M's mouth. 

091 Swallows? Mixes food . 
092 Prepares 

mouthful. 
093 Takes mouthful. Feeds M. M18.23:06 
094 Clears food 

from around 
M's mouth. 

095 Chews . Mixes food . 
. 096 . Prepares 

mouthful. 
097 . Moves plate 

closer to M's 
mouth. 

09B Lifts spoon to 
M's mouth. 

12:23:16 p 099 S (come) (on) Mary Holds spoon 
outside mouth. 

p 100 _(.) Mary . 
p 101 ~en the mouth . 

102 jO.2} 
E 103 S very good Takes mouthful. Feeds M. M19: 23:17 

104 (1 .5) Chews. Clears food 
from around 
mouth with 
spoon. 

E 105 S Mary 

106 (11 .5) Puts spoon 
down onQlate. 

107 Scratches his 
nose. 

lOB Mixes food. 
109 Prepares 

mouthful. 
110 Lifts spoon to 

M's mouth. 
111 Starts chewing 

as spoon 
touches moulh. 

12:23:32 p 112 S 'pen y' mouth Holds spoon 
outside M's 
mouth. 

113 (0 .4) Opens mouth 
E 114 S (very) (goocu. 

115 jB.6J Takes mouthful. Feeds M. M20.23 :33 
116 Chews. Clears food 

from outside 
M's mouth. 

117 Rolls head Mixes food. 
slightly to left. 

llB Prepares 
mouthful. 

119 Takes it to M's 
mouth. 

p 120 S there you are Holds it outside 
M's mouth. 

121 j7.3) Takes mouthful. Feeds M. M21 . 23 :42 
122 Chews. Prepares 

mouthful. 
123 Swallows. Holds spoon 

outside M's 
mouth . 



12:23:50 P 124 S one more Takes mouthful. Feeds M. M22.23:49 
125 (20.8) Chews. Clears food 

from around 
M's mouth. 

126 Scrapes next 
mouthful 
together. 

127 Lifts spoon to 
M's mouth. 

128 Chews. Holds spoon 
outside M's 
mouth. 

129 Takes mouthful. Feeds M. M23.24:01 
130 Chews. Clears food 

from around 
M's mouth. 

' 131 Scrapes next 
mouthful 
tQgether. 

132 Lifts spoon to 
M's mouth. 

133 Opens mouth. 
12:24:11 p 134 S (here) Mary Holds food 

outside M's 
mouth. 

135 (44.2) Takes mouthful. Feeds M. M24.24:12 
136 Chews. Clears food 

from around 
M's mouth. 

137 Makes chewing Scrapes plate 
movements. for next 

mouthful. 
138 Waits for a 

couple of 
seconds. 

139 . Lifts spoon to 
M's mouth. 

140 Takes mouthful. Feeds M. M25.24:21 
141 Chews. Clears food 

from around 
mouth back 
onto plate. 

142 Scrapes next 
mouthful. 

143 Takes mouthful. Feeds M. M26.24:31 
144 Chews. Scrapes next 

mouthful. 
145 Takes mouthful. Feeds M. M27.24:35 
146 Chews. Scrapes final 

mouthful. 
Feeds M. M28.24:45 

147 Makes chewing Waits for M to 
movemenls. stopchewil1.9., 

148 Takes mouthful. Feeds M. M29. 24:54 
149 Chews. Clears food 

from around 
mouth. 

12:24:56 E 150 S (OgoodO) Puts spoon on 
plate and 
stands l!Q, 

151 (13.9) Moves out of 
shot. 

152 Moves lips. 
153 Returns to M 

with a tissue in 
his right hand. 

--+ 154 M appears Puts let! hand M possibly had 
startled by the on back of chair her eyes closed 
sudden wiping and wipes M's when S app-
of her face . face with tissue. roached her. 



155 Moves left hand 
and places it on 
top of M's head, 
still wiping M's 
face. 

156 Moves left hand 
to under M's 
chin, still wiping 
M's face. 

12:25:10 N 157 S hold on Mary Continues to 
wipeM. 

N 15B (0.7) (come) (on) Continues to 
wipe M. 

N 159 (1 .2) (x) wipe your mouth Continues to 
wipe M. 

160 (15.9) Finishes wiping 
M's face. 

161 Moves out of 
shot with tissue. 

162 Small 
movements of 
M's mouth and 
cheeks. 

~ 163 Re-enters shot Transcriber has 
with a small assumed the 
dear plastic pudding is a 
bowl containing mousse for 
pudding and a ease of 
sI>Oon. transcriQ.tion. 

12:25:30 P 164 S got some pudding for you here Mary Sits down. 
165 (3 .0) Takes a 

spoonful of 
mousse. 

P 166 S (there) (you) (are) Lifts it to M's 
mouth. 

167 (.) · 
P 16B you open your mouth · 

169 M (1.3) 
E 170 S mm 

171 (1 .7) Takes mouthful. Feeds M. Oe1 .25:35 
E 172 S very good Chews. 

173 (5 .1) Prepares 
mouthful. 

12:25:45 E 174 S here you are 
175 (45.5) Takes mouthful. Feeds M. Oe2.25:46 
176 Clears food 

from around 
M's mouth. 

177 Chews. 
17B Swallows. Prepares 

mouthful. 
179 Turns head · 

towards the 
bowl of 
mousse. 

1BO Takes mouthful. Feeds M. Oe3.25:57 
1B1 Chews. Prepares 

mouthful. 
182 Waits while M 

finishes 
chewing . 

183 Takes mouthful. Feeds M. Oe4.26:09 
184 Chews. Prepares 

mouthful. 
185 Waits for M to 

finish chewing. 
1B6 Swallows. 
187 Takes food . Feeds M. DeS. 26 :19 



188 Chews. Prepares 
mouthful. 

189 Swallows. 
190 Lifts spoon to 

M's mouth. 
191 Realises that 

there is some 
mousse 
dripping off the 
bottom. 

192 Catches the 
drip on the 
~astlc bowl. 

193 Lifts spoon to 
mouth Ilgain. 

12:26:31 P 194 S there you are . open y' mouth Holds spoon 
outside M's 
mouth. 

195 (1 .8) Takes mouthful. Feeds M. Oe6.26:32 
E 196 S there you go . very good Chews. Prepares 

mouthful. 
197 (21.2) Swallows. Holds spoon 

outside M's 
mouth. 

198 Takes mouthful. Feeds M. Oe7.26:43 
199 Chews. Swaps plastic 

bowl Into right 
hand. 

200 · Scratches right 
eye with left 
hand. 

201 · Prepares 
mouthful. 

12:26:55 -. 202 S open <y: mouth) Lifts spoon to Could possibly 
P M's mouth. be 1 word not 2. 

203 (39 .6) Takes food . Feeds M. Oe8.26:55 
204 Chews. Catches drip of 

mousse from 
M's chin with 
spoon. 

205 Prepares 
mouthful. 

206 Takes food. Feeds M. Oe9.27.04 
207 Chews. Prepares 

mouthful. 
208 · · 
209 Swallows. · 
210 Body moves · 

suddenly as if 
quietly burping . 

211 Takes mouthful. Feeds M. 0810.27:15 
212 Chews. Prepares 

mouthful. 
213 · Lifts spoon to 

M's mouth. 
214 Takes food . Feeds M. 0811.27:24 
215 Chews. Scrapes plastic 

bowl clean 
creating next 
mouthful. 

12:27 :36 E 216 S very good Takes half the Feeds M. 0812.27:36 
spoonful of 
food. 

217 (5.3) Chews. Prepares 
mouthful. 

p 218 S (alright) Mary · Lifts spoon to 
M's mouth. 

219 (0 .3) Holds spoon 
outside M's 
mouth . 



P 220 S open y' mouth Swallows. · 
221 (2.3) Takes food . Feeds M. 0013.27:44 

E 222 S very good Chews. 
223 (1 .1 ) Gets up out of 

chair. 
12:27 :47 E 224 S that's it Exits shot. 

225 (12 .9) Moves lips 
slightly. 

226 Retums with a 
drinking beaker 
with a spout. 

227 Fully opens Sits In chair and 
eyes and turns holds beaker In 
head as drink is front of M's 
put In front of face. 
her face. 

p 228 S some drink for you Mary Still holding 
beaker in front 
of M's face. 

229 M (0.9) · 
P 230 S here you are Tips beaker 

ready to place 
In M's mouth. 

231 (0.5) Drinks for Gives M a Dr1,28:04 
approx. 6 drink. 
seconds. 

12:28:04 P 232 S have vour drink? · 
233 M (20.0) Keeps beaker 

in front of M's 
face. 

234 Drinks. Gives M a Or2.28:15 
drink. 

235 Keeps beaker 
in front of M's 
face. 

12:28:24 E 236 S v~ood . 
237 (5.7) Does not allow Repeatedly 

S to put the tries to give M a 
spout in her drink. 
mouth , i.e. 
appears 
reluctant to 
drink. 

238 Moves beaker 
away from M's 
mouth. 

p 239 S there you are Keeps beaker 
in front of M's 
face. 

240 11 
P 241 S open your mouth Drinks for Gives M a Or3 . 28:32 

approx. 5 drink. 
seconds. 

242 (10.1) Keeps beaker 
in front of M's 
face . 

12:28 :42 a 243 S (now) (this) (bit) Gives M a 
drink. 

244 (3 .1) · Or4. 28:44 
-t 245 S there you are Places left hand (and therefore 
p under M's chin aid drinking?) 

to lift her head 
up. 

246 (17.4) Takes beaker 
out ofM's 
mouth. 

247 Gives M more Or5.28:51 
drink, keeping 
his hand under 
her chin . 



24B Removes 
beaker. 

249 Closes her Gives M drink. 
mouth as S 
places the 
beaker near it. 

250 Moves head Still persists 
away from the with drink, even 
beaker. though M 

appears not to 
want a!1y. 

251 Moves beaker 
back towards 
his lap, and 
takes his hand 
away from 
under M's chin. 

12:29:04 P 252 S there you are Mary Moves hand 
back to under 
M's chin, and 
the beaker back 
towards her 
mouth. 

p 253 (0.2) come onJ..O .~o on . 
254 (B.B) Drinks for Gives M a Or1l,29:06 

approx. 7 drink. 
seconds. 

255 Tries to turn M's 
head back 
towards him 
using the hand 
under her chin. 

12:29:15 ~ 256 S [murmurs/(sings to song in background?)] Removes Unsure if this is 
beaker from M. S, or in the 

bac~ound . 

257 (27 .5) Takes hand 
away from M's 
chin. 

25B Replaces hand 
under M's chin, 
and lifts beaker 
towards her 
mouth. 

259 Drinks for Gives M a Or7.29:20 
approx. 5 secs. drink. 

260 Removes 
beaker from M's 
mouth and 
hand from 
under her chin . 

261 Swallows. 
262 Puts hand back 

under M's chin , 
and takes 
beaker to M's 
mouth . 

263 Drinks for Gives M a OrB, 29 :32 
approx. 7 drink. 
seconds. 

264 Removes 
beaker from M's 
mouth and 
hand from 
under her chin . 

265 Swallows. 
12:29 :42 p 266 S there y'are Mary Puts hand back 

under M's chin, 
and takes 
beaker to M's 
mouth . 



267 (5.0) Takes drink. Gives M a Dr9.29:45 
drink. 

268 Appears to be 
the one to 
indicate that 
she wants to 
stop drinking 
because she 
doses her lips 
forcefully. 

269 Removes 
beaker from M's 
mouth. 

270 M [coughs) Chokes on Moves hand 
drink, and body from under M's 
appears to chin and onto 
become more her shoulder. 
rigid as she 
coughs. 

271 [coughs] 
272 [couQhs 11 QurQles1 1 

N 273 S Lbless you (0.7) J oh dear Taps M's 
shoulder in a 
comfortinQ way. 

274 M [coughs1 
275 [coughs1 
276 [coughs] 
277 [couQhs] 
278 [cOUQhs] 

N 279 S okay (1 .2) (x) Taps M's 
shoulder In a 
comforting way. 

280 (2.3) Takes beaker 
towards M's 
mouth. 

281 M [coughs) Pulls it away 
when M begins 
to cough again . 

N 282 S bless you Taps M's 
shoulder in a 
comforting way. 

283 (1 .6) 
284 M [coughs] 
285 [coughs] 
286 [coughs] 
287 [coughs] 
288 (6.5) Takes beaker 

towards M's 
mouth. 

p 289 S there you are (Takes?) drink. Tries to give M 
a drink. 

290 (3.6) 
291 M [coughs] 
292 [coughs] 
293 (9 .3) Briefly opens 

her eyes fully. 
294 Takes beaker 

towards M's 
mouth. 

295 Appears to Puts spout into 
make many M's mouth. 
attempts at 
expelling the 
spout from her 
mouth , by 
dosing her lips 
and refusing to 
drink. 

296 . Persists in 
giving M drink. 



297 Opens her eyes 
fully. 

..... 298 M [coughs) Moves drink It appears that 
well away from M has realised 
M's mouth. that when she 

coughs, S does 
not try to make 
her drink. 
Therefore, she 
is possibly 
trying to use 
this as a way of 
communicating 
her needs. 

299 [coughs) Keeps drink on 
armrest of 
chair. 

300 (1 .8) · 
301 O!couohlO · 
302 (5.4) · 

12:30:39 A 303 S alright Mary · 
304 (0.3) Moves beaker 

towards M's 
mouth. 

p 305 S there you are · 
306 (1 .0) Moves head Attempts to put 

from side to the spout into 
side, appearing M's mouth. 
to resist S 
putting the 
spout into her 
mouth. 

307 S Mary · · 
308 M (0.3) · · 

P 309 S open your (mouth) (please) · · 

310 1(0.9) · . 
P 311 S there you are Takes a small Gives M a Or10.30:43 

mouthful of drink. 
juice. 

312 (1 .1) 
E 313 S that's it (0.3) (very) (good) Tips beaker. 0r11,30:50 

Removes 
beaker from M's 
mouth. 

314 (1 .4) 
Q 315 S mhmm 

316 (0.2) Drinks. Takes beaker Or12. 31 :01 
towards M's 
mouth. 

p 317 have your drink 
318 (0.4) 

P 319 S (there) (you) (are) Drinks. Gives M a Or13.31:11 
drink. 

..... 320 (6 .3) Pushes beaker (Possibly to 
out of her indicate that 
mouth by she has had 
Ilushing her lillS enough?) 
tQflether. 

321 Removes 
beaker from M's 
mouth. 

12:30:56 P 322 S that's it Holds beaker in 
front of M's 
face. 

323 (1 .1 ) 
E 324 S very good Lightly shakes 

M's right 
shoulder. 

325 (12.0) Drinks for Gives M a Dr14. 31 :20 
~Q2fox. 5 sec. drink. 



326 Removes 
beaker from M's 
mouth , 

327 Swallows. Appears to wait 
until he thinks M 
is ready. 

p 328 S there you are Moves beaker 
towards M's 
mouth. 

329 (0.3) . 
P 330 S have your drink . 

331 (6.5) (Drinks?) Tries to give M 
briefly. a drink. 

332 S [sighs] Swallows? Removes 
beaker from M's 
mouth. 

333 (11 .4) Drinks? Tries to give M 
a drink. 

334 Swallows? Removes 
beaker from M's 
mouth. 

335 Turns head 
aw~fromS. 

12:31 :29 P 336 S you like this Mary? Resists drink, Tries to give M 
pushing it away a drink. 
by moving her 
head up and 
down. 

337 M (1 .3) . 
338 [coughs] Moves beaker 

clear away from 
M's mouth. 

339 [coughs] 
340 [cou I ghs] 1 

N 341 S Loh dear (0.7) alrightJ Rubs and t'!e.s 

M's shoulder 
comfortingly 

342 M [coughs] 
343 [coughs] 

N 344 S bless you 
-. 345 (18.8) Looks around. Appears 

uncomfortable 
with M's 
c0l!.ghi~. 

346 Looks at 
beaker. 

347 Looks at M. 
348 Looks back at 

beaker. 
349 Drinks. Gives M a Or15.31:46 

drink. 
350 Pushes beaker 

out of her 
mouth when 
finished . 

351 Swallows. 
352 Pushes spout Attempts to 

out of her give M a drink. 
mouth. 

353 Takes beaker 
away from M's 
mouth. 

354 Tries again to 
give M a drink. 

12:31 :58 355 M [burps] 
356 (1 .3) Brings beaker 

away following 
buIQ, 

357 [coughs] Keeps beaker 
on chair arm. 



358 (3.5) Appears to wait 
until M looks 
comfortable 
again. 

359 Takes beaker 
to M's mouth . 

p 360 S alright (.) here you are 
. 

361 (2.6) Resists drink, Tries to give M 
and pushes it a drink. 
away by 
pursing her 1iQs. 

362 Takes beaker 
away from M's 
mouth 

E 363 S you don't want anymore? Drops head 
down slightly 
and opens 
mouth. 

364 M (1.1) 
Q 365 S hmm Takes beaker 

to M's mouth. 
366 M (12.0) Drinks for Gives M a Dr16.32:14 

approx. 9 drink. 
seconds. 

367 Removes 
beaker from M's 
mouth. 

12:32:24 Q 368 S very good Keeps mouth Holds beaker in 
open. front of her 

face 
369 (3.3) Puts spout In 

M's mouth. 
p 370 S Mary 

371 M (20.4) Pushes spout 
out of her 

mouth by 
pursing her lips. 

372 Drinks . Gives M a Or17.32:26 
drink. 

373 Removes 
beaker from M's 
mouth. 

374 Drinks a little. Touches M's Or18,32:38 
lips for next 
mouthful with 
spout. 

375 Purses lips and 
pushes beaker 
away. 

376 Moves beaker 
clear away from 
M's face. 

12:32:50 377 [coughs] Looks around . 
378 [coughs] Places hand on 

M's shoulder . 
379 . (0.7) 

N 380 S alright (then) Gets up out of 
his chair. 

381 (0.6) 
382 M [coughs] Walks out of 

shot with 
beaker. 

383 [coughs] 
384 (6.9) Swallows. 
385 Comes back 

into shot with a 
tissue . 

386 Sits down. 
rearranges 
tissue. 



Q 367 S hmm Takes tissue to 
M's face. 

366 (6 .6) Opens her eyes Wipes M's 
fully. mouth and chin. 

N 369 S okay (0.5) (X) . 
390 (5.9) Gets up out of 

chair. 
391 Walks out of 

shotJleft1 
392 Closes her eyes 

and drops head 
down slightly. 

p 393 S let's take your bib (0.6) off (0.6) Mary Retums without 
tissue. 

394 Undoes bib 
from behind M's 
neck. 

395 (6.0) Foldsbib~ 
396 Walks out of 

shot (left) with 
bib. 

-+ 397 S alright Spoken when 
0 out of shot-

probably to the 
camerap_erson. 

0 396 (0.9) okay . 
0 399 (0.3) finished Appears back 

In shot, but 
unable to see 
S's head. Stili 
holdil}a the bib. 

400 (5.0) Walks out of 
shot (right) 
behind M's 
chair. 

12:33:34 0 401 S alright Walks back into 
shot (from 
right), without 
bib. 

402 (19.8) Walks out of 
shoUleft). 

403 M left (asleep/ 
resting?) in 
armchair, with 
head turned 
slightly. 

12:33 :54 404 
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Transcription of 03/C 

Subjects: Patient 'Lauren' (L) and Member of staff 'Simon' (S) 
Others: 
Sample Date: 21 .7.99 
Transcription length: 18 minutes 
Counter times: Start 12:20: 15 end 12:37:50 
Transcriber: LF 

Meal summary: 
Main meal (M) ;:: 28 mouthfuls 
Dessert (De) ;:: 13 mouthfuls 
Drink (Or) = 10 mouthfuls 

Comment from researcher: The transcriber has marked feeding where, in the researcher's opinion, there was no 
food/drink taken. These instances would be recorded as 'refusal' or 'no response' in detailed analysis. Such instances 
have not been given a reference in the comment box. All instances when food/drink is considered to have been 
accepted are accompanied by a time reference in the comment box. RH. 

Counter line Spe talk Narr'ltive Narrative staff Comments 
TIme (as no ake Patient 
on r 
screen) 
Scene 000 In arm chair. Sits next to L. Feeding has 

commenced . 
12:20:15 ~ 001 (.H) Looks at S. Feeds L, not 14 sec. Pause 

saying from start of 
anything. tape. 

002 S is that nice Lauren? (.) very good Feeds L. M1 . 20:16 
003 (14) Looks at S for 

(5) then looks 
ahead. 

004 Feeds L. M2. 20:28 
005 L [groans1 
006 S is it nice Lauren? 
007 L (2) 

12:20:34 008 S you like the food (0.5) Lauren? Leans forward 
and rubs L's 
shoulder. 

009 L [groans1 (2) 
010 S okay Feeds L. 
011 (5) Chews. Feeds L. 
012 L [groans] 
013 S here ya (.) open your mouth (1) Feeds L. M3.20 :41 

12:20:45 014 very good Feeds L. 
015 (12) Looks towards 

~ate and S. 
016 Looks ahead. 
017 Chews and 

groans. 
~ 018 L I [groan] 1 Moves head up Sounds more 

& away from S. vocalised! 
syllabic. 

12:21 :00 019 S L alright J (0 .5) 
020 okay there you are 
021 just open your mouth Feeds L. 
022 (0 .5) very good M4. 21:00 
023 (2) 
024 S that's better? 
025 L [groans1 
026 (8) Eyes looks Looks at L. 

around. 
027 Looks off Sound off 

scene, then scene. 
back to L. 

12:21 :14 028 Spoon to L's 
mouth. 

029 S Feeds L. 
030 this'lI be the last piece alright? 



030a (0.5) 
031 you want another b~ ? 
031b (0.3) 
032 another one? 

~ 033 L [groans] Lastsl~ 

034 S alright (.) open your mouth (.) wide Feeds L. MS. 21:30 
035 (5) Chewsl groans. Stirs food. 

12:21 :35 036 have some more Feeds L. M6.21:36 
037 (32) Chewsl groans. Looks down. 
038 Stirs food . 

12:21 :52 039 
040 Feeds L. M7.21:54 
041 Tums head 

away. 
042 S [coughs] 
043 Chewsfood. Stirs food . 

12:22:09 044 there you are (1) Lauren Feeds L. M8.22:09 
045 (11 ) Chews food. Stirs food . 
046 L [groans! (3) Feeds L. 
047 I [groans! I 
048 S L'pen your J mouth (0.3) okay Lauren Turns head 

away from S. 
049 L [groans] 

12:22:33 050 S here 'pen your mouth (1) Feeds L. M9. 22:32 
051 r that's very aoodJ 
052 L L [groans] J 
053 (9) Looks up. Looks at L. 
054 Looks at food & 

stirs. 
055 Looks at L. 
056 [groans] (0.8) Subsequently 

puts spoon to 
L's mouth. 

057 [groans] Glances away 
from L then 
back to L. 

12:22:49 ~ 058 S another one (.) another one (.) Lauren Feeds L. Fast speech 
rate. 
M10.22:53 

059 (3) 
060 L [groans] 
061 (10) Turns head & Looks at L. then 

eyes to S. at plate. 
062 Stirs food . 
063 I [groans! I 

12:23 :09 ~ 064 S L yes J (0.8) very (xxx?) Groans whilst Feeds L. Speech is 
being fed . prolonged. 

M11.23:20 
065 L I [groans!1 Lasts (4). 
066 S L mmm J(1) 
067 another go (.) another r one? 1 Feeds L. M12. 23:33 
068 L LrgroansJj 
069 S mmm 
070 (9) Chewslgroans. 
071 that's it Feeds L. M13.24:04 
072 (18) Scrapes food 

from L's mouth. 
073 Looks down & 

stirs. 
074 Chewsl groans. Looks up, holds 

spoon to L's 
mouth , 
removes 
sQoon. 

12:24 :25 075 here we are (0.5) open your mouth Chewslgroans. Feeds L. M14.24:26 
076 Lauren (1) very good 



077 (9) Chewsl groans. Scrapes plate. 
078 Looks at S. 
079 Looks ahead. 

-+ 080 L [vocalises] Looks at S. More syllabic & 
speech like 

12:24:45 081 S 
than previous'!y: 

alright (1.5) talking (0.5) Looks ~ 
082 there (0.3) uh (xxx?) Feeds L. M15.24:51 
083 (3) Chews. Scrapes plate. 
084 L [vocalises) 
085 (5) Looks at S, 

then ahead. 
086 S you like it (.5) Lauren? 
087 L (1 .5) 
088 Leans closer to 

L. 
-+ 089 S is it nice? Posture & tone 

of voice alter 
(more 
animated}, 

090 L (1) M16.25:05 
12:25:05 -+ 091 S Lauren? Leans closer to Tone more firm . 

L. 
092 L (1) Leans back to 

original position. 
093 O[groanslo 

-+ 094 cm Looks up & Stirs food . Lots of eye 
chews. contact initiated 

by L in this 
~_ause . 

095 Looks at L. 
096 Feeds L. M17.25:23 

097 Turns & looks Glances at L, 
at S. then looks at 

plate. 
098 Glances up. 

12:25:36 099 L [groans) 
100 S okay (1) that's nice Lauren (0 .5) Puts spoon to 

L's mouth. 
101 there you are (0.5) Feeds L. M18.25:39 
102 alright (0.5) very good Chews. 
103 L [groans] 
104 S (0.5) mmm 
105 L I [groans] 1 
106 S L do J you like that Lauren? 
107 L (1 ) 
108 S do you like your food? Eye gaze drifts 

away from S. 
109 L (2) 
110 S is it nice Lauren? 
111 L (4) Looks down & 

scra~es food . 
12:25:56 112 [vocalises) (2) 

113 I [vocalises! I 
114 S Lokay Lauren (0.5) thereJ you are Feeds L. M19. 26:02 
115 (16) Turns head to Looks down & 

S. scrapes plate. 
116 Looks at S & 

chews. 
-+ 117 Raises Looks up at L. L appears to be 

eyebrows. expressing self 
through facial 
expression. S & 
L hold eye 
contact for (6). 



118 Looks sideways 
then down at 
plate & stirs. 

119 Looks ahead. 
12:26:20 120 S okay (.) another one (.) lxxx?) okay (.) Feeds l. M20.26:20 

121 very good Chews. Looks at L & 
plate. 

122 (19) Chews! Qroans. Looks at l. 
123 mmm hmm (0.8) 
124 there you are (2) Holds spoon to 

L's mouth. 
125 L r[VOCALlSESll 

12:26:46 126 S L another bit J (1) Takes food . Holds spoon. 
-+ 127 right Lauren (0.3) open your mouth Feeds l. More 

authoritative 
tone. 
M21.26:48 

128 please (0.8) very good 
129 (8) Swallowing Watches L. 

noises. 
130 Head moves 

backwards & 
sideways. 

12:26:58 131 (xxx?) (xxx?) a bit (0.5) that's better (1 .5) Chews. Moves L's head 
to upright 
pOSition. 

132 alriQht 
133 (7) Looks at S. Takes hand off 

head & touches 
L's shoulder. 

134 Scrapes plate. 
135 Watches l. 

136 Puts spoon to 
L's mouth. 

137 °mmm hmmo (2) 
138 L r [groans] 1 
139 S L'pen your mouthJ (0.8) Feeds l. M22.27:14 

12:27:14 140 very good 
141 (4) Eyes look Watches l. 

ahead. 
142 Chews! groans. 
143 open your mouth Lauren (.) please (0.5) Feeds l. 
144 there you are 
145 L [vocalises] 
146 S more (0.3) a bit more? Feeds l. M23. 27:24 
147 L (1 ) 
148 S that's perfect (0.8) Looks at l. 
149 very good Looks down & 

scrapes plate. 
150 (12) Chews! groans. 
151 Looks upwards. Scrapes plate. 
152 Looks at l. 
153 Turns head to 

S. 
-+ 154 L [vocalises] Syllabic/like a 

cough or throat 
clearing. 

12:27:40 -+ 155 S right Feeds l. Prolonged 
speechl 
soothing tone . 
M24.27:42 

156 (11) Chewsl groans. Scrapes plate. 
-+ 157 Turns & looks Looks at L. L's eyes appear 

at S. very 
expressive. 



158 Nods head. 
12:27:53 159 S is it nice (0.3) Lauren? Rubs L's 

shoulder. 
160 L (7) Looks at S. Holds spoon to 

L's mouth & 
looks at L. 

161 [vocalises] 
162 S (5) 
163 L ·[vocalises1· 

12:28:09 164 S last bit (1) 
165 last one (0.3) last one (.) Lauren 
166 (20) Feeds L. M25.28:17 
167 Groans. Scra~es 21ate. 
168 Tums to S. 
1.69 Looks at L then 

back to plate. 
12:28:35 170 L [vocalises] Moves leg. Looks at L. 

171 S there you are (0.5) Feeds L. M26.28:38 
172 'pen your mouth (0.3) (olease?) 
173 (34) Turns head 

away from S. 
174 Moves head Scrapes plate. 

towards S. 
175 Chews/ groans 

& looks atS. 
176 Looks ahead. Looks at L. 
177 Chews/ Glances 

(coughs?). between L & 
plate. 

178 Swallowing Looks at L. 
noises. 

12:29:11 179 S alright (1) Puts hand on 
L's shoulder. 

180 there y'a Removes hand M27.29:15 
& feeds L. 

181 L faroans] Takes food . 
182 S ·there you go· 
183 (20) Looks at S then Looks at plate & 

ahead. scrapes. 
-4 184 Looks at S. Looks at L. S & L hold eye 

contact foU.H)}. 
185 Looks ahead. 
186 Looks at S. 
187 L [(Clears throat?)] 

12:29:37 -4 188 [vocalises) (1) L shrieksl 
screams. 

189 S okay Lauren (0.3) I last bit I 
190 L Llvocalises]J (1) Feeds L. M28. 29:39 
191 S very good (.) (xxx?) (0.3) Chews. 
192 that's it (1.5) 
193 very good Turns & puts 

plate on table. 
194 (15) Chewsl groans. 

.... 195 Looks upwards. Picks up Background 
dessert, turns to noise of wind in 
L&~ens it. microphone. 

12:29:58 196 some pudding for you? 
197 L (1 ) 
198 [(laughs?)) 
199 S yeah? Stirs dessert. 
200 L (2) 
201 [groans] 
202 S (1) there you are (2 .5) Chews/~oans. Feeds L. 
203 there you are 
204 (4) Chewslgroans. 
205 there you are (0.2) in your mouth (1) Feeds L. Oe1 . 30:14 



12:30:16 206 very oood (1) 
207 that's it 
208 (14) Looks at S. Looks down, 

looks to 
camera. 

209 Looks at S & Looks at L. 
chews. 

210 L [groans] Looks ahead. 
12:30:32 211 S there you are (.) some more Feeds L. Oe2.30:33 

212 L [groans] 
213 (11 ) Chews. Watches L. 
214 Moves eyes 

side to side. 
215 Chewsl oroans. 
216 S is it nice Lauren? Taps L's 

shoulder . 
217 L (1 ) . 
218 S yeah? . 
219 L [groans] Removes hand. 

12:30:49 220 S enjoy it? Feeds L. 
221 L (3) Chews/ aroans. 
222 S yeah (1) 
223 alriaht (0.5) have another one (2) Chews/oroans. 
224 have another one Lauren (1) Feeds L. Oe3.30:66 
225 very oood 
226 (11) Chewsl groans. Looks down & 

stirs. 
227 Looks at L. 
228 Stops chewing . 
229 L °roroans1° 

12:31 :11 230 S there you are (.) another one (0.4) very Chewsl groans. Feeds L. Oe4.31:11 
good 

231 (9) Looks al L. 

232 Chews. Looks down & 
slirs. 

12:31 :23 233 L rvocalises1 Looks at L. 
234 (3) 
235 S here (0.2) open your mouth again (0.2) Puts hand on 

L's shoulder. 
236 open your moulh Lauren (.) please (0.8) Feeds L. DeS. 31 :31 
237 very oood Removes hand. 
238 (11 ) Chewsl groans. Looks down & 

stirs. 
239 Looks at L. 

12:31 :42 240 there you are (0.5) Taps L's 
shoulder. 

241 open your mouth (for me?) (.) come on Chews! groans. Feeds L. Oe6.31 :47 
242 (0.3) yeah (0.3) there you are (0.5) 
243 very good (1) 
244 that's beller 
245 (8) Chews. Looks down. 
246 Looks at S. 

~ 247 L [vocalises] (1) Syllabic. 
12:31 :58 24B S Lauren (0.5) there you are (1) 

249 open your mouth please Feeds L. Oe7.32:00 
250 (1B) Chews. Looks at 

camera. 
251 Mouths to 

camera. 
252 Turns to L. 
253 Puts hand on 

L's shoulder. 
12:32:17 254 here (.) open your mouth I a little bit I Feeds L. OeB. 32:23 

~ 255 L l[vocalises]J L sounds 
surprised or 
possibly scared . 



256 (2) 
257 S there you are (2) 
258 good 
259 (12) Chews. Looks down & 

stirs. 
260 Looks straight Looks at L. 

ahead. 
12:32:35 261 L [groans] 

262 S another one? Puts hand on 
L's shoulder. 

263 L (1) 
264 S very aood (1) 
265 another one? Feeds L. 009.32:46 
266 L (1) 
267 S here Feeds L. 
268 (15) Chews. Watches L. 

12:33:02 269 another one Lauren (1) 
270 L I I [groans] I 
271 S : Lvery goodJ (1) Feeds L. 0010.33:07 
272 there you are Chewsl groans. Feeds L. 
273 (14) Looks at S. Looks at 

camera. 
274 Looks at L. 
275 L [vocalises) (3) Looks down. 
276 S there you are Lauren U openl'our mouth Chewsl groans. Feeds L. 0011.33:26 
277 (0.5) very good (3.5) 
278 d'you enjoy your pudding? Touches L's 

shoulder. 
279 L (1) 
280 S Lauren? 
281 L (1) 
282 S is it nice? Looks down. 

-+ 283 L (1) Looks at S. L appears to 
answer with her 
~es . 

284 S is it nice? 
285 L (2) 
286 [vocalises] 

12:33:38 287 S yeah? 
288 L [vocalises] 
289 S that's right Feeds L. 
290 (4) 
291 okay (2) 
292 have another one Chewsl groans. Taps shoulder 0012.33:43 

and feeds L. 
-+ 293 (19) Chews. Watches L. Wind in 

microphone 
makes any 
vocalisations 
unable to be 
heard. 

12:34 :09 294 L [vocalises] 
-+ 295 S (xxx) Feeds L. Can't hear due 

to wind . 
0013.34:10 

-+ 296 (4) 
297 (xxx) Can't hear due 

to wind. 
298 (19) Chewsl groans. Turns & puts Wind in 

dessert down. microphone 
may make 
some 
vocalisations 
unable to be 
heard. 



299 Picks up towel. 
300 L [groans) Wipes L's face. 

12:34:32 301 S alright W~es L's face. 
302 (8) Turns & picks 

upcuj), 
303 I'll give you (2) 
304 some drink Lauren Tajls L's arm. 
305 (16) Drinks! groans. Gives L drink. OM. 34:45 
306 Drinks! groans. Removes cup. 

12:35:00 307 okay (0.8) open your mouth Groans. Replaces cup. 0r2.35:02 
308 (5) Moves leg. Removes cuQ. 
309 Looks atS. Wipes L's 

mouth. 
310 right 
311 L [vocalises) Wipes L's 

mouth. 
312 S that's it Turns head 

awa'i from S. 
313 (4) Looks at L. 

12:35:15 314 L [vocalises] 
315 (6) Watches L. 
316 Holds cup to L's 

mouth. 
317 S open your mouth Drinks. 0r3.35:22 
318 (10) Removes cl.JQ. 
319 L rvocalises) Looks at L. 
320 S some more? ReQiaces cl.JQ. Or4.35:34 
321 L (5) Removes cl.JQ. 

12:35:39 322 S you like it Lauren? Taps L's 
shoulder. 

323 L (1) Swallowing 
noises. 

324 S you like your drink? Taps L's 
shoulder. 

325 L (1) Swallows! 
groans. 

326 S yeah? Taps L's 
shoulder. 

327 L (25) Swallows! Gives drink to Or5.35:53 
groans. L. 

328 Removes cup~ 
329 Looks at L. 

12:36:08 330 S alright Lauren (0.5) Gives drink to Or6.36:07 
L. 

331 'pen your mouth Groans. 
332 (9) Removes drink. 
333 Looks at 

camera . 
334 Looks at S. Looks at L. 
335 okay Lauren (1) 
336 'pen your mouth Drinks Gives drink to Or7.36:19 

L. 
337 (3) Looks at 

camera, then L. 
12:36:25 338 very good 

339 (46) Groans. Watches L. 
340 Looks at 

camera then L. 
341 Drinks. Gives drink to OrB. 36:34 

L. 
342 Removes drink. 
343 Looks to S & Looks at L. 

(groans?). 
344 Looks ahead & Gives drink to 0r<3.36:47 

drinks L. 



345 Swallows and Dr10.37:05 
groans. 

12:37:12 346 okay (1 .5) Removes drink 
& puts it on 
table. 

347 that's fine Lauren(1) Tums to L. 
348 right (.) alright (1) Groans. Looks down at 

tissue, looks at 
L, wipes L's 
mouth. 

~ 349 there we are Lauren Wipes L's Shriek In 
mouth. bac~round . 

350 4} 
351 L f[vocalises]l 

12:37:24 .352 S l alrightJ (1) St~swi.2i~ 
353 2) Looks at S. 
354 okay Lauren (.) lets get this I bib off I Stands, leans 

overL & 
undoes her bib. 

355 L UvocalisesU 
356 (5) Looks at S. Removes bib. 
357 [vocalises] 
358 (6) Still looks at S. Folds bib. 
359 S that's I it I Tums& looks Tums. 

ahead. 
360 L Ugroans]J (1) 
361 S alright 
362 (6) Packs up & 

walks away. 
363 
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Appendix Nine 
9.3 



TRANSCRIPTION OF 03/0 

Subjects: Patient 'Corrine' (C) and Member of staff'Simon' (S) 
Others: Camera operator (0) 
Sample date: 15.7.99 
Transcription length: 15 minutes 

Counter times: start 12:58:10 end 13: 13:04 
Transcriber: LF 

counter line spea talk 
time (as no ker 
on 
screen) 
Scene 000 
12:58:10 

001 

002 S (okav?) 
003 COrOne there you are (2) there you are (.) 

004 very aood_ gir1 
005 C [vocalises] 

006 (3) 

12:58:28 007 S come on try to eat 
008 (2) 
009 S ~J~~~~ 

010 (1 ) 

011 S eat up eat up eat uJ1 
012 C [vocalises] 

013 S ~~~ Y9.l!~ !l!(l!=.tJ 

014 (16) 
12:58:48 015 

016 

017 C [(snores?)] 

018 S alright (1) mm mm 

019 C rvocalises] 
020 S (/ti :/) vour mouth (0.5) 

12:59:00 021 S very oood 
022 (19) 

12:59:20 023 S °mmmo 
024 (6) 

025 

026 !=.qrn~ .q(l . C;::.q~~r)!l 

027 (1) 

028 C rvocalises] 

Meal summary: 
Main meal (M) = 
Dessert (De) = 
Drink (Or) = 

22 mouthfuls 
11 mouthfuls 
16 mouthfuls 

Narrative Narrative staff Comments 
patient 

In bed, sitting Stands by bed. Feeding has 
UP. commenced. 

(? Mouth 
movements I 
talkino to self?) 

Mouth open. Places food in M1.58:20 
mouth. 

Food remains Groans for (4). 
at front of 
mouth. 

Mixes food, 
alternates 
glances 
between plate 
and C. 

Starts to chew. 

Rubs C's 
shoulder. 

Takes hand off 
shoulder. 
Moves food on 
plate. 

Opens mouth . 
Puts food in C's M2.58:48 
mouth . 

Not chewing 
food . 
Food at front of Scrapes food 
mouth. from around C's 

mouth. 

Opens mouth . Puts spoon in. M3. 58:59 

Chews and Mashes food on 
audible plate. 
respiration . Occasional 

glances at C 
and Singing to 
self. 

Mouth open . 

Places food in M4.59:21 
mouth . 
Looks at food 
and C. 

Food at front of 
mouth. 

Rubs C's 
shoulder. 



029 (2) 
030 Places spoon in MS. 59:30 

C's mouth. 
031 S p'en your mouth 

12:59:35 -. 032 C [vocalises] C appears to 
grimace. 

033 S very r good 1 
034 C L[vocalises ]J Mouth open, 

not chewing . 
035 (9) Chews. 
036 S here you are 
037 Feeds C. MS. 59:46 
038 (2) 
039 C [voca rlises]l 

12:59:51 040 S LgoodJ gll1 (0.4) come on (1) Scrapes food 
from around C's 
mouth. 

041 yep Feeds C M7.13:00:00 
042 (56) Chews. Looks at food & 

stirs. 
043 Hums along to 

radio. 
044 Feeds C. M8.00:12 
045 Does not chew, 

aroans. 
046 Feeds C. M9.00:26 
047 Groans. 
048 
049 Does not chew. Hums to radio. 

aroans. 
050 Chews food Watches C. 

13:00:48 051 S good Feeds C. M10.00:47 
052 (27) Chews. Looks at plate, 

stirs food . 

053 Eating noises. Feeds C. M11 . 01 :07 
13:01 :18 -. 054 eat up (.) eat up (1) Rubs C's Fast speech 

shoulder. rate. 
055 eat up Corrine (0.5) Rubs C's 

shoulder. 
-. 056 C [vocalises) (Grimace?) Shriek! wail. 

057 S right (.) come on Looks at C after 
~eaks . 

058 (13) Chews & Looks at plate . 
swallows. 

13:01 :33 059 °come on° Feeds C. M12. 01:33 
060 (30) Chews! Stirs food , 

swallows & glances up at 
groans. C. 

061 Feeds C. M13. 01:50 
062 Mixes food 

noisily. 
063 C I [(couQh?l1l Mouth opens. 

13:02:07 064 S L right J (0.5) okay (1 .5) Mixes food . 
065 (stop?) (0.4) very good (1) very good (1) 
066 here Feeds C. M14. 02:14 
067 C [vocalises) 
068 S there 
069 (25) Chews. 
070 Opens & closes 

eyes. 
071 Breathing/ 

eatlngnoise. 
072 
073 Mixes food & 

~ances at C. 
13:02:43 074 Corrine? 

075 C (1 .5) 



-+ 076 S open your mouth (.) yeah (2) Takes food! Feeds C. Some food 
eating noise. drops on C. 

M15.02:46 
077 alright Clears excess 

food . 
078 (5.5) (Coughs! 

as~lrates on 
food?) 

13:02:56 079 okay (2) Pats C's 
shoulder. 

080 eat up (.) eat up (.) Coughs. 
081 (14) Stops Removes hand 

couQhinQ. from C. 
082 Stirs food . 
083 C [vocalises] Chews food . 
084 S °mmmo Feeds C. M16. 03:14 
085 6) Chews food . 

13:03:23 -+ 086 C vocalises] Lasts (3) . 
087 S 9) open your mou1h Corrine Chews food. Feeds C. M17.03:27 

13:03:35 088 C vocalises] Chewsfood. 
089 (20) Chews food. Looks at plate & 

stirs. 
090 Looks up. 

13:03:57 091 S here Feeds C. M18.03 :53 
092 4) Stirs food . 
093 C vocalises] 
094 (10) Chews food. Feeds C then M19.04:05 

looks at plate & 
stirs. 

13:04:15 095 C [vocalises] Subsequently 
looks UQ, 

096 (16) Chews & turns Stirs. 
head towards 
S. 

097 Feeds C then M20. 04:19 
looks around. 

098 Stirs food. 
13:04:33 099 C [vocalises] Subsequently M21.04:35 

feeds C. 
100 (7) Chews. Watches C. 
101 S (xxx?) Looks down & 

stirs. 
102 (9) Feeds C. M22. 04:47 

13:04:51 -+ 103 alright Speech is 
slower than 

Jlreviously. 
104 (43) Chews. Turns to table 

behind, picks 
up dessert & 
removes lid. 

-+ 105 Chews & Groans become 
groans! more frequent 
(snores?}. and increase in 

volume. 
106 S Corrine? Turns to C with 

bowl in hand. 
107 C (11 
108 S here (1) l·ve....9.0t some....e..udding for you (1) Stirs bowl . 
109 alright? 
110 C .111 
111 S p'en_your mouth Feeds C. Oe1 . 05:41 
112 (7) Eating! 

aspirating 
noises. 

13:05:50 113 ~ou like it? 
114 C (7) Looks at 

camera, then 
back to C. 

115 S mmm (.) very good Feeds C. 002. 05:54 



116 (12) Feeds C. Oe3.06:05 
117 Audible Scrapes food 

expiration . from C's mouth. 
118 there we are (1) (/top!?) Scrapes food " 

from C's mouth 
& feeds. 

119 (4) Stirs food . 
120 C [vocalises] Stirs food . 

13:06:19 121 S NICE? 
122 C (1 ) 
123 S you like it? 
124 C (15) Chews, eatingl Feeds C. 0&4.06:25 

breathing 
noises. 

125 Looks at 
camera then at 
food. 

126 Stirs food . 
13:06:36 127 [vocalises] Subsequently Oa5.06:3B 

looks up & 
feeds C. 

128 (26) Chews. Stirs food. 
129 WatchesC. 
130 Feeds C. Oe6.06:54 
131 Chews. Stirs food. 

13:07:05 132 ·[vocalises]· 
133 S alright Corrine Feeds C. Oe7.07:05 
134 (41) Looks down & 

stirs food. 
135 Hums to radio 
136 Chews food. Looks at C. 
137 Feeds C. 00B.07:24 
138 Groans. Stirs food. 
139 Feeds C. Oe9.07:41 

13:07:46 140 very Qood 
141 (4) Stirs food. 
142 C [vocalises) 
143 (4 .5) Chews. Feeds C. Oe10.07:63 
144 [vocalises] 
145 (6) Chews. Stirs food . 
146 WatchesC. 

13:08:02 147 S here you are Corrine? (1 .5) Does not take Holds spoon to 
food . C's mouth. 

148 nearly finished now {0 .5)come on 
149 swallow it (5) WatchesC. 
150 Feeds C. De11.08:07 
151 good 
152 (6) Chews. Turns to table. 
153 C [vocalises) 
154 (8) Turns to C with 

very thick drink 
in cup. 

155 f[vocalisesll 
13:08:26 156 S L earrine? J Feeds C. Or1.0B:26 

157 C (1 ) 
158 S open your mouth please Feeds C. Or2.08:32 
159 (56) Does not Feeds C Or3.08:40 

appear to 
swallow. 

160 Grimace & Feeds C. Dr4.08:51 
Qroan. 

161 Feeds C. Or5. 0B:57 
162 Moves leg. Feeds C empty 

spoon. 
163 Feeds C. Or6.09:0B 
164 Mouths to self. 
165 Feeds C. Or7.09:16 



13:09 :26 -. 166 C [vocalises) More vocal than 
previously. 

167 S there you are Feeds C. ora. 09:27 
168 (40) Feeds C. 0r9.09:37 
169 Swallowing WatchesC. 

noises. 
170 Feeds C. 0r10.09:48 
171 Groans. Feeds C. 0r11.09:58 

13:10:10 172 right Corrine Feeds C. 0r12.10:08 
173 (55) Chews/ groans. 
174 Chews/ groans. Feeds C. 0r13.10:21 
175 Feeds C. 0r14.10:31 
176 Feeds C. Dr16.10:40 
177 Groans. Feeds C. 0r16.10:54 
178 Groans. Feeds C. 

13:11 :06 179 C [coughs) Holds spoon to 
C's mouth. 

-. 160 S alright (0.3) okay Removes Soothing tone. 
spoon. 

161 (10) Coughs. Turns & gets 
towel. 

162 okay Wipes C's 
mouth. 

163 (5) Coughs. Wipes C's 
mouth. 

13:11 :22 164 okay (0.5) bless you Wipes C's 
mouth. 

185 (2) 
-. 186 alright Corrine? Pats C's head More chirpy 

& wipes mouth. tone. 
187 C (20) Opens & closes Turns to table, 

mouth, puts bowl down. 
(swallowing?). 

188 Undoes C's bib. 

189 Turns to get 
towel. 

190 Walks out of 
shot. 

13:11 :46 -. 191 ·[vocalises1· Lasts (4). 
192 · [vocalises1· (2) 
193 [coughs) (2) Walks over to 

C, watches C. 
194 S alright (0 .3) I clean your face (.) okay? Wipes C's face. 
195 C (2) (Grimaces?) Wipes C's face. 

13:12:07 196 S alright{1)let's dean you (xxx?) up (1) Wipes C's face. 
197 C [vocalises] 
198 S okay? Wipes C's face. 
199 C (2) Wipes C's face. 
200 [vocalises) Puts towel on 

table. 
201 (3) 
202 [vocalises] 
203 (2) Undoes bib. 
204 f[vocalises]l Removes bib. 

13:12:23 205 S L okay J 
-. 206 C [vocalises] Lasts (4). 

207 (6) Puts bib on 
table. 

206 Re-arranges 
bed dothes. 

209 Walks out of 
shot. 

13:12:37 210 S okay(1) 
211 it's all done (2) Walks towards 

C. 
212 · here you go· (1 .5) Places tissue 

on C's chest. 
213 C · [vocalises) • 



214 S okay Pats C's chest. 
215 (9) Strokes C's 

hair. 
216 Turns to table. 
217 (Sneezesll 

13:12:53 21B oh dear(1) Turns to C. 
219 (xxx?~ Turns to table. 
220 (B) Groping tongue Picks up tray & 

movements. walks out of 
shot. 

13:13:05 221 ( unintelligible speech between S & 0) 
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Appendix Nine 
9.4 



TRANSCRIPTION OF 03/E 

Subjects: Patient 'Irene (I) and Member of staff 'Simon' (S) 
Others: 
Sample date: 29.9.99 
Transcription length: 19 minutes 
Counter times: start 12.21 .55 end 12.40.30 
Transcriber: CS 

Meal summary: 
Main meal (M) = 
Dessert (De) = 
Drink (Or) = 

23 mouthfuls 
19 mouthfuls 
21 mouthfuls 

Comment from researcher: This transcript contains a lot more detail than the others. The feeding appears to be more 
spread-out than in other transcripts, but tracking the time references shown this to not be the case. RH. 

counter line spea talk Namitive .Narrative staff Comments 
time (as no ker 'patlent 
on 
screen) 
12.21.55 001 Dozing In arm Comes into 

chair. shot and leans 
over I. 

002 S hello Irene Pats heron 
shoulder with 
left hand as sits 
down holding 
plate of lunch in 
right hand. 

003 I (1.3) Leans towards I 
and looks into 
her face. 

004 S how are you? Opens eyes, 
tums to look at 
S then down at 

plate. 
005 I (1 .2) Glances up 

then back to I. 
006 S alright? (0 .6) I got (0.3) I got some lunch Glances down 

at plate and 
back to I's face, 
continues 
patting I on 
shoulder. 

007 S for you here Moves hands 
under bib. 

008 (1 ) 
009 S alright? Pats I on 

shoulder and 
then on hands 

010 I 
(through bib). 

(0.2) 
011 S I'm going to feed-.Y..0u 
012 (1 .6) Sits up, puts 

plate in left 
hand, looks 
down at plate, 
picks up spoon 
and starts to 
mix the food on 
the plate. 
Glances at I's 
face and then 
back to the 
plate. 

013 S is that alright? (0 .5) I (xxx) 1 (Starts to make (hiccu(2s before 
chewing talk?) 
movements 
and smiles?) 



014 I L hm hm hm hm hm J Continues Glances to I 
making chewing and back to 
movements. plate several 

times while 
continuing to 
mix food . 

015 I 'hm: · 
016 S [goodl · Glances at 

(someone?) 
Out of shot. 

017 I Lhm J (.) hm hm hm hm hm: · 
018 I . rhm mm: hm 1 · 

12.22.10 019 S Lalright (.) very goodJ · Picks up food 
onto the spoon, 
looking at plate. 

020 I hm · 
021 S could you r (1 .1 ) 1 just open · Moves plate 

and spoon 
towards I's 
face, and 
moves spoon to 
I's mouth, 
glances at I's 
face and then 
back to spoon . 

022 I L uh 'huh huh huh: J After 
vocalisation 
opens mouth 
for food . 

023 S your mouth please (0.6) very good (1 .1) Puts food Into M1.22:14 
I's mouth. 

024 good girl (4) While eating Brings plate 
moves leg, and and spoon back 
looks at it. to self and 

Looks back at mixes food with 
plate. spoon. 

025 Glances at I's 
face, moves 
plate round in 
hand and looks 
back down at 
plate. 

-+ 026 Glances at I Appears to be 
and looks down about to say 
at plate aQain . something? 

027 S you like it? Looks at leg Looks at I 
again and then during talk and 
back at plale. then down to 

plate. 
028 I (2) Begins to pick 

up food with 
spoon. 

12.22 .25 029 S °lrene?O Licks lips. gaze Gaze remains 
remains on on plate. 
plate. 

030 I (0.6) 
031 S Irene? Gaze remains 

on plate. 
032 I (1 .1) 
033 S do you like your lunch? Gaze remains 

on plate. 
034 I (1 ) 
035 S there you are (0.5) (Olhere you areO) (0.2) Looks at spoon Moves plate to M2.22:29 

and opens I, and spoon to 
mouth , takes it, I's mouth , looks 
tilts head back (ill?) · 
and closes 
eyes . 



036 S very good Looks back 
down at plate. 

037 (10) Looks up from Brings plate 
the plate at and spoon back 
(someone?) out to self, looks at 
of shot. (someone?) out 

of shot, then 
looks at 
(camera?), then 
back down at 
plate, (smiles?). 

038 Mixes food and 
picks up food 
with ~oon . 

039 Glances at I 
then back to 
plate. 

12.22.40 040 S mmm (0.3) there you are Looks down to Moves plate M3.22:43 
spoon,opens forwards and 
mouth and feeds I using 
takes food. spoon. 

-+ 041 (8) Looks at ill?), Glances at (glances at 
looks at plate, (someone?) out something?) 
moves hands of shot, then 
under bib, back at plate. 
moves body in 
chair. 

042 Mixes food on 
plate while 
glancing to I 
then back to 
plate several 
times. 

043 S v~ood (0.81 do you like it Irene? Looks at I. 

044 I (2.6) Pauses, 
glances down 
at plate then 
back to I. 

045 Moves plate to 
I. 

12.22 .55 046 S there you are (0.2) (xxx) (1 .5) very good Licks lips , Picks up food 
moves head with spoon and 
back (away moves spoon to 
from S(;1oon?) 1'5 mouth. 
continues 
chewinQ food. 

047 S (1) come on (0.3) open your mouth (1 .2) Opens mouth Feeds I. M4.23:00 
and takes food 
off spoon. 

048 S there you are (pet) Looks back 
down at plate, 
chewing food . 

049 (1 .5) Continues Turns to look at 
chewing. camera. 

050 S alright? Nods and 
raises 
eyebrows still 
looking at the 
camera. 

12.23 .10 -+ 051 I (8.9) Moves leg. I Turns to look at I appears to be 
appears to lick plate, mixes clearing food 
around inside of food on plate. from around the 
mouth. teeth . 

052 Looks back at 
camera and 
then back at the 
plate. 



053 Picks up food 
with spoon. 

054 Looks at I then 
back at the 
plate . 

055 S Irene (0.5) there you are Moves head Moves plate 
slightly back, and spoon 
looks down at towards I, then 
spoon, moves plate 
continues back. Looks at 
chewing . I. 

056 (1 .7) Gaze remains 
on I, glances 
down brie!Jy, 

057 I huh huh huh huh I huh I Takes food off Feeds I. MS, 23:16 
spoon, closes 
eyes. 

058 S L/em:/J very good 
059 (40.8) Looks ahead Brings spoon 

and then at bacJk to plate 
plate, continues and looks at 
chewing . plate, starts to 

mix food on the 
plate. 

060 Continues Glances at I 
chewing . then looks at 

jliate ~aln . 
061 . Looks behind at 

something out 
of shot, while 
mixing food on 
plate. 

062 Chews more Looks back at 
slowly, and ~Iate . 

appears to 
swallow. 

12.23 .25 063 Glances at I, 
then looks at 
plate. 

064 Looks ahead at 
something out 
of shot. 

065 Picks up food 
with spoon. 

066 Glances at I 
then down at 
plate. 

067 Licks lips, and Moves spoon MS. 23:31 
then takes food towards I's 
off spoon, mouth and 
closes eyes feeds I. 
and raises head 
slightly, 

068 Looks ahead Glances up to 
while chewing something out 
food of shot and 

then down to 
the plate again. 

069 Mixes food on 
the plate with 
the ~oon . 

12.23.40 070 Turns plate 
around and 
continues 

071 Slows chewing, 
mixi~gJood . 
Glances to I 

appears 10 be and then down 
clearing food atplate ,~cks 



from teeth with up food with 
tongue, looks spoon. 
ahead but down 
slightly (at 
something out 
of shot?). 

072 Glances to I 
again and down 
to plate. 

073 Lifts head, Looks at I, M7.23:49 
doses eyes, moves spoon 
opens mouth towards I's 
and takes food mouth and 
off spoon. feeds I. 

074 Looks ahead 
chewi~ 

075 Looks at S, Puts spoon on 
while chewing . the plate, 

glances at 
plate then at I 
then down 
again and 
wipes left eye 
with r!9.ht hand. 

076 Blinks while 
wiping eye. 

077 Looks at I. 
12.23.55 076 Looks down at 

plate, picks up 
spoon and 
continues to 
mix food on 
plate. 

079 Chews food . Stirs food on 
looking at S. plate. 

080 " Glances at I. 
then down al 
~Iate . 

061 S enjoy your food Continues Looks at plate, 
chewing, looks stirs food . 
down behind S. 

082 I (1 .2) Looks forward Picks up food 
slightly, stops with spoon. 
chewing . 

~ 063 S Irene Swallows. Holds spoon 'Irene" said 
above plate, emphatically. 
looks all. 

064 I (0.7) Opens mouth, Nods at I, 
then closes it, holding spoon 
still looking of food infront 
forward . of her. 

085 S come on (.) open your moulh (.) Irene Chewing Moves spoon of 
movements, food further 
looks at spoon. towards I's 

mouth. 
066 (0 .8) Opens mouth. Holds spoon 

infront of I's 
mouth , looking 
at I. 

067 S open your mouth Tilts head back Feeds I. MS. 24:04 
and takes food . 

088 (0.3) " " 

069 S very good Chews food , Cleans around 
looking forward . I's mouth with 

spoon. 
090 (1 .2) 



091 S very good Irene · Brings spoon 
back to plate, 
looks behind at 
something out 
of shot. 

092 (3 .3) · Looks down at 
plate, starts to 
mix food on 
plate. 

093 Continues Glances at I 
chewing, still then down at 
looking forward . plate, while 

mixing food. 
12.24.10 094 S [(sighs)] · Looks at plate, 

mixing food on 
plate. 

095 (7.3) Continues Glances ahead 
chewing, looks at something 
to the side out of shot, then 
slightly. down at plate, 

while mixing 
food. 

096 Looks at plate, Glances at I, 
continues then down at 
chewing . plate, picks up 

food with 
spoon. 

097 Looks ahead, Glances at I 
continues then down at 
chewing . plate. 

098 Looks ahead, Looks ahead at 
chewing slows, something out 
swallows food . of shot, then 

aside then 

down at spoon. 
099 S enjoy your Still looking Moves spoon 

forward , towards I's 
chewing mouth, looking 
movements at spoon. 
have slowed 
further. 

100 (1 .1 ) Opens mouth. Holds spoon 
infront of I's 
mouth, looking 
at spoon. 

101 S there you are Takes food off Feeds I, looking M9.24:19 
spoon, tilts at spoon. 
head back. 

102 (2) Head still tilted Cleans food 
back. from mouth with 

spoon, looking 
at s~oon . 

103 Starts to chew Brings spoon 
food , looks at S. back to plate , 

looks atjllate. 
104 S (good) Gaze moves Starts to mix 

slightly forward , food on plate, 
continues looks behind at 
chewing food . something out 

ofshol. 
105 (12 .5) looks forward, Looks back at 

chewing food . plate, 
continuing to 
mix food. 

12.24.25 106 · Looks ahead at 
something out 
of shot, then 
back down at 



plate, while 
continuing to 
mix food . 

107 · Glances ahead 
then back down 
at plate, still 
mixing food . 

108 · Picks up food 
with spoon and 
holds it above 
plate, looks at I, 
then ahead at 
something out 
of shot. 

109 · Looks back at I, 
holding spoon 
above plate 

110 Looks over Looks down at 
towards S, still spoon, moves 
chewinR food. spoon sfulht!Y, 

111 S alright Irene Looks at S, Moves spoon 
chewing food. towards I, looks 

at I. 
112 (29) Looks at spoon, Holds spoon 

chewing food . infront of I's 
mouth,looking 
at I. 

113 Opens mouth Feeds I. M10.24:37 
and takes food 
off spoon, 
closes eyes 
and tilts head 
back slightly. 

12.24.40 114 Head remains Cleans food 
tilted back, from mouth with 
starts to chew spoon, looking 
food. at I. 

115 Looks ahead, Brings spoon 
chewing food . back to plate, 

looks at plate. 
116 Starts to mix 

food on~ate . 
117 Appears to Moves plate 

clear food from around in hand, 
inside of cheek looks at I. 
with tongue, still 
100killRforward. 

118 Swallows food, Starts to mix 
appears to clear food on plate, 
food with looks down at 
tongue aRain. plate . 

119 Chews food, Looks at I, picks 
looking forward , up food with 
continuing to spoon. 
clear food with 
tongue. 

120 · Looks down at 
plate. 

121 Looks forward, Looks at I. 
opens mouth. moves spoon 

towards 1'5 
mouth. 

12.24 .55 122 Takes food off Feeds I. M11.24:55 
spoon, shuts 
eyes and lilts 
head back 
slightly. 



123 Lowers head, Brings spoon 
looks forward back to plate, 
and chews looks at plate. 
food . 

124 Looks down Looks at I then 
slightly, up at something 
continues out of shot. 
chewing. 

125 Starts to cross Looks down at 
leg, still looking plate, continues 
forward and to mix food . 
chewina food . 

126 Continues Looks aside at 
crossing leg, something out 
looking forward of shot. 
and chewing 
food . 

127 · Looks ahead. 
128 Swallows, Puts hand in 

chewing slows. front of mouth 
to yawn. 

-... 129 S [yawns) Chews food, Yawns . Audible breath. 
clearing food 
from mouth with 
tonQue. 

130 (5.6) · Brings hand 
down to plate, 
to hold spoon. 

131 · Brings hand to 
mouth again to 
yawn. 

12.25.10 -... 132 S [yawns] · Yawns. Audible 
vocalisation. 

133 (6.4) Looks over Looks down at 
towards plale, plate, starts to 
still chewing mix food on 
food and plate. 
clearing mouth 
with tongue. 

134 . Glances at I, 
then down at 
plate. 

135 . Picks up food 
with spoon. 

136 Gaze follows Looks at I, 
movement of moves food 
spoon, chewing towards I's 
has slowed. mouth. 

137 Moves head Feeds I. M12,25:15 
back to central 
position, opens 
mouth and 
takes food . Tilts 
head back and 
closes eyes. 

138 Looks at Sand Clears food 
(smiles?) while from I's mouth 
chewing food . with spoon, 

lookina at I. 
139 I hm hm 'hm hm: 'hm: Moves head Brings spoon 

round to face S back to plate, 
looks at him, looks at plate. 
stili smiling and 
chewina . 

140 (83) Looks down at Looks at I while 
plate, chewing mixing food on 
food . plate. 



141 Looks down Nods at I. 
further and 
continues 
chewing . 

142 Looks down, Looks back at 
chewing, plate, continues 
glances at S to mix food . 
then down 
again. 

12.25.25 143 Looks at knee, Picks up food 
moves knee with spoon, 
slightly, looks ahead at 
chewing slows. something out 

of shot. 
144 Appears to Looks aside at 

dear food from something out 
Inside of mouth of shot. 
with tongue, 
continues 
chewing, 
looking down at 
knee. 

145 Stops chewing , Looks down at 
still looking spoon. 
down. 

146 Looks down Looks at I, 
moves spoon 
towards I's 
mouth. 

147 Opens mouth. Holds spoon 
infront of I's 
mouth, looking 
at her. 

148 Takes food off Feeds I, looking M13. 25:28 
spoon, tilts at her. 
head back and 
doses tlyes. 

-t 149 (Looks up?) Cleans food I's eyes are 
from around obscured by S's 
mouth with hand . 
spoon, looking 
at I. 

150 Looks up and BIings spoon 
ahead, chewing back to plate, 
food. looks at plate. 

12.25 .40 151 Looks ahead Begins to stir 
but lower, still food on plate. 
chewing food 
(looking at 
something out 
of shot?), then 
looks straight 
ahead. 

152 Chewing slows. Looks behind at 
clears food with something out 
tongue (inside of shot. 
the mouth). 

153 Continues Looks back at 
chewing and plate, picks up 
dealing mouth. food with 

spoon. 
154 Looks to the Looks at I then 

side slightly, down at plate. 
stops chewillQ . 

155 Looks at spoon. Glances ahead, 
then moves 
spoon towards 



I, and looks at 
her. 

156 Opens mouth Feeds I. M14,25:49 
and takes food 
off spoon, tilts 
head back. 

157 Looks up, Cleans food 
chewing food . from around I's 

mouth with 
spoon, while 
looking at her. 

156 . Brings spoon 
back to plate, 
looks at plate. 

12.25.55 159 Looks slightly Starts to mix 
lower, food on plate. 
uncrosses leg. 

160 Chewing slows, Looks ahead, 
still looking moves plate 
ahead. around In hand. 

161 Looks at plate. Glances at 
camera then 
down at plate, 
continues to 
mix food on 
plate. 

162 Looks down Glances at I 
and at plate then down at 
again, chews plate. 
food . 

163 Looks at plate Picks up food 
chewing . with s~oon . 

164 Gaze follows Looks at I, 
movement of moves spoon 

spoon. towards her 
mouth. 

165 Opens mouth Feeds I. M15. 26:04 
and takes food, 
closes eyes 
and tilts head 
back. 

-. 166 (looks at S7), Cleans food J's eye gaze 
starts to chew from around I's obscured by S's 
food . mouth with hand , 

spoon. 
167 Looks up and Brings spoon 

ahead and back to plate, 
chews food . looks at plate. 

12.26 .10 166 Lowers head Starts to mix 
slightly, food on plate. 
continues 
chewing food. 

169 Chewing slows. Picks up food 
with spoon. 

170 Clears mouth Looks ahead, 
with tongue holding spoon 
(inside of above plate. 
mouth) . 

171 Stops chewing . Looks behind at 
something out 
of shot, holding 
spoon above 
plate. 

172 Looks at I 
173 Looks at spoon. Moves spoon 

towards I, 
looking at her. 

174 Opens mouth, Feeds I. M16.26:20 



shuts eyes and 
lakes food. 

175 Looks up and Cleans mouth 
starts to chew with spoon, 
food . looks all 

12.26 .25 176 Looks ahead, Looks down at 
chewing food. plale, starts 10 

mix food on 
~ate . 

177 Swallows food. Picks up food 
with ~oon . 

178 Starts to chew Looks ahead, 
and clear holding spoon 
mouth with above plate. 
tongue. 

179 Continues Looks at I, 
chewing and holding spoon 
clearing moulh. above 21ale. 

180 . Looks behind, 
holding spoon 
above~ate . 

181 . Looks at spoon, 
then down at 
plate. 

182 " Picks up more 
food with 
spoon. 

183 Looks at plate, Glances ahead, 
still chewing. then back at 

plate, picking 
up food with 
s~oon . 

184 Gaze follows Looks at I, 
spoon still moves spoon 

chewing . towards I's 
mouth. 

185 Looks at spoon, Holds spoon 
chews faster. infront of I's 

mouth, looking 
at I. 

12.26.40 186 S c'mon " " 
187 (0.3) " " 

188 S open your mouth Opens mouth. " 
189 (6) Takes food off Feeds I, looking M17.26:44 

~oon . at her. 
190 Chews food, Brings spoon 

looking back to plate, 
forwards. looks at plate. 

191 " Picks up food 
with spoon. 

192 Looks at I. 
holds spoon 
over plate. 

193 " Looks up, still 
holding spoon 
over...l?late. 

194 " Looks at I, 
holding spoon 
over plate. 

-+ 195 S Irene? " " "Irene" said 
emphatically? 

196 I (0.5) " Leans round to 
face I . 

197 S c'mon " Holds spoon 
over plate, 
looks at I. 



198 (0.8) Looks at spoon, Moves spoon 
continues towards I's 
chewing . mouth, looks at 

I. 
199 S open your mouth (.) Irene? · Holds spoon 

Infront of I's 
mouth, looking 
at I. 

200 I ~2 . 1} · · 
12.26.55 201 S come on Irene? · · 

202 ~1 ·41 · · 
203 S openyour mouth · · 
204 (16) Opens mouth, Feeds I. M18. 26:57 

closes eyes 
and takes food . 

205 Looks forward , Brings spoon 
holding food in back to plate, 
mouth. 100kil1g at I. 

206 Starts to chew Glances up, 
food,looklng then down to 
forward. plate. 

207 Chews food Starts to mix 
looking forward. food on plate. 

208 · Glances at I 
then down 
towards plate. 

209 · Picks up food 
with spoon. 

210 · Looks at I, 
holding spoon 
above 2iate. 

211 · Looks behind, 
holding spoon 
above plate. 

212 Looks at I then 
down at plate. 

213 · Moves spoon 
towards I's 
mouth, looking 
at I. 

12.27 .10 214 · Holds spoon 
Infront of I's 
mouth, looking 
at I. 

215 S open your mouth · · 
216 _(18) · · 
217 Opens mouth Feeds I, looking M19.27:18 

and takes food at her, 
off spoon. 

218 Licks lips , Brings spoon 
looking forward . back to plate, 

looks down at 
plate . 

12.27 .25 219 Starts to chew Starts to mix 
food . food on plate 

220 Chews food Picks up food 
looking forward with spoon, 

looks at I, then 
up, 

221 · Looks aside, 
then back at 
plate, holding 
spoon above 
plate. 

222 · Picks up more 
food with 
spoon, looking 
at plate. 



223 · Looks at I and 
moves spoon 
towards her 
mouth. 

224 S Irene? · Holds spoon 
infront of I's 
mouth. 

225 (34) Opens mouth Feeds I. M20.27:32 
and takes food 
off spoon, 
doses eyes. 

226 Looks forward Brings spoon 
and continues back to plate, 
chewina food. looks at plate. 

12.27.40 227 Looks forward Starts to stir 
chewing food. food on plate. 

228 Crosses legs, Picks up food 
looks down at with spoon. 
legs, dears 
food from 
mouth with 
tonaue. 

229 Uncrosses legs. Looks at I, then 
looks to the up, holds spoon 
side. above plate. 

230 Looks to the Looks around, 
side, chewing holding spoon 
has slowed. above plate. 

231 Looks aside, Looks at I, then 
chewing more around, holding 
slowly. spoon above 

plate. 
232 Looks forward, Looks at I, then 

chewing more moves spoon 

slowly. towards her 
mouth. 

233 Continues Holds spoon 
chewing, more infront of I's 
quickly, looking mouth, looking 
at spoon. at her. 

12.27 .55 234 Opens mouth Feeds I. M21.27:55 
and takes food 
off the spoon, 
closes e:ies. 

235 Looks ahead Cleans mouth 
chewing food . with spoon. 

236 · Brings spoon 
back to plate, 
looks down at 
plate. 

237 · Starts to stir 
food on plate. 

238 · Picks up last 
traces of food 
with spoon, 
looking at plate. 

239 Licks lips. Looks at I. 
240 Closes mouth. Moves spoon 

towards I's 
mouth. 

241 S there you are Looks at spoon. Holds food M22.28:08 
infront of I's 
mouth. looking 
at I. 

242 (15) Opens mouth Feeds I. 
and takes food 
off the spoon. 



12.28.10 243 Looks ahead, Brings spoon 
chewing . back to plate, 

looking at I. 
244 · Looks behind . 
245 Looks down Looks around, 

slightly, still then at I, moves 
chewing . spoon towards 

her mouth 
~aln. 

246 Opens mouth Feeds I. M23.28:18 
and takes food 
off the spoon. 

247 Looks ahead, Cleans mouth 
chewing. with SQ..oon. 

246 · Looks behind, 
then at I. 

249 Opens mouth Feeds I. .. 
and takes food 
offs~on . 

250 S alright Looks ahead Brings spoon 
chewing, back to plate, 
(smiling looklng at I. 
slighMl, 

251 (1.1 ) Looks ahead Stands up. 
chewing. 

12.26.25 252 S very good Turns head and Pats I's 
looks over at S, shoulder with 
still chewing . left hand as 

moves awS'j. 
253 (66) Continues Moves out of 

same gaze, shot. 
chewing food, 
and clearing 
food with 

tongue (inside 
rnoutl'll-

254 Looks ahead, 
chewing food . 

12.26 .40 255 Looks to the 
side, chewing 
food . 

256 Chewing slows, 
looks at leg and 
crosses I~ 

257 Starts to chew 
faster again . 

12.28.55 258 Chews more 
slowly, looking 
ahead. 

12.29 .10 259 · 
12.29 .25 260 · 

261 Uncrosses leg, 
still looking 
forward. 

262 Looks at S, Comes back 
chewing slowly. into shot 

carryi~ bowl. 
263 S Irene · Sits down, 

looking at I. 
264 I (1 .5) · Adjusts seating 

position on 
chair. 

265 S there you are Looks at bowl, . 
stops chewing . 

266 (0.4) Continues Looks at bowl 
looking at bowl. and starts to stir 

pudding , 
holding bowl 



towards I. 
267 S I got some ri (0.3) rice puddinQ for vou · . 
268 (1.6) · Glances at I 

then back at 
bowl, lifts some 
pudding up with 
spoon and 
drops it back in 
the bowl. 

269 S yeah? Blinks hard, Begins to pick 
then looks back up food with 
at bowl. spoon, looking 

at bowl. 
270 (1 .9) · Continues 

picking up food, 
lookina at bowl. 

271 S there you are (.) open your mouth Looks at spoon. Moves spoon 
towards I's 
mouth, looks at 
I. 

12.29.40 272 (1 .8) Opens mouth Feeds I. 001,29:39 
and takes food 
off SDOon. 

-. 273 S oops Tilts head back, Still feeds I, Food spills onto 
closes eyes, looking at I. I's face. 
clenches facial 
muscles, does 
not close 
mouth, tightens 
law. 

274 (1 .5) Continues to Brings spoon 
clench facial back to bowl, 
muscles, close glances at bowl 
eves and then looks at I. 

moves jaw 
slightly with 
food in open 
mouth. 

275 S is that alright? · Moves bowl 
around in hand. 

276 I (1 .6) Closes mouth, Pats I's right 
opens eyes arm with right 
slightly, starts to hand, looks at I, 
chewfood. (smiles?), 

277 S nice? Chews slowly, Keeps hand on 
starts to I's arm, 
swallow, looking maintains gaze 
forward. on I. 

278 I (1.4) Continues Pats I's arm 
chewing and again, 
swallowing . maintains gaze 

on I. 
279 S you like it? · Pats I's arm , 

nods head 
towards I while 
maintaining 
gaze on her. 

280 I (30) Chews more Looks back to 
slowly, looks bOwl, right hand 
forward . moves back to 

pick up spoon 
and stirs food . 

261 Licks lips. Glances at I 
then back at 
bOwl , while 
slirrina food . 

12.29.55 262 Chews slowly. Glances at I 
then back at 



bowtwhile 
stirring food . 

283 Licks lips and Looks al I, Ihen 
swallows food . up, lifts bowt up 

slightly. 
284 Chews slowly. Looks back at 

bowt. 
285 · Looks at I, 

moves bowt 
around in hand. 

286 · Looks back at 
bowt, picks up 
spoon and 
continues to stir 
food. 

287 Chews, begins Looks up and 
to cross leg. then behind at 

something out 
of shot, moves 
bowt around In 
hand. 

286 Chews food. Looks back at 
bowt. 

12.30.10 269 Chews food, Looks at I. 
looks down at 
leg and 
uncrosses it. 

290 Chews and Looks back at 
swallows food , bowt, picks up 
looks down at spoon and 
leg. starts to stir 

food. 
291 Chews food. Looks at I, and 

picks up food 

with spoon, 
looks back 
down at bowt. 

292 S (xl open your mouth Opens mouth. Looks at I, 
moves spoon 
towards I's 
mouth 

293 (12) Shuts eyes and Feeds I (still 0&2. 30:19 
takes food off looking at her). 
spoon. 

294 Makes small, Cleans mouth 
quick chewing with spoon, still 
movements, looking at I. 
with eyes 
partially dosed. 

295 · Brings spoon 
back to bowt, 
glances down 
at bowl then 
back at I. 

296 Chews food Looks down at 
with eyes bowl and starts 
closed . to stirfood. 

12.30.25 297 Chews and Picks up food 
swallows food . with spoon, 

looks at I then 
back down at 
bowt . 

298 · Looks at I then 
down at spoon. 

299 Licks lips. and Moves spoon 
continues towards I's 
chewing . mouth, eye 

qaze following 



spoon. 
300 Chews more Brings spoon 

slowly, back to bowl, 
swallows. moves bowl 

forward under 
spoon, looking 
at spoon. 

301 Stops chewing. Moves spoon 
towards I's 
mouth again, 
looks at I. 

302 S there you are (.) open your mouth? Has eyes Holds spoon 
closed and is Infront of I's 
not chewing . mouth, looks at 

I. 
303 (1 .5) Opens mouth Feeds I. Oe3,30:32 

and takes food 
off spoon. 

304 S very good Starts to chew Starts to clean 
food, with eyes I's mouth with 
closed. spoon. 

305 (16) Chews and Continues 
swallows food . cleaning I's 

mouth with 
spoon. 

306 · Glances up, 
then down at 
bowl, brings 
spoon back to 
bowl. 

307 · Stirs food in 
bowl . 

12.30.40 306 Looks forward, Glances at I 
clears food from then back to 

inside of mouth bowl, continues 
with tongue . stirring food . 

309 Lifts head from Picks up food 
back of chair with spoon, 
and looks down holds spoon 
toward knees. above bowl, 

looks up, then 
back at 
something out 
of shot. 

310 Starts chewing Looks at I then 
food again, lifts back down at 
leg. bowl. 

311 Chews and Picks up more 
swallows food , food, and holds 
still looking spoon above 
down. bowl . 

312 · Looks ahead at 
something out 
of shot. 

313 · Looks down at 
bowl. 

314 Looks at bowl, Moves bowl 
chewing and towards I, 
licking lips. holding spoon 

above it, 
looking at bowl. 

315 · Glances to the 
side, then back 
to bowl. 

316 Looks at spoon, Brings bowl 
stops chewing . back to self, 

moves spoon 
towards I's 



mouth , looks at 
J. 

317 S there you are Opens mouth Feeds I. 094.30 :52 
and takes food 
off spoon. 

318 (42) Chews food Brings spoon 
looking forward . back to bowl, 

looks at bowl. 
12.30.55 319 · Starts to stir 

food. 

320 · Looks at I then 
back at bowl. 

321 Chewsfood, Picks up food 
lookS at leg and with spoon. 
lifts it. 

322 Crosses leg. Moves bowl 
towards I. 
holding spoon 
above bowl. 

323 Continues Moves bowl 
chewlng. back to self, 

then forward 
again , looking 
at bowl. 

324 Continues Moves spoon 
chewing looking towards I's 
ahead . mouth, looking 

at I. 
325 Opens mouth. Holds spoon 

Infront of I's 
mouth . 

326 Takes food off Feeds I. De5, 31:08 
spoon. 

12.31 .10 327 Looks ahead Brings spoon 
and chews. back to bowl 

and puts it in 
bowl. still 
lookino at I. 

328 · Adjusts position 
of I's bib with 
rioht hand. 

329 · Looks back at 
bowl, picks up 
spoon and 
starts to stir 
food. 

330 Swallows, Looks at I then 
continues down at bowl. 
chewing, looks 
slightly to the 
side. 

331 Stops chewing. Picks up food 
looks down and with spoon . 
aside. looks uo at I. 

332 Starts to chew. Looks down at 
still looking spoon . 
down and 
aside. 

333 Looks at spoon . Moves spoon 
towards I's 
mouth , eye 
gaze following 
sooon . 

334 Opens mouth . Holds spoon 
infront of I's 
mouth . 



335 Takes food off Feeds I. Oe6. 31 :23 
spoon. 

12.31 .25 336 Closes eyes Cleans mouth 
and chews with spoon. 
food . 

337 Continues Looks down at 
chewing food bowl, brings 
with eyes spoon back to 
dosed. bowl and starts 

to stir food. 
338 Looks up, Looks up at I, 

chews food and stops stirring 
swallows. momentari.h', 

339 Looks ahead, Looks back at 
chews food . bowl and 

continues 
stirring . 

340 · Picks up food 
with spoon, 

I glances at I. 
341 Looks down, Looks back 

moves hands down at bowl. 
slightly under 
bib, chews 
food . 

342 Chews food. Glances at I 
then back at 
bowl. 

343 Looks ahead, Looks at I. 
chewing food. 

344 Looks at spoon, Moves spoon 
still chewing towards I's 
food. mouth. 

345 S alright Irene? · Holds spoon 
infront of I's 
mouth. 

346 (52) Opens mouth Feeds I. Oe7.31:35 
and takes food 
off spoon. 

347 Starts to chew Cleans mouth 
food . with ~oon . 

348 Continues Glances ahead 
chewing food . while deaning 

mouth. then 
back to I. 

12.31.40 349 · Brings spoon 
back to self, 
then moves 
spoon back to I 
and deans 
mouth ~ain . 

350 Swallows and Brings spoon 
dears food from back to bowl, 
inside of mouth looks behind. 
with tonQue. 

351 Continues Looks down at 
swallowing and bowl and starts 
dealing mouth. to stir food. 

352 Starts to chew. Picks up food 
with spoon. 

353 Continues Looks at I. 
chewing, 
looking down at 
legs. 

354 · Looks down at 
spoon. 



355 Looks at spoon, Moves spoon 
still chewing . towards I's 

mouth, looking 
at spoon. 

356 Opens mouth. Holds spoon 
infront of I's 
mouth. 

357 Takes food off Feeds I. 008.31 :53 
sp_oon. 

12.31.55 358 Makes chewing Cleans mouth 
movements, with spoon. 
with eyes 
closed . 

359 · Brings spoon 
back to bOwl, 
looks at bowl 

360 Chews food Starts to stir 
with eyes food. 
closed. 

361 Licks lips. Picks up food 
with ~oon . 

362 Chews food, Looks ahead at 
still with eyes something out 
dosed. of shot, holding 

food above 
bowl. 

363 · Looks at 
camera, holding 
spoon above 
bowl. 

364 · Looks down, 
then at bowl. 

365 Opens eyes. Moves spoon 
towards I's 

mouth, looks at 
I. 

366 Opens mouth Feeds I. 009.32:07 
and takes food 
off spoon. 

12.32.10 367 Starts to make Cleans I's 
small chewing mouth with 
movements. spoon. 

368 Chews food Brings spoon 
looking forward. back to bowl, 

looks behind at 
something out 
of shot. 

369 Chews and Looks down at 
swallows food. bowl and starts 

to stir food. 
370 Looks to the Picks up food 

side, clears the with spoon. 
inside of mouth 
with tonaue. 

371 Continues Looks at I. 
looking to the 
side and 
clearin9 food . 

372 · Looks down at 
bowl. 

373 Looks at spoon. Looks at I and 
chews food. moves spoon 

towards her 
mouth. 

12.32.25 374 Opens mouth Feeds I 0010.32:25 
and takes food 
off spoon. 



375 Closes eyes Cleans mouth 
(smiles?) And with spoon. 
starts to chew 
food. 

376 Continues Looks ahead at 
smiling and something out 
chewing with of shot. 
eyes closed. 

377 I hm hm hm hm 'hm 'hm: Stops chewing Still looking 
butconlinues ahead,then 
smiling and looks at I. 
eyes remain 
closed. 

378 (0.3) Swallows, eyes Looks down at 
are still closed, bowl, starts to 
moves leg stir food . 
slightly. 

379 S mmm: Chews food Looks at bowl, 
with eyes then up at I, still 
closed, still stirring food. 
smiling. 

380 (3.4) · Looks down at 
bowl. 

381 · Looks up at I 
then down at 
bowl again . 

382 · Glances up at I. 
383 S I'rene Continues Looks down at 

chewing food bowl, still stirring 
with eyes food. 
closed . 

384 (6) Chews food Looks up at I 
and swallows then up at 
with eyes shut. somethlno out 

of shot, picks 
up food with 
spoon. 

385 Clears food Holds food 
from inside of above bowl, 
mouth with nods at 
tongue. eyes (someone?) out 
are still shut. of shot. 

386 · Looks back 
down at bowl. 

387 Chews food Moves spoon 
with eyes shut. towards I. 

388 · Looks at I. 
12.32.40 389 S there you are · Holds spoon 

Infront of I's 
mouth. 

390 (1 .6) · . 
391 S go on? · . 
392 (7.2) · Moves spoon 

closer to I's lips, 
then away 
slightly. 

393 · Cleans I's 
mouth and 
moves spoon 
closer to mouth. 

394 S there you are (.) open your mouth · Continues to 
touch I's mouth 
with spoon. 

395 (13.5) Opens mouth Feeds I. Oe11 . 32:52 
slightly, takes 
food off spoon. 

396 Eyes are shut Cleans I's 
and mouth mouth with 



closed. spoon, still 
looking at I. 

12.32.55 397 Looks forward Brings spoon 
and starts to back to bowl, 
chew food . looks at bowl. 

398 Chews food . Scrapes 
remains of food 
in bowl. 

399 · Looks at I. 
400 " Looks back at 

bowl. 
401 · Picks up food 

with spoon. 
402 · Looks at I. 
403 Looks back at 

bowl. 
404 · Picks up more 

food with 
spoon. 

405 S open your mouth (.) there you are · Moves spoon 
towards mouth, 
looks at I. 

406 (47) Takes food off Feeds I. 0812.33:06 
spoon. 

407 Starts to chew Cleans mouth 
food. with spoon, still 

looking at I. 
12.33.10 408 Looks forward , Brings food 

swallowing . back to bowl, 
looks at bowl. 

409 Chews food Scrapes 
and clears remains of food 
mouth with with spoon. 
tongue. 

410 " Picks up food 
with spoon. 

411 Looks behind at 
something out 
of shot, while 
holding spoon 
above bowl. 

412 · Looks at I then 
down at bowl. 

413 " Picks up more 
food with 
spoon. 

414 Moves spoon 
towards I's 
mouth, looks at 
I. 

1233.25 415 Chews food, Feeds I. 0813. 33:25 
then takes food 
off spoon. 

416 Starts to chew Cleans mouth 
food . with spoon. 

417 Stops chewing, Brings spoon 
moves leg back to bOwl , 
slightly. looks down at 

bowl. 
418 Clears food Scrapes food 

from mouth with together with 
tongue, crosses spoon. 
leg. 

419 Chews slowly. Picks up food 
with spoon. 

420 " Looks at I then 
back at bowl. 



421 Clears food Picks up more 
from mouth with food . 
tongue, 
uncrosses leg. 

422 Licks liQ.s. Looks at I. 
12.33 .40 423 Looks at S then Moves spoon 

down at spoon. towards I's 
mouth. 

424 Looks at spoon, Touches I's 
making small mouth with 
chewing spoon. 
movements. 

425 · Holds spoon 
infront of I's 
mouth. 

426 · Continues to 
hold spoon 
Infront of I's 
mouth and 
touch I's mouth 
with spoon. 

427 Takes food, Feeds I. Oe14.33:48 
closes eyes. 

428 Chews food Clears food 
with eyes from mouth with 
closed. spoon. 

429 · Brings spoon 
back to bowl. 

430 · Turns and leans 
towards I, pats 
her arm with left 
hand. 

431 S Irene · Continues 
looking at I and 

patting her arm. 
432 (1 .3) Opens eyes . 

and turns to 
look at S. 

433 S alright? . 
434 (0.6) · Looks down at 

bowl, picks up 
spoon and 
continues to 
mix food . 

--+ 435 I ooh Closes eyes Looks up at I. I's facial 
and vocalises. expression 

suggests 
positive 
response? 

436 (1 ) Turns back to Looks down at 
central position , bowl, glances at 
looks forward . I then down at 

bowl again . 
437 S Ihere you are (0.3) open your mouth (.) Looks at Sand Picks up food 

(frowns?). with spoon, 
looks at I. 

438 please Looks at S. 
439 (0.9) Eye gaze Moves spoon 

follows spoon. towards I. 
440 S last bit Looks at spoon. Holds spoon 

infront of I's 
mouth. 

441 (8 .8) Closes eyes Feeds I. 0&15. 33:59 
and takes food . 

442 Chews food Clears food 
from chin with 
spoon. 

443 Continues to Brings spoon 



chew food back to bowl 
looking forward. and looks down 

at bowl. 
444 · Starts to stir 

food, looks at I 
then down at 
bowl. 

445 · Looks at I then 
down at bowl. 

446 · Picks up food 
with sP90n. 

447 S c'mon (0.3) open your mouth · Moves spoon 
towards I. 

446 (42) · Holds spoon 
infront of I's 
mouth. 

12.34.10 449 Opens mouth Feeds I, looking 0016,34:10 
and takes food at her. 
off~on . 

450 Chews food, Cleans mouth 
with eyes with spoon, 
closed. looking at I. 

451 Stops chewing . Brings spoon 
back to bowl, 
and puts it in 
bowl, still 
looking at I. 

452 Starts to chew Adjusts position 
food again. of I's bib, 

lookil}ll at her. 
453 Clears food Picks up spoon, 

from mouth with looks behind at 
tongue. something out 

ofshol. 

454 Chews food . Looks back at 
bowl, starts to 
scrape together 
food with 
~oon. 

455 Looks at S then Looks up at 
forward again, someone 
chewing slowly. passing behind 

I then down at . bowl . 
456 Looks forward , Picks up food 

chewing food . with spoon, 
looks at I. 

457 Looks down at 
bowl, picks up 
more food with 
~on . 

458 Looks to the Looks at I. 
side, clearing moves spoon 
mouth with towards I's 
tongue. mouth. 

12.3425 459 Looks at spoon, Feeds I. 0017,34:25 
then opens 
mouth and 
takes food . 

460 Chews food . Cleans mouth 
with s~oon . 

461 Looks ahead Looks back at 
chewing . bowl, brings 

spoon back to 
bowl. 

462 Looks at S then Scrapes 
forward , still together food 
chewi~. with ~oon . 



463 Clears food Picks up food 
from mouth with with spoon. 
tongue, looking 
forward . 

464 Looks aside, 
then at I, then 
down at bowl. 

465 Turns head and Looks at I, 
looks to the moves spoon 
side. towards I's 

mouth. 
466 Looks down at Feeds I. 0&18. 34:35 

spoon and 
opens mouth to 
take food. 

467 Licks lips and Looks back at 
starts to chew, bowl, brings 
looking down. spoon back to 

bowl. 
468 Chewsfood. Scrapes 

together food 
with spoon. 

469 Clears mouth Looks ahead at 
with tongue. something out 

of shot, then 
back at bowl. 

470 Chews food . Looks at I. 
12.34.40 471 · Moves spoon 

towards I's 
mouth. 

472 Opens mouth Feeds I. 0&19.34:42 
and takes food 
off spoon. 

473 Closes eyes. Cleans mouth 
with spoon. 

474 Swallows food . Brings spoon 
back to bowl. 

475 Looks forward, Stands up, 
chewing slowly. looking aside. 

476 Puts bowl out of 
shot. 

477 · Comes back 
into shot with 
tissue. 

478 Gathers tissue 
and moves 
towards I's 
mouth. 

479 S I'm going to clean your mouth (.) alright? · Moves tissue 
towards I's 
mouth. 

480 (0.8) Keeps eyes Wipes I's 
and mouth mouth. 
closed . 

481 S just (0.8) wipe it 
12.34.55 482 (5) . 

483 S there Finishes wiping 
mouth. 

484 (S.3) Opens eyes Puts tissue 
and looks away out of 
toward S. shot. 

485 Looks forward. Brings beaker 
of drink into 
shot. 

..... 486 Looks at Sits sown Appears to be 
beaker. holding drink showing beaker 

infront of I's to I. 



face. 
487 S there you are (.) have some d- (0.5) · Moves beaker 

towards I's 
mouth. looking 
at I. 

488 S some drink? · . 
489 (1 ) · Moves beaker 

further towards 
mouth and tips 
beaker slightly. 

490 S open your mouth? · Holds beaker 
infront of 
mouth, still 
100kJI}R at I. 

12.35.10 491 (28) Takes drink. Feeds I. Dr1.35:09 
492 Looks at Takes beaker 

beaker. out of I's mouth. 
493 Holds beaker 

infront of I. 
494 Tekes drink. Feeds I, Dr2.35:12 

glances up then 
back at I. 

495 Looks forward. Takes beaker 
out of I's mouth. 

496 Looks forward, Moves beaker 
crosses leg. back and rests 

arm on arm of 
chair, looks 
behind at 
something out 
of shot. 

497 Looks forward . Looks around. 
498 · Looks back et I. 
499 · Moves beaker 

towards I's 
mouth. 

500 · Holds beaker 
infront of I's 
mouth,looking 
at I. 

12.35 .25 501 Takes drink, Feeds I. Dr3.35:24 
uncrosses leQ. 

502 Continues Glances up 
takill9_ drink. then back at I. 

503 Looks forward, Takes beaker 
clearing mouth out. 
with tonQue. 

504 · Looks at beaker 
then back at I. 

505 · Brings beaker 
back and rests 
arm on arm of 
chair, looking at 
I. 

506 · Leans slightly 
towards I, still 
looking at her. 

507 Looks at Moves beaker 
beaker. towards I's 

mouth, looking 
et her. 

508 S there Takes drink. Feeds I. Dr4.35:36 
12.35.40 -+ 509 (49) Looks forward, Takes beaker Mouth 

moving mouth out, still looking movements are 
slightly. at I. like chewing 

movements . 
510 Moves beaker 

back and rests 



arm on arm of 
chair. 

511 · Looks at I, with 
arm on chair. 

512 · Looks down at 
beaker. 

513 Looks up, Looks up and 
moving mouth. around. 

514 Closes eyes. Moves beaker 
towards I's 
mouth and 
looks at I. 

12.35.55 515 Takes drink. Feeds I. OrS, 35:53 
516 Swallows drink, Takes beaker 

eyes closed . out of I's mouth, 
still looking at I. 

517 Eyes are still Moves beaker 
closed . back, looks at 

beaker. 
518 Moves mouth, Looks at I, then 

looking forward. around, rests 
arm on arm of 
chair. 

519 Looks at I then 
behind . 

520 · Nods at 
(someone?) 
Out of shot. 

521 · Looks at I. 
522 · Moves beaker 

towards I's 
mouth. 

523 Takes drink. Feeds I. On;. 36:05 

524 Swallows drink Takes beaker 
with eyes out of mouth 
closed . and rests arm 

on arm of chair, 
still looking at I. 

12.36.10 525 Makes chewing Looks at I, with 
movements arm resting on 
with eyes chair arm. 
closed . 

526 Stops making Moves beaker 
chewing towards I's 
movements. mouth. 

527 Takes drink. Glances up, Or7.36:19 
feeds I. 

528 Swallows drink, Looks at I, 
eyes closed . takes beaker 

out of I's mouth, 
and glances up 
again. 

12.36.25 529 Sits with eyes Looks at I, rests 
closed . arm on arm of 

chair. 
530 S alright Irene? · Leans towards I 

and pats her 
right arm with 
left hand. 

531 I (3 .1) Looks over to Nods at I. 
S. 

532 · Looks at 
beaker. 

533 Looks back Pats I's arm. 
ahead. sits with 
eyes closed . 



534 S wakeywakey Looks at Moves beaker 
beaker. towards I's 

mouth. 
535 (25) Takes drink. Feeds I, looking Or8. 36:34 

at her. 
536 Swallows drink Takes beaker 

with eyes out of I's mouth. 
closed . 

12.36 .40 537 · Puts beaker in 
other hand and 
then back Into 
right hand, rests 
arm on arm of 
chair, looking at 
I. 

' 538 Opens eyes. Glances up, 
then at I, moves 
beaker towards 
her mouth. 

539 Looks at Glances up 
beaker. then at I. 

540 Takes drink. Feeds I. 0r9.36:45 
541 Swallows drink. Takes beaker 

out of I's mouth. 
542 Sits with eyes Rests arm on 

closed, making arm of chair, 
chewing still looking at I. 
movements 
with mouth. 

12.36.55 543 S (sighs) · Sighs, looking 
at I. 

544 (40) · Looks at beaker 
then at I. 

545 Opens eyes Moves beaker 

looking forward . towards I's 
mouth. 

546 Takes drink. Feeds I, looking Or10. 37:00 
at her. 

547 Swallows drink. Takes beaker 
out of I's mouth 
still looking at 
her. 

548 Makes chewing Rests arm on 
movements arm of chair, 
with mouth stilllooki~ at I. 

549 · Looks aside at 
something out 
of shot. 

12.37 .10 550 · Looks around. 
551 · Looks at I and 

moves beaker 
towards her 
mouth. 

552 Takes drink. Feeds I, looking Or11.37:12 
at her. 

553 Swallows drink. Takes beaker 
looking forward. out of I's mouth, 

rests arm on 
arm of chair. 

554 Makes chewing Looks up, then 
movements around. 
with mouth. 

12.37.25 555 · Looks behind at 
something out 
ofshol. 

556 · Moves beaker 
towards I's 
mouth, looks at 



I. 
557 · Looks behind 

then back at I. 
558 Takes drink. Feeds I. 0r12.37:28 
559 · Looks behind 

while feeding I. 
560 · Looks back at I, 

then up, then 
back at I, while 
feeding I. 

561 Looks to the Takes beaker 
side. out of I's mouth, 

looking at I. 
562 Strains to Looks up then 

cough . aside, rests arm 
on arm of chair. 

563 I [coughs] Coughs. Looks at I. 
564 (0.6) Turns head to Pats I's right 

centre. arm. 
565 S alright (bless you) Looks up at S. . 
566 (3.8) · Looks behind. 

12.37.40 567 Looks at Looks at 
beaker. beaker. 

568 Makes chewing Moves beaker 
movements towards I's 
looking at mouth. 
beaker. 

569 S there you are (have another drink) Takes drink. Feeds I, looking Or13.37:43 
at her. 

570 {36} · Glances up 
then back at I 
while still 
feeding her. 

571 Sits with eyes Takes beaker 
closed . out of i's mouth, 

looks behind. 
572 Swaliows drink. Rests arm on 

arm of chair. 
573 Makes chewing Looks at I. 

movements, 
looking forward, 
crosses leQ. 

574 Continues lifts arm off 
making chewing chair, looks at 
movements. beaker. 

12.37.55 575 · Moves beaker 
towards I's 
mouth. 

576 Takes drink. Feeds I, looking Or14.37:55 
at her. 

577 Swaliows drink. Takes beaker 
out of I's mouth. 

578 Makes chewing Rests arm on 
movements. arm of chair. 

579 · Glances up 
then back at I. 

580 · Looks at I, while 
resting arm 

581 Uncrosses leg. Looks ahead at 
something out 
of shot. 

582 Continues Looks back at I. 
making chewing 
movements. 

583 Looks at Moves beaker 
beaker. towards I's 

mouth, looks a\ 



beaker then at 
I. 

12.38.10 584 Takes drink. Feeds I, looking Dr15. 38:09 
at her. 

585 Sits, with eyes Takes beaker 
closed . out of I's mouth. 

586 Looks forward Rests arm on 
arm of chair, 
looks UP. 

587 Looks up Looks behind. 
slightly. 

588 Glances at S Looks around. 
Ihen forward 
again. 

589 S [sighs) Looks forward. Looks at 
beaker. 

590 Looks forward. Moves beaker 
towards I's 
mouth,looks at 
I. 

12.38.25 591 (7) Takes drink. Feeds I. Dr16.38:24 
592 I [coughs) Coughs while . 

taking drink. 
593 (0.5) Looks forward, Takes beaker 

swallows. oul of I's mouth. 
594 okay Looks forward. Rests arm on 

arm of chair. 
595 S I (1 .7) alright (1 .8) bless you (3.27) oh: I Starts to cough Leans towards 

again. I, pats her 
shoulder, 
looking al her, 
looks aside, 
Ihen back at I. 

596 I l[conlinues coughing] J · 
1236.40 597 I [coughs) Coughs, Looks al beaker 

pausing to then at I. 
swallow 
intermittently, 
with eyes 
closed . Frowns 
while coughing . 

598 (9) Makes chewing Looks al beaker 
movements, then al l. 
with eyes 
closed, head 
tilted slightly 
forward , and 
still frowning. 

599 · Looks ahead at 
something out 
of shol. 

600 Opens eyes, Nods and 
and stops smiles (at 
frowning , someone?) oul 
continues to ofshol. 
make chewing 
movements. 

601 Looks away Looks at I. 
from S, still 
making chewing 
movements. 

602 S alright Irene? Continues Pats I's right 
looking away, arm. 
making chewing 
movements. 

603 (0.9) · Hand remains 
on I's arm, 



looki'!9..at I. 
604 S Irene Pats arm again. 
605 (1 ) Looks at 

beaker. 
606 S have your drink (.) there you are Looks at Moves beaker 

beaker. towards I's 
mouth. 

12.38 .55 607 (14) Takes drink, Feeds I, looking 0r17.3B:55 
with eyes at her. 
closed. 

608 Opens eyes, Takes beaker 
looks forward. out of I's mouth 

and rests arm 
on arm of chair, 
still looking at I. 

609 Makes chewing Looks at I while 
movements, resting arm on 
looks down arm of chair. 
towards bib. 

610 Looks up, still Looks down at 
making chewing beaker then at 
movements. I. 

611 S there you are Looks at bib. Moves beaker Or1B,39:16 
towards I's 
mouth. 

-+ 612 (0.3) (Takes drink?) Feeds I, looking I's mouth is 
at her. obscured by S's 

hand. 
12.39.10 -+ 613 I [vocalises) (Does not take Keeps beaker Vocalises in 

drink?) at I's mouth, protest? 
then removes it. 

614 (1 .8) Sits looking Rests arm on 
forward. arm of chair, 

looks at beaker 

then back at I. 
615 S last bit · Moves beaker 

towards I's 
mouth. 

-+ 616 (0.3) Tilts head back Feeds I. I's face is 
(takes drink?). obscured by S's 

hand. 
617 I [vocalises) · Continues to Ori9.39:23 

feed I, looking 
at her. 

618 (3 .5) Takes drink. . 
619 S there you are? · 
620 (1.5) Sits looking Takes beaker 

forward . out of I's mouth. 
621 S very good · Glances at 

beaker. 
622 (0.7) Takes drink. Feeds I. Or20.39:27 
623 S (xx) bit · 
624 (22) · Looks ahead at 

something out 
of shot. 

12.39.25 625 · Looks back at I. 
626 Sits looking Takes beaker 

forward . out of I's mouth. 
627 Takes drink. Feeds I, looking Dr21.39:40 

at her. 
628 Sits looking Takes beaker 

forward . out of I's mouth, 
looks at beaker. 

12.39.40 629 Takes drink. Looks back at I 
and feeds her. 

630 S okay Sits looking Takes beaker 
forward, moving out of I's mouth. 



mouth slightly. 
631 (2 .3) · Holds beaker 

up and looks at 
beaker. 

632 · Stands up, and 
moves out of 
shot. 

633 I [coughs] Closes eyes S comes into 
and coughs, shot with tissue. 
body tension 
evident. 

634 (1 ) Sits with eyes Moves towards 
closed . I holding tissue. 

635 S (wipe you) Turns head Starts to wipe 
slightly towards I's mouth. 
S. 

12.39.55 636 (8.5) Sits with eyes Continues 
closed and wiping 1'5 
head tumed mouth, sUII 
towards S. standing. 

637 Makes chewing Holds tissue in 
movements left hand and 
with eyes starts to take I's 
closed . bib off. 

638 S (take your bib off) · Continues 
taklng bib off. 

639 (3.1) · Hand knocks 
against I's 
nose. 

640 S sorry · Continues 
taklng bib off . 

641 (2) · . 
642 S that's it Looks forward, Removes bib. 

removal of bib 

shows hands 
crossed against 
chest. 

12.40.10 643 (9) Looks forward Folds bib. 
making chewing 
movements. 

644 . Places bib on 
back of chair. 

645 Raises Takes tissue 
eyebrows and out of left hand 
closes eyes. with right hand 
head slightly and wipes I's 
turned towards face. 
S. 

646 S alright Irene . Continues 
wiping face. 

647 (9.4) Looks at S. Moves out of 
shot. 

12.40.25 -+ 648 S okay? Looks down at Partially in shot, Talk directed at 
hands . carrying tray of camera 

food (waves at operator? 
camera?). 

649 (4) Glances up at S Moves 
then back down completely out 
to hands. of shot. 

650 Continues to Comes back 
look down at into shot behind 
hands making I's chair. 
chewing 
movements. 

651 Looks up, Takes bib and 
raises hands departs. 
slightly. 
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Appendix Nine 
9.5 



TRANSCRIPTION OF 05/8 

Subjects: Patient 'Mary' (M) and Member of staff 'Ellen' (E) 
Others: 
Sample date: 29.9.99 
Transcription length: 21 minutes 
Counter times: start 12:48:50 end 13:09:03 
Transcriber: EO 

Counter line spea talk 
time no ·ker 
Scene A 001 
12:48:50 

002 E hello Mary 

003 M (6.3) 

004 

005 

006 

A 007 E hello 

008 M (1.4) 

N 009 E let me swap your hands around 

010 M (1 .0 ) 

... 011 

12:49:05 N 012 E ·yes I know I know· 

013 (1 .0) 

... 014 M [vocalises] 

Meal summary: 
Main meal (M) = 
Dessert (De) = 
Drink (Or) = 

28 mouthfuls 
18 mouthfuls 
22 mouthfuls 

Utterance codes: 
A = attention seeking ; P = preparatory; E = evaluatory; N 
= non-related incidental; 0 = outside of partnership; Q = 
not coded/questionabale instances 

narrative patient narrative staff comments 

Asleep in chair, Moves into shot 
head resting in with plate of 
right hand. food and apron. 

Sits down in 
chair, holding 
plate of food in 
both hands. 
Rubs M's arm 
with one hand, 
and holds plate 
of food in the 
other. 

Moves left arm Swaps plate of 
under bib. food from left 

hand to right 
hand. 
Turns in seat to 
face M, holding 

plate of food up 
in the air as she 
does so. 
Pats M's right 
arm. 
Puts plate of 
food on her own 
knee. 

Opens eyes 
briefly in 
response, looks 
towards plate. 

Reaches 
forward with 
both hands to 
pull M's right 
hand away from 
under her chin. 

Opens eyes 
again, and 
keeps them 
open. 
Raises M may be trying 
eyebrows and to say 
moves mouth something in 
as if speaking , response? 
but produces 
no sound. 
Looks down Places M's right 
towards her lap, hand under her 
eyebrows still bib, alongside 
raised. her left hand. 
Smiles and 
looks up. 
Smiles as she Straightens M's Unsure what M 



speaks. bib, smiling and is trying to say. 
100kill9..at M. 

N 015 E there we are 
016 (B .3) 
017 M [laughs] Smiles and 

wriggles back in 
her chair. 

12:49:20 ~ 01B E there's your lunch Tums head and Places plate of M may be 
p looks towards food on arm of looking towards 

food . (Looks at chair, touching E, or in the 
E1.l M'sarm with direction of the 

her hand as food. 
she does so. 

019 (2 .3) 
P 020 here we go Scoops food 

onto spoon 
from~ate . 

021 (1 .5) 
P 022 taste Looks towards Raises spoonful M1.49:25 

spoonful of of food to M's 
food. mouth to offer 

the food to her, 
looking at her. 

023 ( 2 minutes, 29.2 seconds) Opens mouth to 
take half of the 
spoonful of 
food . 

024 Looks to her left Tilts head to the 
and chews right. looking at 
food. M. pauses with 

spoon in mid-
air. 

025 Chews food . Returns spoon 
to plate and 
stirs food, 

looking 
downwards. 

026 Adjusts seating 
position by 
moving to face 
M a little more. 

12:49:35 027 Chews food Lifts spoonful of 
and swallows. food , pauses as 

M finishes her 
mouthful. Looks 
atM. 

02B Offers spoonful 
of food by 
raising it to M's 
lips. looking at 
her. 

029 Opens mouth to Places spoonful M2.49:44 
take spoonful of of food in M's 
food , looking mouth. 
right. 

12:49:50 ~ 030 Moves mouth Returns spoon M opens her 
(grimaces?) to plate, looking mouth for a 
whilst moving down. short time: this 
arm under bib, could be a burp 
looking towards or a grimace. 
her lap. 

031 Chews food . Looks down at 
plate and stirs 
food with 
spoon. 

032 Loads spoon 
with food , 
looking down. 

033 Swallows food . Lifts spoonful of 
food and 



pauses in mid-
air, looking at M 
as she finishes 
her mouthful. 

034 Offers spoonful M3.50:00 
by raising it to 
M's lips, looking 
at her. 

035 Opens mouth to Places spoonful 
take spoonful of of food In M's 
food. looking at mouth, looking 
her lap. at her. 

12:50:05 036 Chews food, Retums spoon 
looking down. to plate, looking 

down at the 
food. 

037 Loads spoon 
with food. 

038 Tilts head to the 
right, looking at 
M. 

039 Lifts spoonful of 
food and 
pauses In mid-
air, looking at 
M. 

040 Lowers spoon 
to the plate and 
scoops more 
onto the spoon, 
looking at it. 

041 Quickly raises 
and then lowers 
spoonful of food 
three times 

looklnq at M. 
042 Moves arms Offers spoonful 

under bib, by raiSing it to 
continuing to M's lips, looking 
chew. at her. 

043 Retracts spoon 
from M's lips 
and holds it in 
mid-air, looking 
at her. 

044 Raises head Offers spoonful 
slightly and by holding it to 
looks towards M's Ups, looking 
food . at her. 

12:50:20 045 Opens mouth to Places spoonful M4, 50:20 
take food . of food In M's 

mouth. 
046 Chews food , Removes 

looking down. spoon from M's 
mouth and 
wipes her lower 
lip and chin to 
remove excess 
food , looking at 
her. 

047 Returns spoon 
to plate and 
mashes food, 
looking at it. 

048 Chews food Scoops food 
and swallows. onto spoon, 

looking down. 
12:50:35 -.. 049 Jerks left hand Lifts spoon and Ms left hand 

up and down pauses as M moves quickly 
(twitches?) chews, looking up and down, 



under bib. atM. these may be 
involuntary 
twitches. 

050 Opens mouth to Offers spoonful MS. 50:37 
take spoonful of to M by holding 
food, raising it to her lips, 
head and looking at her. 
looking at the 
sooon. 

051 Chews food, Returns spoon 
lowering head to plate and 
and looking mashes food, 
down. lookino down. 

12:50:50 052 Chews food, left Scoops food 
arm twitches as onto spoon. 
oreviously. 

053 Takes food Lifts spoonful M6.50:55 
from spoon. up and offers it 

to M, looking at 
her. 

054 Chews food. Returns spoon 
to plate and 
mashes food, 
looklno at It. 

055 Scoops food 
onto sooon. 

12:51 :05 056 Lifts spoonful of 
food and looks 
at M, pausing 
with food in 
mid-air. 

057 Opens mouth to Lifts spoonful to M7.51:09 
take food . M's mouth, 

offering food . 

058 Chews food . Removes 
spoon from M's 
mouth and 
wipes her chin 
with it to 
remove excess 
food. 

059 Retums spoon 
to plate and 
mashes food, 
lookina at it. 

12:51 :20 060 Loads spoon 
with food. 

061 Lifts spoonful of 
food and 
pauses in mid-
air, looking at 
M. 

062 Opens mouth to Lifts spoon to MS. 51:27 
take spoonful of M's lips, offering 
food . the food to her. 

063 Chews food . Removes 
spoon from M's 
lips and uses it 
to wipe her 
chin, to remove 
excess food . 

064 Returns spoon 
to plate and 
mashes food, 
lookina down. 

12:51 :35 065 Loads spoon 
with food . 

066 Looks towards Lifts spoonful of 
spoonful of food and 



food . pauses, looking 
atM. 

067 Looks down Offers spoonful 
towards hands. of food to M. 

068 Opens mouth to M9. 51:39 
take spoonful of 
food. 

069 Chews food . Wipes M's 
mouth and chin 
with spoon to 
collect spare 
food, looking at 
her. 

070 Returns spoon 
to plate and 
loads it with 
food, looking at 
it. 

12:51 :50 071 Raises head Raises spoonful 
and opens to M's lips, 
mouth. offering it to her 

and looking at 
her. 

-+ 072 E °mmmmO Opens mouth to This is spoken 
E take spoonful of very quietly, 

food . with a 'rise-fall' 
intonation 
pattern. 
M10.61:51 

073 ( 1 minutes, 11 .4 seconds) Chews food. Returns spoon 
to plate and 
stirs food, 
looking at it. 

074 Loads spoon 
with food . 

12:52 :05 075 Raises spoonful 
and pauses, 
lookil![ at M. 

076 Opens mouth to Offers food to M M11.52:09 
take spoonful of by raising 
food. spoon to her 

lips and looking 
at her. 

077 Chews food . Wipes M's 
mouth and chin 
with the spoon, 
to clear excess 
food dribbles. 

078 Moves head to Returns spoon 
look at food, to plate and 
chewing scoops up food, 
mouthful. looking at it. 

079 Moves head Lifts spoonful 
back to a and pauses, 
central position. looking at M. 
still chewing 
food. 

12: 080 Looks towards Offers food to M 
52:20 spoonful of by lifting the 

food , chewing spoonful of food 
food . to her mouth. 

081 Retracts the 
spoon, looking 
atM. 

082 Opens mouth to Offers food to M M12.52:30 
take spoonful of again , looking 
food, looking at at her. 
it. 

-+ 083 Chews food. Wipes M's Glitch in tape -
mouth and chin no sound for 



with spoon, to 2.64 second. 
remove excess Possible 
food . recordinQ error. 

12:52:35 084 Moves head to Returns spoon 
look brieny to to plate and 
her left, still mashes food, 
chewing food. looki~atit 

085 Loads spoon 
with food . 

086 Opens mouth to Lifts spoonful to M13,52:48 
take food . M's mouth to 

offer it to her, 
looking at her. 

12:52:50 087 Chews food. Returns spoon 
to plate and 
mashes food, 
looking at it. 

088 Loads spoon 
with food. 

~ 089 Shoulders raise Lifts spoon and M may be 
and fall quickly. pauses, looking burping, 
Hiccup? at M. hiccuping, or 

her shoulders 
may be 
twitchina. 

12:53:05 p 090 E come on Mary Lifts spoon to 
M's lips, offering 
the food to her, 
lookina at her. 

091 M (1 min., 18.0 seconds) Opens mouth to M14.53:04 
take food. 

092 Chews food . Wipes M's 
mouth and chin 
with spoon to 
remove excess 

food, looking at 
her. 

093 Returns spoon 
to plate, and 
mashes food 
with spoon on 
plate, looking 
down. 

~ 094 Raises head Loads spoon M may be 
slightly, looks with food . speaking or 
up, frowns and having difficulty 
makes oral with her food. 
movements? 

12:53:20 095 Opens mouth to Raises spoonful M15.53:18 
take food . to M's lips to 

offer it to her, 
looking at her. 

096 Chews food. Wipes M's chin 
with spoon to 
remove excess 
food. 

097 Returns spoon 
to plate and 
stirs food , 
looking at it. 

098 Loads spoon 
with food . 

099 Lifts spoon and 
pauses in mid-
air, looking at 
M. 

12:53:35 100 Opens mouth to Offers food to M16. 53:36 
take spoonful. M's lips. 
raising 
eyebrows. 



101 Chews food Wipes M's chin 
with spoon, to 
remove excess 
food , looking at 
her. 

102 Retums spoon 
to plate. 

103 Looks down Scrapes plate 
towards plate, with spoon to 
chewing. recover food . 

12:53:50 104 Stops chewing Loads spoon 
and looks away with food . 
to her riOht. 

105 Tums head to Lifts spoonful .of 
look at food and 
spoonful, pauses, looking 
chewing. at M. 

106 Opens mouth to Offers spoonful M17.54:00 
take food. of food to M's 

lips, looking at 
her. 

12:54:05 107 Chews food , Retums spoon 
looking towards to plate and 
plate. scrapes food 

around with 
spoon, looking 
at the food. 

108 Shoulder 
twitches, stili 
chewina food. 

109 Loads spoon 
with food . 

12:54:20 p 110 E y{~!l.t.~9ro~. (1)9r~. M~rY? Opens mouth to Raises spoonful M18. 54:21 
take food. to M's mouth, 

looking at her. 

111 M (7.4) Chews food. 
E 112 E °mmmmo Retums spoon 

to plate, looking 
down towards 
plate .. 

113 (1 minute, 0.2 seconds) Scrapes plate 
for spoonful of 
food, looking at 
it. 

114 Loads spoon 
with food. 

12:54:35 115 Lifts spoon and 
pauses, looking 
atM. 

116 Raises spoon a 
little higher and 
pauses with 
head tilted to 
the left , looking 
at M. Sits up a 
little straighter. 

117 Chews food Offers food to M 
and looks briefly by raising 
towards E. spoon to her 

mouth. 
118 Opens mouth to M19.54:42 

take food. 
119 Removes 

spoon from M's 
mouth and 
wipes chin with 
spoon to 
remove excess 
food . 



12:54:50 120 Chews food, Returns spoon 
looking to plate and 
downwards. scrapes plate, 

looking down. 
121 Loads spoon 

with food. 
122 Raises spoon 

and pauses in 
mid-air, looking 
at M. 

12:55:05 123 Opens mouth to Offers food to M M20.55:01 
take food, by holding the 
looking at it. spoon to her 

lips, looking at 
her. 

-+ 124 Chews food, Returns spoon M may be 
looking to plate and looking 
downwards scrapes food downwards, or 
towards her onto spoon, her eyes may 
la~? looking at it. have dosed. 

125 Raises loaded 
spoon and 
pauses, looking 
at M. 

12:55:20 126 Offers spoonful 
to M's lips . 

127 Retracts spoon 
and leans back 
in chair, looking 
atM. 

128 Puts spoon 
down on plate. 

A 129 E Mary Chews food Strokes M's 
more slowly. forehead with 

hand, 

smoothing her 
frinCle back. 

130 M (2.3) 
A 131 E Mary Lifts M's head 

slightly by 
putting one 
hand under her 
chin . Leans 
forward to look 
into M's eyes 
closely. 

132 M (1 minute, 12.1 seconds) Chews food. 
133 Adjusts bib 

around M's 
neck. 

134 Picks up 
spoonful of 
food, looking 
down. 

12:55:35 135 Opens mouth to Lifts spoonful of M21.55:35 
take spoonful. food to M's lips, 

100kinCl at her. 
136 Chews food . Wipes M's chin 

with the spoon 
to clear excess 
food . 

137 Chews food , Returns spoon 
looking down to plate, stirs 
towards plate. food , looking at 

it. 
-+ 138 Turns head to Loads spoon This may be in 

look left? with food . response to a 
resident talking 
closely in the 
backClround. 



12:55:50 139 Chews food, Lifts spoon and 
looking at pauses, looking 
s~oonful . atM. 

140 Twitches left 
arm under bib. 

141 Opens mouth to Lifts spoon to M22.66:00 
take spoonful. M'smouth , 

offering food 
and looking at 
her. 

142 Chewsfood. Wipes M's chin 
with the spoon 
to clear excess 
food. 

12:56:05 ~ 143 Looks briefly up Returns spoon M may be 
towards E, then to plate and looking down, 
lowers gaze?, stirs food, or her eyes may 
chewing food. 100kirlQ, at~ate . be closed . 

144 Stops chewing. Loads spoon 
with food. 

12:56:20 145 Lifts spoonful 
and pauses in 
mld·air, looking 
atM. 

146 Opens mouth to Offers spoonful M23,56:22 
take spoonful. to M, looking at 

her. 
147 Chews food. Returns spoon 

to plate and 
mashes food 
with spoon, 
looki~at it . 

~ 148 Swallows food . Loads spoon It is unclear if M 
Head is with food. is asleep or 
slumped looking 

forwards, may downwards. 
be asleep? 

12:56:35 149 Lifts spoonful 
and pauses, 
leaning 
forwards to look 
atM. 

150 Offers spoonful 
toM. 

151 Retracts spoon, 
looking at M 
closeJy~ 

152 Puts spoon 
down on2!ate. 

A 153 E Mary Rubs Ms cheek 
with her hand, 
leaning forward 
and looking at 
her closelY.: 

154 M (2.2) 
a 155 E you had enough Lifts M's chin 

with her right 
hand,andleans 
forward to look 
close kat her. 

156 M (9.7) Swaps plate 
from left hand 
to riJlht hand. 

157 Moves head to Wipes M's chin 
her left in with her left 
response to the hand using a 
wipe, keeps cloth to remove 
eyes closed excess food , 
and raises and looking at 
eyebrows. M throughout. 



158 Puts cloth down 
on arm of chair. 

159 Returns left 
hand to hold 
plate in both 
hands. 

12:56:50 160 Pauses, leaning 
forward to look 
at M closely. 

p 161 E want a drink? Rubs M's left 
cheek with right 
index finger. 

~ 162 M (16 .4) Stands up, Direction of E's 
holding plate gaze Is 
with left hand uncertain - may 
and looking be looking 
(towards towards drink 
drink?). on table, out of 

shot. 
163 Moves chair 

backwards with 
right hand. 

164 Standing up, 
steps forward 
out of shot. 

165 Tums around to 
face chair, 
holding beaker 
of drink in right 
hand,andthe 
plate in her left. 

166 Tums to face M 
and sits down in 
chair. 

..... 167 Opens and Places plate on M may be 
closes mouth lap, looking indicating from 
several times. down. her oral 

movements 
that she Is 
ready for the 
drink. 

12:57:05 168 Holds beaker in 
front of M, 
looking towards 
her. 

A 169 E Mary Places left hand 
on M's forehead 
to raise her 
head, leaning 
forward and 
looking closely 
at her. 

170 M (2.3) Keeps left hand 
resting on M's 
forehead to 
support her 
head. 

p 171 E here comes a drink 
172 M (20 .5) Opens mouth to Offers drink to Or1.57:11 

take the beaker M by putting the 
spout. spout of the 

beaker to M's 
lips . Left hand 
still supporting 
M's head, 
looking at her. 

173 Tilts beaker 
slowly upwards, 
allowing the 



drink to pour 
into M's mouth. 
Looking at M. 

174 Tilts beaker 
back 
downwards so 
the drink no 
longer pours 
out. 

175 Sits up 
straighter and 
moves head to 
central position. 

176 Removes 
beaker spout 
from M's mouth 
and holds 
beaker in mid-
air in front of 
M's face. 

177 Removes let! 
hand from M's 
head, 
smoothing her 
hair as she 
does so. 

178 Swallows Adjusts M's bib 
mouthful of with her left 
drink. hand, still 

looking at her. 
179 Returns left 

hand to M's 
head and raises 
it slightly. 

12:57:20 180 Offers the drink 
to M by putting 
the spout of the 
beaker to her 
lips, still holding 
M's head in her 
left hand. 

181 Retracts beaker 
from M's lips. 

182 Opens eyes Returns spout 
slightly, then to M's tips, 
closes them. touching them 

with it twice. 
183 Retracts beaker 

and holds it in 
mid-air, in front 
of M's face, still 
looking at her. 

-+ 184 E Mary Head slumps Removes let! M may be 
A forwards and to hand from M's asleep as she 

her right, eyes head. does not 
still closed respond to 
(asleel:1?l auditory or 

tactile stimuli. 
185 M (3.8) Rubs M's cheek 

with her left 
palm. 

12:57:35 A 186 E Mary Returns left 
hand to M's 
head in order to 
raise it, leaning 
forward to look 
closely at her. 

187 M (7.7) Offers drink to 
M by touching 



beaker spout to 
M'slips. 

188 Retracts beaker 
spout and 
raises own 
head, still 
looking at M. 

189 Head slumps Removes hand 
forwards and from M's head, 
rightwards, smoothing her 
eyes still face as she 
closed . does so. 

-+ 190 Sits up straight Direction of 
and looks over gaze is 
M'shead uncertain, as 
(towards rest of room is 
another staff out of shot. 
member?) 

191 Places beaker 
on own lap with 
right hand. 

-+ 192 Rubs M's lap M is wearing a 
(arms?) with bib so it is hard 
her right hand. to tell if E is 

touching her 
arms or her 
knee. 

-+ 193 E yeah okay see you soon then (.) bye Nods head, E maybe 
0 looking over looking at 

M's head cm another 
another staff member of 
member?), slaff, and the 
rubbing M's lap verbal commenl 
as she speaks. maybe 

addressed 10 

the same 
person. 

194 Looks down 
towards M, and 
pats her lap 
twice. 

195 Adjusts M's bib, 
looking al her. 

196 Raises beaker 
of drink in right 
hand. 

197 Places left hand 
on M's head 10 
raise and 
support it, 
looking at her. 

12:57:50 198 Opens mouth to Offers drink to Or2,57:51 
take Ihe beaker M by louching 
spout. beaker spoullo 

M's lips, looking 
at her. 

199 Tilts beaker to 
pour drink inlo 
M's mouth. 

200 Smoothes M's 
hair back wilh 
left hand, slill 
supporting her 
head. 

201 Tilts beaker 
back again so 
drink no longer 
pours . 

202 Removes spout 
from M's mouth . 



203 Swallows drink, Pauses with 
eyes still beaker held in 
closed . mid-air in front 

of M's face, still 
looki~ at her. 

204 Opens mouth to Offers drink to Or3.58:03 
take drink. M by touching 

the beaker 
spout to her 
I~s. 

205 Tilts beaker, 
pouring drink 
into M's mouth. 

12:58:05 206 Removes 
beaker spout 
from M's mouth. 

207 Swallows drink. Pauses, with 
beaker held in 
mid-air In front 
of M's face. 

208 Opens mouth to Offers drink to Or4,58:09 
take drink. M by placing 

the beaker 
spout between 
her IiQs. 

209 Tilts beaker to 
pour drink into 
M's mouth. 

210 Swallows drink. Tilts beaker 
back again so 
drink no longer 
pours. 

211 Removes spout 
from M's mouth. 

212 Pauses with 
beaker held in 
mid-air in front 
of M's face, still 
100kill9. at her. 

213 Offers drink to 
M by stroking 
her lips with the 
beaker~out. 

214 Opens mouth to Places spout Or5,58:18 
take drink. between M's 

lip_s. 
215 Tilts beaker to 

pour drink into 
M's mouth, 
looking at her. 

216 Tilts beaker 
back again so 
drink no longer 
pours. 

217 Swallows drink. Removes spout 
from M's mouth. 

218 Pauses brieny 
with beaker 
held in mid-air 
in front of M's 
face., still 
looking at her. 

~ 219 Head slumps Lowers drink to It is unclear 
forward as E @Q..and where E puts 
removes removes left the drink as she 
supporting hand from its has her back 
hand. position turned to the 

supporting M's camera. 
head, 100kif!9.. 



down. 
220 Swallows drink. Picks up spoon 

oHood. 
~ 221 E one more? Opens mouth Raises spoonful M may either be 
p and raises head to M's lips to looking 

to take food . offer it to her, downwards, or 
Eyes looking at her. her eyes may 
downwards? be dosed. 

M24,58:30 
222 M (23 .8) Chews food, Removes 

head slumps spoon from M's 
forward and to lips and retums 
her right. it to the plate, 

looking down. 
223 Stirs food with 

spoon,looking 
down. 

~ 224 Stops chewing. M may be 
May be asleel1? asleep, or 

resting with her 
eyes closed, or 
may be resting 
looking 
downwards. 

225 Looks down as 
she places 
plate of food on 
arm of chair, 
looking down. 

226 Tums in seat so 
she is facing M 
a little more. 

12:58:50 ~ 227 Starts chewing Loads spoon M may be 
food again and with food. expecting the 
raises head, next mouthful of 

keeping eyes food . 
dosed. 

p 228 E a little more? Raises spoonful 
of food to M's 
lips to offer it to 
her, looking at 
her. 

229 M (39.1 ) Opens mouth M25.58:53 
and raises head 
slightly to take 
spoonful. 

230 Chews food . Removes 
spoon from M's 
mouth and 
returns it to the 
plate, looking 
down. 

231 Stirs food with 
spoon. 

232 Moves hands Loads spoon 
under bib, with food . 
chewing food 
with eyes 
dosed. 

12:59:05 233 Swallows food 
and opens eyes 
briefly to look 
towards E, then 
closes them 
again . 

234 Lifts spoonful of 
food to M's lips 
to offer it to her, 
looking at her. 



235 Retracts spoon 
and pauses 
with it held in 
front of M's 
face. 

236 Opens mouth M26.69:13 
and raises head 
slightly, keeping 
eves closed. 

237 Places spoonful 
of food in M's 
mouth. 

238 Chews food, Wipes M's chin 
lowering head with the spoon 
to the right. to remove 

excess food, 
still looking at 
her. 

12:59:20 239 Shuffles arms Returns spoon 
under bib, to plate and 
chewing food. stirs food, 

looking at it. 
240 Twitches arms 

under bib, 
chewirlQ . 

241 Swallows food 
and stops 
chewing, arms 
still twitching 
slightly. 

242 Loads spoon 
with food . 

p 243 E a little more? Lifts spoonful to 
M's lips, offering 
it to her and 

100kiQfi at her. 
244 M (32 .0 ) Opens mouth M27.59:34 

and raises head 
to take food . 
Eyes still 
closed. 

245 Chews food. Removes 
spoon from M's 
mouth and 
lowers spoon to 
plate, looking . down . 

246 Stirs food , 
100kil!9..at it. 

247 Swallows food. Loads spoon 
with food . 

248 Opens mouth to Raises spoon M28.59:63 
take food . to M's lips to 

offer it to her, 
100ki'l9.. at her. 

249 Chews food . Wipes M's chin 
with spoon to 
remove excess 
food. 

250 Returns spoon 
to plate, looking 
down. 

251 Moves plate 
from arm of 
chair onto lap, 
100ki'l9..down. 

252 Swallows food . Picks up cloth 
in right hand 
and wipes M's 
chin and lips 



with it, looking 
at her. 

253 Places cloth 
just underneath 
M's chin, on her 
bib. 

254 Raises beaker 
of drink with left 
hand end 
passes it to her 
riaht hand. 

13:00:05 p 255 E a little more to drink Mary Adjusts M's bib 
with left hand. 
Right hand 
pauses, holding 
beaker In from 
of M'sface. 

256 M ( 1 minute, 6.7 seconds) Places left hand 
against M's 
head to support 
it. 

257 Leaning forward 
and looking 
closely at M, 
places beaker 
spout between 
M'slips. 

258 Raises head to Tilts beaker so Dr6.13:00:06 
take drink. that drink pours 

into M's mouth. 
258 Swallows 

mouthful of 
drink. 

260 Tilts beaker 
back aaain so 

that drink no 
lonoer Dours. 

261 Removes 
beaker spout 
from M's mouth. 

262 Pauses with 
beaker held in 
front of M's 
face, looking at 
her. 

263 Returns beaker Dr7.00:15 
spout to M's 
mouth and tills 
beaker so that 
drink Dours out. 

264 Still tilting 
beaker, 
removes left 
hand from 
where it is 
supporting M's 
head. 

265 Holds cloth 
closer to M's 
chin to catch 
any drink 
sDillaae. 

13:00:20 266 Tilts beaker so 
that it no longer 
pours, still 
holding cloth 
with left hand. 

267 Removes 
beaker spout 
from M's mouth, 



still holding 
cloth and 
looking at her. 

268 Swallows drink. Pauses with 
beaker held in 
mid-air in front 
ofM's face. 

269 Wipes M's 
mouth and chin 
briefly with 
cloth. 

270 Swallows drink. Places spout on OrB. 00:25 
M's lips, offering 
her the drink. 

271 Opens mouth to Tilts beaker so 
take the beaker that liquid pours 
spout. into M's mouth, 

looking at her, 
still holding 
cloth under chin 
with left hand. 

272 Tilts beaker 
back again so it 
no longer 
pours. 

273 Swallows drink. Removes 
beaker spout 
from M's mouth 
and pauses 
with beaker 
held in mid-air, 
in front of M's 
face, looking at 
her. 

274 Wipes M's chin 
quickly with the 
cloth . 

13:00:35 275 Places beaker Or9.00:33 
spout between 
M's lips and tilts 
beaker so that 
drink pours. 
Uses left hand 
to hold cloth 
under M's chin . 

276 Tilts beaker so 
that drink no 
longer pours. 

277 Pats M's chin 
with cloth to 
remove excess 
liguid . 

278 Lowers beaker 
to lap with cloth, 
looki~ down. 

279 Stands up 
holding cloth, 
plate, spoon 
and beaker. 

280 Steps 
backwards out 
of shot. 

281 Eyes open, Walks in front of 
head slumps M, still partially 
forwards and to out of shot. 
the right. 

13:00:50 282 Steps totally out 
ofshol. 



283 Head twitches 
upwards and 
eyes flicker 
open wider for a 
moment. 

284 Swallows, with 
eyes semi-
closed and 
head in a 
slumped 
position. 

285 Moves back 
into partial shot 
as she steps 
across in front 
of M, holding 
beaker. Back to 
camera. 

286 Swallows, eyes Steps out of 
semi-closed shot. 
and head 
slum--,,-ed. 

13:01 :05 ~ 287 Moves back It is assumed 
into shot as she the viscous 
sits down in liquid in the cup 
chair. She is is a pudding, as 
holding the it follows the 
beaker In her main course. 
right hand and 
a cup of 
pudding, 
containing a 
spoon, in her 
left. 

288 Places beaker 
on arm of chair. 

A 289 E Mary Loads spoon 
with pudding , 
using her right 
hand and 
looking down 
towards it. 

290 M (1 .5) 
P 291 E Here comes something sweet Lifts spoonful 

up towards M's 
mouth looking 
at her and 
leaning 
forwards. Her 
left hand holds 
the cup of 
pudding and 
cloth; she 
moves this 
hand up and 
forward to also 
support M's 
forehead. 

292 (2.6) Opens mouth to Offers spoonful Oe1 . 01:15 
take spoonful of of pudding to 
pudding. M's lips, still 

supporting her 
head with her 
left hand. 

293 Raises head to Removes left 
an upright hand from M's 
position. head and 

returns it to her 
lap. 



E 294 E mmmmm Chews pudding . Removes 
spoon from M's 
mouth. 

295 (B.5) Returns spoon 
to cup and 
shakes off 
excess 
pudding, 
looking 
downwards. 

296 Places spoon in 
cl!Q., 

297 Swaps cup 
from left to right 
hand, still 
100killfL down. 

29B Places left hand 
in lap, still 
holding cloth . 

299 Places cup on 
M's lap and 
resting against 
the side of the 
chair. 

13:01 :20 300 Scoops up 
spoonful of 
pudding with 
spoon in right 
hand, looking 
down. 

301 Swallows Lifts spoonful of 
pudding . pudding to M's 

lips to offer it to 
her, looking at 
her. 

E 302 E aha (.) that woke you up Opens mouth 002,01:26 
and raises 
head, to take 
spoonful of 
pudding. 

303 (1 minute, 47.6 seconds) Removes 
spoon from M's 
mouth. 

304 Chews pudding. Wipes M's 
upper lip with 
spoon to 
remove excess 
food . 

305 Returns spoon 
to cup, looking 
down at it. 

306 Loads spoon 
with pudding, 
looking down. 

307 Swallows Lifts spoon and 
pudding. pauses with it 

held just above 
the cup, looking 
towards M. 

13:01 :35 30B Takes a deep Tilts and lowers 
breath. head to the left, 

looking at M. 
309 Opens mouth to Lifts spoonful 003.01 :39 

take food . slowly up to M's 
lips, offering it to 
her. 

310 Removes 
spoon from M's 
mouth and tilts 
head back to 



upright position . 
311 Chews pudding. Returns spoon 

to cup of 
pudding, 
looking down at 
it. 

312 Loads spoon 
with puddina . 

313 Lifts spoon and 
pauses with it 
held above the 
cup, looking 
towards M. 

13:01 :50 314 Swallows Tilts and lowers 
pudding. head leftwards, 

looking at M. 
315 Opens mouth Lifts spoonful Oe4.01 :54 

and raises head up to M's lips, 
to take the offering the 
pudding, still pudding to her. 
looking 
downwards. 

316 Removes 
spoon from M's 
mouth. 

317 Returns spoon 
to cup, looking 
down at it. 

316 Head slumps Loads spoon 
down and to her with pudding . 
right, lips parted 
slightly open. 

319 Lifts spoon and 
pauses with it in 
mid-air, looking 

atM. 
320 Tilts head to her 

right, looking 
closely at M, 
with spoon still 
held in mid-air. 

321 Lifts spoonful to 
M's lips, offering 
the pudding to 
her. 

322 Chews mouthful 
of pudding. 

323 Lowers spoon 
to cup and tilts 
head to an 
upright position. 

13:02:05 324 Loads spoon 
with pudding. 
looking 
downwards. 

325 lifts spoonful of 
food to near M's 
lips and 
pauses, looking 
at her. Tilts 
head leftwards. 

326 Swallows 
mouthful. 

327 Opens mouth to Offers spoonful Oe5. 02:11 
take pudding. to M's lips. 

326 Removes 
spoon from M's 
mouth and 
returns it to the 
cup, lookina 



down. 
329 Chews food, Loads spoon 

turning head to with pudding, 
her left. looking down. 

330 Turns head Lifts spoon and 
back to her pauses with it 
right, still held in mid-air, 
chewing . looking at M. 

13:02:20 331 Swallows food . Turns spoonful 
of food to the 
right. 

332 Opens mouth Lifts spoonful of DoS. 02:26 
and raises head food to M's lips 
to take food . to offer it to her, 

looking at her. 
333 Removes 

spoon from M's 
mouth. 

334 Chews food. Moves back to 
sit upright in 
chair and 
pauses with 
spoon held in 
mid-air, looking 
atM. 

335 Returns spoon 
to cup, looking 
down at it. 

13:02:35 336 Loads spoon 
with food, still 
looking down. 

337 Swallows food. Lifts loaded 
spoon and 
pauses in mid-
air, looking at 

M. 
338 Opens mouth TiHs head 007.02:42 

and raises head downwards to 
to take food . look closely at 

M. and offers 
spoonful to M 
by lifting it to her 
lips. 

339 Lowers head to Removes 
a slumped spoon from M's 
position . mouth and 

moves head 
upright again. 

340 Chews food , Returns spoon 
lowering head to cup, looking 
further. down. 

341 Loads spoon 
with food, still 
looking down. 

342 Lifts spoonful 
and pauses in 
mid-air. looking 
atM. 

13:02:50 343 Chewing 
becomes 
slower and then 
stops. 

344 Takes deep 
breath, then 
exhales. 

345 Opens mouth Tilts head De8.03:00 
and raises head downwards to 
to take food. look closely at 

M, and offers 
food by lifting 



the loaded 
spoon to her 
lips. 

346 Removes 
spoon from M's 
mouth and 
moves head 
uJW9ht again. 

347 Chewsfood. Returns spoon 
to cup, looking 
down at it. 

13:03:05 346 Loads spoon 
with food, 
looking down. 

349 Stops chewing Raises spoonful 
and head and pauses in 
slumps forward mid-air, looking 
slightly. atM. 

A 350 E Mary Leans forward 
to look at M 
closely, and left 
hand (holding 
cup of pudding) 
is raised to 
support M's 
head in an 
l!Q!!9.ht position. 

351 M (25.9) Opens mouth Lifts spoonful to 009.03:17 
and raises head M's lips offering 
to take food . it to her, left 

hand still 
supporting her 
head. 

352 Removes left 
hand from M's 

head and uses 
it to hold cup 
underneath M's 
chin . 

13:03:20 353 Removes 
spoon from M's 
mouth and 
wipes excess 
food into clJQ. 

354 Wipes M's chin 
with spoon to 
removes 
excess food, 
and 
simultaneously 
withdrawing left 
hand and cup 
to a position in 
mid-air away 
from M's chin . 

355 Chewsfood. Returns spoon 
to cup, looking 
down and 
sitting upright in 
chair. 

356 Swallows food . Loads spoon 
with food, 
100kiQ.9. down. 

357 Lifts spoonful 
and pauses in 
mid-air, looking 
atM. 

356 Opens mouth Lifts spoonful to 0010. 03:30 
and raises head M's lips to offer 
to take food. it to her. 



359 With spoon in 
her mouth, 
looks briefly 
towards the 
camera, then 
returns her 
gaze 
downwards. 

360 Lowers head. Removes 
spoon from M's 
mouth. 

361 Swallows food. Returns spoon 
to cup, looking 
down at it. 

13:03:35 362 Takes deep Loads spoon 
breath and with food, 
exhales, head looking down. 
slumping further 
forward. 

363 Lifts spoon and 
pauses briefly in 
mid-air, looking 
at M. 

364 Returns spoon 
to place it in the 
cup. 

365 Swaps the cup 
from left to right 
hand. 

Q 366 E are you swallowing that Mary? Leans forward 
to look closely 
at M. Cups M's 
chin with her left 
hand and uses 
it to push M's 

head upright; E 
is now looking 
into M's eyes. 

367 M (1 minute, 10.0 seconds) Begins 
chewing, 
looking briefly 
towards E. 

368 Removes left 
hand from M's 
chin and moves 
to sit upright. 

369 Picks up loaded 
spoon from 
cup, looking 
down atil. 

370 Opens mouth to Lifts spoonful to 0011.03:48 
take food. M's lips to offer 

it to her, looking 
at her. 

13:03:50 371 Removes 
spoon from M's 
mouth. 

372 Chews food. Returns spoon 
to cup, looking 
down. 

373 Loads spoon 
with food, 
looking down. 

-+ 374 Turns head to M head is 
her left, still turning away 
chewing . from the food 

and she may be 
indicating she is 
no longer 
hunQry. 



375 Opens mouth Lifts spoonful to Oe12.03:58 
and raises head M's lips to offer 
to take food. it to her. looking 
head still tumed at her. 
to her left. 

376 Removes 
spoon from M's 
mouth. 

377 Chews food Returns spoon 
and lowers to cuP. looking 
head to a down at it. 
slumped central 
position . 

378 Loads spoon 
with food. still 
looking down. 

379 Lifts spoon and 
pauses with it 
held just above 
the cup. looking 
atM. 

13:04:05 ~ 380 Shakes head M may be 
twice!Q shaking her 
communicate head to 
'no'?, still communicate 
chewing . that she is full 

and does not 
want any more 
food. 

381 Swallows food . 
382 Raises head Lifts spoon to Oe13.04:10 

and opens M's mouth to 
mouth to take offer it to her, 
the food . still looking at 

her. 
383 Head slumps Removes 

forwards as spoon from M's 
spoon is mouth. 
removed . 

-+ 384 Chews food Returns spoon M may look 
once, looking to cup, looking towards E, or 
briefly towards down at it. towards the 
E. food. 

385 Loads spoon 
with food, 
looking down. 

386 Chews food . Lifts spoon and 
pauses with it 
held in mid-air, 
looking at M. 

387 Still chewing. 
turns head to 
her left slightly, 
away from the 
loaded spoon. 

13:04:20 388 Swallows and Returns spoon 
stops chewing , to cup and 
head turned to scrapes off 
her left. excess food , 

looking down. 
389 Opens mouth Lifts spoon to Oe14.04:27 

and raises head M's lips to offer 
slightly to take it to her. looking 
food . at her. 

390 Removes 
spoon from M's 
mouth. 

391 Chewing food, Returns spoon 
lowers head to cup, looking 



slightly and to a down at it. 
central position. 

392 Looks briefly up Loads spoon 
towards E, still with food, 
chewing . looking at it. 

13:04:35 393 Swallows food. Lifts spoon and 
pauses with it 
held just above 
the cup, looking 
at M. 

-+ 394 Chest rises and M may be 
falls quickly, as hiccuping or 
M hiccul2s? burping after 

her meal, or 
she may just be 
twitching in 
tiredness. 

395 Opens mouth Lifts spoonful to Oe15.04:40 
and raises head M's lips to offer 
to take food. it to her, looking 

at her. 
396 Slumps head Removes 

forward as spoon from M's 
spoon is mouth. 
removed. 
Mouth remains 
open. 

397 Returns spoon 
to cup, looking 
down at it. 

398 Loads spoon 
with food. 

399 Lifts spoon and 
pauses in mid-
air looking at 

M. 
400 Leans forward 

so that her 
head is close to 
M's face, 
looking at her. 

13:04:50 A 401 E °MaryO Brings left hand 
(which is 
holding cup) 
forward to M's 
face and 
strokes her 
cheek three 
times, with her 
fingers. 

402 M (29 .6 ) Retracts left 
hand, still 
lookingat M. 

403 Begins Sits upright 
chewing . again. still 

looking at M. 
Lifts spoon 
closer to M's 
face and 
pauses with it in 
mid-air. 

404 Stops chewing 
and looks briefly 
towards E. 

405 Opens mouth Lifts spoon to Oe16. 04:58 
and raises head M's lips, offering 
to take food . it to her and 

looking at her. 
406 Head slumps Removes 

forward again spoon from M's 



as spoon is mouth. 
removed. 

407 Chews food. Returns spoon 
to cup, looking 
down. 

408 Chews food Stirs food and 
and swallows. loads spoon 

with food, 
looking down at 
it. 

13:05:05 409 Lifts spoon and 
pauses with it 
held just above 
the cup, looking 
atM. 

410 Looks towards 
E briefly. 

411 Opens mouth Lifts spoonful to Oe17.05:11 
and raises head M's lips to offer 
to take food, it to her, looking 
looking down. at her. 

412 Head slumps Removes 
forward as spoon from M's 
spoon is mouth. 
removed . 
Mouth remains 
open. 

413 Returns spoon 
to cup, looking 
down. 

-+ 414 Shakes head Stirs food and M's head-shake 
slightly, mouth loads spoon is very small, 
remaining open. with food, but may be an 

looking down. indication that 
she does not 

want more food. 
415 Closes lips and Lifts spoonful 

then opens and pauses in 
them again. mid-air, looking 

atM. 
13:05:20 p 416 E last one Opens mouth Lifts spoon to Oe18.05:21 

and raises head M's lips to offer 
to take food . it to her, looking 

at her and tilting 
head 
downwards. 

417 (13.3 ) Lowers head as Removes 
spoon spoon from M's 
is removed. mouth. 

418 Chews food . Wipes M's chin 
and lower lip 
with spoon to 
remove excess 
food . 

419 Returns spoon 
to place it in 
cup, looking 
down at it. 

420 Picks up cloth 
from lap with 
right hand. 

421 Stops chewing. Places cup on 
M's lap and 
resting against 
the chair. 

-+ 422 Turns head to Turns cup with It is assumed 
her right, both hands to that the cup is 
looking down place it more placed so that 
towards the securely on M's the remaining 
cup. lap. puddinQ cannot 



spill out. 
423 Adjusts the 

lower part of 
M's bib using 
her right hand. 

424 Picks up beaker 
of drink from 
her lap with her 
left hand, still 
100kil1.9.-down. 

425 Lifts beaker and 
holds it in mid-
air above her 
lap. 

13:05:35 ~ 426 ? ·right?· Lifts cloth to It is unclear 
Q wipe M's chin whether M, E, 

and lips, looking or a person in 
at her. the background 

is saying this. 
E's lips do not 
appear to 
move, and M's 
lips are 
obscured by the 
cloth. 

427 (4 .9) Lifts beaker 
further and 
pauses with it in 
mid-air in front 
of M's face. 

428 Straightens out 
cloth with both 
hands, looking 
at it. 

429 Tucks cloth into 
M's bib directly 
below her chin. 

p 430 E bit more to drink Mary? Swaps beaker 
from her left to 
her right hand, 
still looking at 
M. 

431 M (275) Uses her left 
hand to hold 
M's chin and 
push her head 
into an upright 
position, leaning 
forward to look 
at M closelY: 

432 Shifts left hand 
higher so that it 
supports M's 
forehead to 
push her head 
further upright. 
Leans forward 
closer to look at 
M. 

433 Adjusts cloth 
under M's chin 
with her right 
hand, so that it 
moves closer to 
her chin. 

434 M moves her Left hand still 
head upwards, supporting M's 
away from the head. Lifts 
spout, closing beaker ~out to 



her lips. M's lips, offering 
her the drink. 

435 M closes her Places the 
lips tighter, then beaker spout 
makes chewing between M's 
movements. lips, still looking 

at her. 
436 Swallows. Removes spout 

from M's lips 
and pauses 
with beaker 
held in mid-air 
in front of M's 
face. 

13:05:50 437 Returns spout Dr10, 05:51 
to between M's 
lips and tilts 
beaker so that 
the drink pours. 

436 Removes left 
hand from M's 
head and picks 
up cloth from 
beneath M's 
chin. 

439 Still tilting 
beaker, holds 
cloth close to 
M's mouth to 
catch any 
spillage. 

440 TIlts beaker 
again so it no 
longer pours. 

441 Re-tilts beaker 
so that it pours 
again, still 
holding cloth 
with left hand 
under M's chin. 

442 Removes 
beaker spout 
from M's mouth. 

443 Lowers head Holds beaker in 
and swallows. mid-air, in front 

of M's face, still 
looking at her. 

444 Opens mouth, Wipes M's lips 
lowering head with cloth . 
further to a 
slumped 
position . 

445 Places cloth on 
M's lap. 

13:06:05 N 446 E hold your head up a little bit Places left hand 
against M's 
head and 
pushes it to an 
upright position . 

447 M (1 minute, 1.2 seconds) Adjusts upper 
part of bib with 
right hand, 
keeping left 
hand against 
M's head and 
looking at M. 

446 Moves head Places beaker Or11,06:10 
upwards and spout against 
away from M's lips. offering 



beaker spout. her the drink. 
449 Left arm Places beaker Or12.06:19 

twitches spout between 
beneath bib. M's lips and tilts 

the beaker 
upwards so that 
it pours. Left 
hand is still 
supporting M's 
head. 

450 Makes chewing Removes 
movements beaker spout 
with her mouth. from M's mouth. 

451 Pauses with 
beaker held in 
front of M's 
face. 

13:06:20 452 Retums spout Or13.06:31 
to between M's 
lips and tilts 
beaker so that 
the drink pours. 

453 Tilts beaker 
back so that it 
no longer 
pours. Moves 
head back to an 
upright position . 

454 Removes 
beaker spout 
from M's mouth. 

455 Swallows drink. Pauses with 
beaker held in 
an upright 
pOSition in front 

of M's face. 
456 Lifts beaker 

slightly and 
adjusts its 
position in her 
right hand. 

457 Places beaker 
spout near M's 
lips, then 
quickly retracts 
it, still looking at 
M. 

458 Raises head Places beaker 
and parts lips to spout between 
take beaker M's lips, still 
spout. supporting her 

head in a semi-
upright position 
using her left 
hand. 

459 Tilts beaker so 
that drink-,,-ours. 

460 Swallows drink. 
13:06:35 461 Tilts beaker 

back again so 
that drink no 
10l!9.er pours . 

462 Removes 
beaker spout 
from M's lips. 

463 Pauses with 
beaker held in 
mid·air in front 
of M's face. 



464 Raises head 
and looks away 
from M briefly, 
in a direction 
over her head 
and out of shot. 

465 Swallows drink 
and turns head 
to her left 
towards the 
beaker. Eye 
gaze is also 
towards the 
beaker. 

466 Tilts head to her 
right and looks 
back at M. 

467 Makes oral 
movements, still 
turned towards 
and looking at 
beaker. 

468 Places beaker 
spout in M's 
mouth. 

469 Looks Tilts beaker so Or14. 06:40 
downwards. that drink pours 

into M's mouth. 
470 Swallows drink. 
471 Removes 

beaker spout 
from M's mouth. 

472 Raises head 
slightly, tilts 
beaker back 

again so it no 
longer pours. 

473 Swallows. Moves hand 
holding beaker 
backwards to 
pick up cloth 
from M's lap. 
Left hand 
supporting M's 
head lowers, 
allowing M's 
head to lower to 
a slumped 
position. 

474 Lifts cloth to 
below M's chin, 
and tucks it into 
her bib with her 
fingers. 

475 Takes breath to 
couah. 

476 M [coughs] Frowns and Removes left 
screws up face hand from its 
as she coughs. position 

supporting M's 
head. 

13:06:50 477 M [coughs) Frowns, screws Places left hand 
up face, head on cloth under 
moves back M's chin, still 
and forwards as looking at M. 
she coughs. 

478 M [coughs] Pulls right hand 
(holding 
beaker) back 
further and 



pauses with 
beaker held in 
mid-air. 

479 M [coughs] Tucks cloth 
under M's chin 
with left hand. 

480 M [coughs] Removes left 
hand from cloth 
and pulls it back 
towards her lap. 

481 Stops 
coughing, 
swallows and 
looks down to 
her right. 

482 Takes deep Looks up 
breath and briefly, out of 
exhales. shot and over 

M's head, then 
retums eye 
gaze to M. 

-. 463 Breathes Turns head to A person in a 
deeply. look up and red jumper 

over M's head walks past M 
towards another and E, out of 
resident? shot. This could 

be another 
resident, whom 
E is glancing 
towards. 

484 Shifts right arm 
position so her 
elbow is resting 
on the arm of 
the chair. 

Beaker is now 
held in mid-air 
in front of M's - face. 

485 M [coughs weakly] Frowns slightly 
as she coughs. 

13:07 :05 466 Breathes Raises her left 
deeply. hand to the 

cloth and tucks 
it closer to M's 
chin . 

p 467 E a little bit more Removes hand 
from cloth. 

486 Places beaker 
spout between 
M's lips and tilts 
head to the 
right. Places left 
hand against 
M's head to 
hold it in an 
upright position. 

489 Raises head to Tilts beaker so Or15.07:07 
take drink. that it pours, still 

looking at M 
and holding her 
head up. 

490 Swallows drink. Removes left 
hand from M's 
head and holds 
cloth under M's 
chin to catch 
spillage. 

491 Swallows. Titts beaker 
back aoain so it 



no longer 
pours. 

492 Removes 
beaker spout 
from M's mouth. 

493 Lowers head to Holds beaker in 
her right until it front of M's 
is in a slumped face . 
position. 

494 Picks up cloth 
with left hand 
and wipes M's 
chin to remove 
excess drink. 

495 Returns cloth to 
below M's chin 
and holds it In 
place with her 
left hand. 

496 Places beaker 
spout between 
M's lips and tilts 
head to the left, 
looking at M. 

13:07:20 497 Swallows drink. Tilts beaker so Dr16, 07:19 
that it pours, still 
looking at M 
and holding 
cloth with left 
hand. 

498 ms beaker 
back again so it 
no longer pours 
and removes 
spout from M's 

lips. 
499 Holds beaker in 

mid-air in front 
of M's face . 

500 Takes in deep Pats M's lips 
breath. with the cloth to 

remove excess 
drink. Moves 
head back to an 
upright position. 

501 M [coughs] Raises Tucks cloth 
eyebrows under M's chin 
during and wipes 
coughing . beaker spout 

on it, looking at 
it. 

502 Swallows. Wipes M's chin 
with the cloth, 
looking at her. 

503 Breathes Tucks cloth 
deeply. under M's chin. 

13:07:35 504 Returns left 
hand to lap and 
retracts rig ht 
hand (holding 
beaker) to 
pause with 
beaker held 
away from M's 
face. 

505 Breathes Shifts in chair to 
deeply, twitches lean on right 
left arm under elbow a little 
bib. more. 

506 Turns head and 



looks towards E 
and the beaker 
of drink. 

507 Moves beaker 
closer to M's 
face and 
pauses in mid-
air. 

p 508 E little more? Lifts left hand to 
place it on M's 
forehead to 
push her head 
to an upright 
position. Leans 
forward to look 
at M close Iv. 

'509 M (1 .3) Looks 
downwards. 

p 510 E nearly there Places beaker 
spout between 
M's lips, still 
loo kino at her 

511 (pause until end) Swallows drink. Tilts beaker so Dr17.07:33 
that it pours. 

512 Tilts beaker 
back again and 
removes spout 
from M's lips, 
still supporting 
her head with 
her left hand. 

13:07:50 513 Swallows. Pauses with 
beaker held in 
mid-air in front 
of M's face 

looking at her. 
514 Moves left hand Places beaker 

under bib. spout between 
M's lips. 

515 Swallows drink. Tilts beaker so 
that it pours. 

516 Tilts beaker 
back again and 
removes spout 
from M's mouth, 
moving head 
into an upright 
oosition. 

13:08:05 517 Makes oral Holding beaker 
movements. in front of M's 

face, swills 
liquid around by 
moving beaker 
in tiny circles. 

518 Swallows. 
-+ 519 Raises head to Places beaker M may be 

take beaker spout in M's raising head, or 
spout? lips. E may be 

pushing her 
head upwards 
with her left 
hand. 

520 Swallows drink. Tilts beaker so Or18.07:58 
that liquid pours 
into M's mouth. 

521 Swallows. Tilts beaker Or19.08:17 
back again so 
liquid no longer 
pours, and 
removes soout 



from M's mouth. 
13:06:20 522 Swallows. Pauses with 

beaker held in 
front of M's 
face. 

523 Swallows drink. Returns spout 
to M's lips and 
tilts beaker so 
that the drink 
pours. 

524 Tilts beaker Dr20, 08:22 
back so that 
drink no longer 
pours. 

525 Head slumps Removes 
forward. beaker spout 

from M's lips 
and removes 
left hand from 
its position 
supporting M's 
head. 

526 Swaps beaker 
from right to left 
hand. 

527 Lowers beaker 
to lap with left 
hand. 

526 Moves head up Uses right hand 
and holds it In a to wipe M's 
semi-upright lower face with 
position. the cloth. 

529 Removes cloth 
from M's face 
and place it in 

left hand (still 
holding beaker), 
looking down at 
lap. 

530 Picks up cup 
and spoon from 
M's lap with 
right hand, 
looking down. 

13:06:35 531 Stands up, 
holding beaker 
and cloth in left 
hand, and cup 
containing 
spoon in right 
hand. 

532 Head slumps Walks behind 
forward slightly. M's chair and 

out of shot. 
533 Moves head 

upright slightly 
and opens eyes 
to look towards 
where E was 
sitting . 

534 Looks down 
and head 
slumps 
forwards 
slightlv. 

535 Eyebrows twitch 
upwards and 
eves open. 

-+ 536 E's hands It is assumed 
move towards that this action 



M from the right is carried out by 
side, her body E. 
is out of shot. 

13:08:50 537 Undoes clasp 
at back of bib 
(at back of M's 
neck) using 
both hands. 

538 Looks down Pulls M's bib 
towards bib. away from her 

body with both 
hands, folding it 
as she does so. 

539 Removes bib 
completely from 
M's body and 
moves out of 
shot again. 

-+ 540 Head slumps M may have 
forwards and her eyes 
eyes closed . completely 

dosed, or seml-
dosed. 

541 Blinks and 
moves head up 
to an upright 
position. 

13:09:05 542 Makes oral 
movements 
and swallows 
four times. 
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Appendix Nine 
9.6 



Transcription of 05/C 

Subjects: Patient 'Lauren' (L) and Member of staff 'Ellen' (E) 
Others: 
Sample Date: 17.7.99 
Transcription length: 28.5 minutes 
Counter times: Start 12:21:35 end 12:49:39 
Transcriber: LF 

Meal summary: 
Main meal (M) = 
Dessert (De) = 
Drink (Or) = 

22 mouthfuls 
13 mouthfuls 
14 mouthfuls 

Comment from transcriber: 'vocalises' refers to what I perceive as intentional communication & mouth is often open. 
'groans' refers to noises produced that are not necessarily an indicator of communication, often occurring whilst eatingl 
drinking, when mouth remains shut. LF. 

Counter line Spe talk Narrative Narrative staff Comments 
TIme (as· no ake Patient 
on r 
screen) 
12:21 :35 000 Asleep in chair. Brings stool , 

then tray Into 
shot. 

12:21 :42 001 E Lauren Rubs hand on 
L's knee. 

002 hello 
003 L (1 ) 
004 E let's sit you up a little I bit more I Moves L to 

L xxx J more upright 
position . 

005 L f xxx 1 (Grimaces?) 
Eyes still shut. 

12:21:49 006 E [°1 knoW"J Sits in chair 

next to L. 
007 it's lunch time (4) 

12:21 :54 008 hello? Rubs hand on 
L's knee and 
looks away. 

009 L (B) 
12:22:02 010 [vocalises I (B) Lifts l!2...Qlate. 
12:22:10 011 E now let's see what you think of this? (3) Picks up food 

on s~oon . 

12:22:13 012 L I vocalises I 
013 E L ~~~y J Looks at L & 

puts food in L's 
mouth. 

014 (1 ) L takes a M1.22:14 
mouthful. 

12:22:27 015 E huh that woke you up didn't it? Looks up from 
plate smiles at 
L. 

016 L (3) [vocalises] (2) qes still shut. 
017 E yes? 

12:22:35 ~ 018 (10) Takes mouthful. Gives L food . Appears to 
question if L 
wants more, 
M2,22:34 

12:22:45 019 L umm Vocalises whilst 
chews. 

020 (3) 
021 L umm 
022 (3) 
023 L umm 
024 (3) 
025 L umm 
026 (4) 



12:22:58 027 L umm 
028 (2) 
029 E ~1']9!~!l!.1?~? Places spoon to 

L's lips. 
030 L (8) 
031 L [vocalises) Takes mouthful. M3.23:01 
032 (5) Looks at L. 
033 Waits for L to 

finish mouthful. 
12:23:18 034 L [vocalises] 

035 (5) 
12:23:23 036 L [vocalises] 

037 (24) L takes Places spoon to 
mouthful. L's IiI1..s. 

038 L still chewing . Places spoon to 
Does not take L's lips, then 
more food . removes it. 

12:23:47 039 L [vocalises) Moves legs 
_quickly. 

040 E fl:l~qy .(Q .~J. !lfl.q~~~r .!.!P.9P.rlf.l!I? Places spoon to 
L's IiI1..s. 

041 L (1 ) 
042 Jvocalises) 
043 (9) Re-arranges L's 

bib & looks over 
own shoulder. 

12:24:02 044 L [vocalises) T.V goes on in 
background. 

045 (3) 
046 Places spoon to 

L's IiI1..s. 
047 Ltakes M4.24:05 

mouthful. 

048 (7) 
049 L [vocalises) Turns head 

slightly towards 
E. Eyes still 
shut. 

050 (5) 
12:24:17 051 L [vocalises] 

052 (9) Chews. 
12:24:26 053 L [vocalises] Chews. Places spoon to 

I'sli~s . 
054 (13) Keeps spoon 

near L's tips. 
12:24:39 055 L [vocalises] 

056 E huh.yeah Takes mouthful. MS. 24:42 
12:24:49 --+ 057 L [vocalises) E uses soothing 

tone of voice. 
058 (3) 
059 [vocalises) Looks at 

camera. 
060 [vocalises) 
061 [vocalises) Looks at L. 

12:25:03 062 [vocalises) Puts spoon to 
L's 1jQs. 

063 (2) L does not take 
mouthful. 

064 E mmmmm? 
065 L (3) Takes spoon 

away. 
066 E [OlaughO] L still chewing . Puts spoon to 

L's lips. 
067 (3) Takes spoon 

12:25:18 068 L 
away. 

(vocalises] (3) 



069 [vocalises] (3) 
070 [vocalises1 
071 E ~~!!!!!. Y9.4 ~r.~~ Takes mouthful. Puts spoon to M6.25:27 

L's IiE..s. 
072 (25) 

12:25:50 073 Puts spoon to E appears to be 
L's lips. waiting for L to 

finish mouthful. 
074 L • [vocalises]· (2) Does not take 

food. 
075 L • [vocalises]· Takes spoon 

away from L's 
lips. 

076 (7) 
12:26:01 077 L .[vocalises] 0 Chews food. 

078 (14) Chews food. Looks at L, 
places spoon to 
L's lips, then 
under L's nose, 
then to lips, 
then puts spoon 
back on_pJate. 

079 L [vocalises] (3) Looks at L. 
080 [vocalises] Spoon to L's 

lips. 
081 (1 ) Takes small M7.26:19 

mouthful. 
12:26:20 082 L Jvocalises1 

083 E no? (Grimaces?) Takes spoon 
away from lips. 

084 L [vocalises1 
085 (5) 
086 E ready now? Places ~oon to 

L's lips. 
087 L [groans] 
OBB (7) Takes mouthful. MS. 26 :40 

12:26:38 089 [vocalises1 Food to L's lips. 
090 (9) Takes mouthful. 

12:26 :47 -4 091 [vocalises1 Moves food More melodic 
around on groan by L. 
plate. 

092 [vocalises1 
093 (11 ) 

12:27:00 094 [vocalises] Turns & looks 
behind. 

095 (11 ) Looks at L. 
096 Places spoon to 

L's lips. 
097 hmmm Does not take 

food. 
12:27: 12 09B hmmm 

099 E ~:Y9.4 !Y!'If1.rl~ .I?lt? Places spoon to 
L's lips. 

100 L (1 ) 
101 hmmm(1) 
102 [vocalises1 

12:27:23 103 (12) Looks at 
camera. 

104 Places spoon to 
L's IiE..s. 

105 L [vocalises1 
106 (2.5) Takes spoon 

away. 
12:27 :37 107 ·[vocalises]· Looks at L. 

-4 108 (11 ) L's groan 
sounds more 



sudden/abrupt 
as if to gain 
attention. 
M9.27:43 

12:27:49 109 [vocalise~ 

110 1161 
111 Places spoon to 

LOs lips. 
112 Takes mouthful. 
113 Chews. 

12:28:05 114 E that was a good swallow 
115 _(0.5) 
116 ~/:l~.r~ ~~.~r~ Places spoon to 

LOs lips. 
.117 Does not take 

mouthful. 
118 mmmm? 
119 L (vocalises) Takes spoon 

away. 
120 _[vocalises] 

12:28:19 ~ 121 [vocalises] Groan sounds 
more vocal than 
before. 

122 (6) Places spoon to 
LOs lips. 

123 L [vocalises] 
124 (7) Takes spoon 

away. 
12:28:36 125 (vocalises] Places spoon to 

LOs lips. 
126 E no? 
127 L 131 
128 L jvocalises] 

129 (8) Takes spoon 
away. 

-+ 130 L hmm More urgent 
noise than 
before . 

12:28:50 131 E !/:l~.r~. ~~.~r~ Places spoon to 
LOsli~s . 

132 L [vocaliseSl Takes mouthful. M10. 28:52 
133 (16) Chews . 
134 Looks at 

camera. 
135 hmm Turns head 

slightly toward 
E. 

136 (10) E moves head 
to look at LOs 
face. 

12:29 :20 137 hmm Chews. 
138 (12) Chews. 

12:29:33 139 E d'you want a drink? Drinks . Picks up beaker Dr1.29:40 
and places it on 
LOs lips. 

140 L l~ 
141 [vocalises] 
142 ~20) Drinks. Dr2.29:49 

12:30 :00 143 Puts beaker 
down. 

144 [vocalises] 
145 (1 ) Spoon to LOs 

lips. 
146 [vocalises] Does not take 

food . 
147 ~1) Spoon away 



from lips. 
12:30:14 148 [vocalises] 

149 (9) Spoon to L's 
lips. 

150 Does not lake 
food/ still 
chews. 

12:30:23 151 [(coughs?}) Spoon away 
from ~s. 

152 (9) 
12:30:32 153 [vocalises] 

154 (27) Groans. Food to lips. 
155 Takes mouthful. M11.30:32 
156 Looks at Land 

picks up 
beaker. 

157 Places beaker 
to L's lips. 

158 E a little more to drink? 
12:31 :00 159 L ~ Drinks. Dr3.30:57 

160 [vocalises] 
161 (6) Swallows. 

~ 162 [vocalises) Syllabicl sing 
song. 

163 (20) Holds food to 
L's mouth. 

164 Takes food. 
165 Chews and 

groans. 
12:31 :44 166 E Lauren 

167 L (2) 
168 [vocalises] 
169 E mmm?(1) 

170 L [vocalises] (1) [vocalises] 
171 (19) Chews. Feeds L. M12.l1:54 
172 Stirs food , looks 

at plate. 
12:32 :14 173 L [vocalise~ Looks up 

174 (17) Chews (hums! Picks up cup. 
eatina noises?). 

175 Holds cup to L's 
mouth. 

12:32 :32 176 E d'you wanna drink? Puts cup in L's 
mouth. 

177 _(16) Drinks. Watches L. Dr4.32:31 
178 Opens eyes. Picks up plate. 

12:32 :48 179 okay? Feeds L. M13.32:59 
180 L [vocalises] 
181 (27) Chews. Feeds and 

watches L. 
182 Looks at plate, 

stirs food 
noisily. 

12:33 :18 183 ·[vocalises]· 
184 (12) Chews and 

oroans. 
185 "[vocalises)· Picks up cup & 

feeds L. 
186 (4) Does not drink. 
187 Removes clJfl. 
188 L [vocalises] 
189 (52) Gives L drink. 
190 Drinks. Dr5. 33:35 
191 Removes drink. 
192 Chews and Feeds L. M14.34:03 

groans. 



193 Cleans L's 
mouth. 

194 Groans. Stirs food & 
t~s..E!ate . 

12:34 :35 195 L I [vocalises) I Looks around 
then back to L 

196 L ·drink Lauren?· J Gives drink to Dr6.34:37 
L. 

197 (14) Drinks and 
.9roans. 

-t 198 Opens eyes. Removes drink, L appears more 
looks at E. picks ~ ~oon . alert. 

199 [vocalises) Looks at E. Holds spoon to 
L's mouth. 

200 (9) Does not take Watches L. 
food . 

12:35:02 201 E "there you go· 
202 L rvocalises] (1) Watches L 
203 [vocalises) (1) Does not takes Holds spoon to 

food . L's mouth. 
204 [vocalises) (1) 
205 rvocalises) (1) 
206 rvocalises) 
207 (22) Chews. Feeds. M15.35:21 
208 Stirs food & 

watches L. 
12:35 :47 209 ·[vocalises)· Chews& Turns to get L vocalises for 

groans. cup. (4) . 
210 (8) Watches L. 

12:36:00 211 E would you like some more drink? Gives drink to 
L. 

212 Drinks. Or7.36:04 
213 (13) Puts cup down 

stirs food. 
12:36 :14 214 L [vocalises) Gives drink to 

L. 
215 (120) Groans. Removes cup. 
216 Takes small Feed L. M16.36:43 

amount food. 
217 Chews& 

_groans. 
218 Takes food. Stirs food . M17.37:01 
219 Chews& Watches L& 

groans. re-arranges L's 
bib. 

220 Appears to stop 
chewing . 

221 Feeds L. M18. 37:36 
222 Chews& Looks at plate & 

groans. stirs food . 
223 Picks ~ drink. 

12:38 :15 224 E there you are Lauren Gives drink to Or8.38:14 
L. 

-t 225 (155) Groans. Takes drink L groans 
away. because drink 

is taken away) 
226 Gives food to L. M19.38:36 
227 Chews & Watches L & 

~oans. stirs food . 
228 Turns head Watches L. 

towards E, eyes 
are shut. 

229 Chews & Feeds L. M20.39:19 
Jlfoans. 

230 Moves hand & 
leg Slightly. 



--+ 231 Looks around, Noise of 
then back at l. crockery being 

moved in 
backQround . 

232 Looks away 
from L then 
back to l. 

233 Drinks. Gives drink to Dr9,39:66 
L. 

234 Takes drink 
away & stirs 
food. 

235 Inhales deeply 
and groans. 

236 Feeds L & M21.4O:27 
watches l. 

237 Chews. Looks down, 
stirs food, picks 
up paper towel. 

12:40:50 238 L [VOCALISES) Wipes L's 
mouth. 

239 (5) (Clears throat?) Puts towel on 
L's chest. 

240 E alright? Attempts to 
feed L. 

241 L [VOCALISES) (1) Chews& Removes 
groans. spoon & 

watches l. 
242 [VOCALISES) (1) 
243 [v9CALlSES] 
244 (22) Chews& Watches L. 

groans. 
12:41 :37 245 E °thal's itO Feeds L. M22.41:34 

246 (29) Chews& Re-arranges 
groans. towel on L's 

chest. 
247 Hands (shake?) Picks up drink. 

Under bib. 
248 Looks at cup & 

shakes it. 
12:42:00 249 L I [vocalises) I 

250 E Ldo you want a drink? J Gives drink to 
L. 

251 L (59) Drinks? 
252 Drinks? & 

groans. 
253 Groans. Removes drink. 
254 Wipes spout. 
255 Drinks & Gives drink to Or10. 42:35 

groans. L. 
256 Puts cup on 

table. 
257 Looks down, 

picks up 
dessert. 

256 Removes lid. 
12:43:05 259 E right (.}something sweet now (2) 

260 here you go Lauren Does not take Feeds L. Oe1.43:16 
food . 

--+ 261 (49) Takes food , Holds spoon & L appears to 
chews & watches L. groan after 
groans. every spoonful. 

262 Chews. 
263 Takes food and Feeds L. Oe2.43:34 

groans. 
264 Chews & 



groans. 
265 Takes food & Feeds L. Oe3.43:51 

groans. 
12:43:57 266 L [VOCALISES] Stirs dessert. Vocalises for 

(6). 
~ 267 [vocalises] Opens eyes, Looks at L. L appears more 

looks at E. alert. 
268 E hello? (Smiles?) 
269 L (176) Closes eyes Feeds & Oe4.44:12 

gradually. watches L. 
270 Chews& Looks away for 

groans. (2), then back 
to L. 

271 Chews, opens Feeds L. Oe5.44:37 
eyes, then 
shuts them. 

272 Chews. Feeds L. Oe6.45:05 
273 Opens eyes, 

looks at E. 
274 Closes eyes 

~ 275 Chews& Feeds L. Loud sneezing 
groans, turns In background. 
head to face Oe7.45:28 
forward. 

276 Chews& Looks away 
groans. then back to L. 

277 Chews& Feeds L. Oe8.45:50 
groans. 

278 Groans. Feeds L. 009.46:11 
~ 279 Chews& Looks away Singing in 

groans. then back to L. background. 
280 Chews& Feeds L. Oe10.46:42 

groans. Moves 

head slighUy 
towards spoon. 

281 Chews& 
groans. 

12:47:02 ~ 282 L [vocalises] Feeds L. L vocalises 
slightly louder 
than her groans 
during feeding . 
Oe11.47:01 

283 (18) Chews. Watches L. 
12:47:20 ~ 284 O[vocalises]O Feeds L. L vocalises 

after being fed. 
0012.47:25 

~ 285 (21) Loud shriek in 
backQround. 

286 Chews& 
groans. 

~ 287 Groans. Groans become 
more 
continuous. 

288 E °alriQht °(2) Feeds L. 
289 L [vocalises) Scrapes food Oe13.47:48 

from around L's 
mouth. 

290 (16) Eyes are shut, Puts dessert 
but head down, picks up 
appears to cup, wipes L's 
follow E. mouth. 

12:48:09 ~ 291 [vocalises) Mouth opens to 
make sound, 
when 'groans' 
mouth is usually 
shut. 



292 E here we are (.) let's give r you a drink I Gives drink to Dr11 . 48:11 
L. 

293 L Llvocalises}l 
294 (50) Drinks & 

groans. 
295 Removes drink 

& wi~es spout. 
296 Drinks & Gives drink to Dr12.48:27 

groans. L. 
297 Moves leg. Removes drink. 
296 Drinks & Gives drink to Dr13.48:46 

~oans. L. 
299 Removes drink 

12:49:02 3PO L [vocalises) 
&wi~s~ut. 

(Exhales Sits back. 
loudh"l) 

301 (20) Drinks & Gives drink to Dr14. 49:17 
groans. L. 

12:49:23 302 E right (1) all done Leans to L & 
wipes her 
mouth. 

303 L [vocalises) (3) Takes towel off 
L's chest. 

304 [vocalises] 
305 (5) Stands & walks 

out of shot. 
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TRANSCRIPnON OF 05/0 

Subiects: Patient 'Corrine' (C) and Member of staff 'Ellen' (E) 
Oth9rs~ Member of staff (X) and Member of staff (Y) 
Sample date: 14.7.99 
Transcription length: 19 minutes 
Counter times: start 12:41 :00 end 13:00:00 
Transcriber: LF 

counter line spea talk 
time (as no ker 
on 
screen) 
Scene 000 
12:41 :00 

001 C [vocalises] 
002 E there we go 

12:41:16 003 X she alright now? 
004 E Oyes (0.5) yesO 

005 C [groans] 

006 E °just lift r this up a little bito 1 

007 X Lshall we put your make up on? J 

008 C (4) [groans] 

12:41 :27 009 X where you going to put your make up? 
010 C (1 ) 
011 E make up? 

012 (5) 

013 

014 thank you (1) 

015 °alrightO 
016 C [groans] 

017 (35) 

018 

12:42:12 019 Corrine? 

020 C (1) 
021 E some lunch for you 
022 (4) 

023 C [oreans1 
12:42:22 024 E mmmhmm 

025 (3) 
026 C [groans] 
027 (13) 
028 
029 
030 [Qroansl 

12:42:43 031 E ha (0 .4) you like that? 
032 (21) 
033 
034 

12:43:06 035 C [groans] 
036 E °mmmO 

Narrative 
P,Btient 

: 

Is In bed. 

Chews. 

Meal summary: 
Main meal (M) = 
Dessert (De) = 
Drink (Dr) = 

16 mouthfuls 
18 mouthfuls 
15 mouthfuls 

Narrative staff Comments 

E (on left of 
picture) and 
member of staff 
X are sittlng C 
up In bed. 

X moves C's 
arm. 
Lifts bed head 
up. 
Talks into C's 
ear .. 
E&Xre-
arrange bed. 

Re-arranges 
bed covers. 
X strokes C's 
head and walks 
off shot. 
Lifts C's head Said to X. 
upright. 

Walks out of C groans when 
shot. left alone? 
Returns with 
table. 
Arranges plates 
on table. 
Holds spoon to M1 . 42:12 
C's mouth. 

Feeds C. 
Puts hand on 
C's shoulder. 
Looks at plate. 

FeedsC. M2. 42:27 
Chews food. Watches C. 

Picks '!I?.food. 

Feeds C. M3. 42:43 
Chews. Watches C. 

Feeds C. M4 .. 42:59 
Looks at,.QIate. 



037 (13) Stirs food . 
038 FeedsC. MS. 43:15 
039 Swallowing Turns to plate. 

noises. 
12:43:20 040 °mmmO 

041 (19) Stirs food . 
042 Swallowing Feeds C. M6.43:24 

noises. 
043 Stirs food . 
044 Feeds C. M7.43:34 
045 Swallowing Stirs food . 

noises. 
-+ 046 C [vocalises] Short catching 

breath? 
047 (3) Looks at C. 

12:43:43 948 E oops Scrapes food 
from C's mouth. 

049 (2) Scrapes food 
from C's mouth. 

050 C [vocalisesJ (1) 
051 E come on Attempts to 

feed C. 
052 (2) Feeds C. MS. 43:61 
053 C [vocalises1 Stirs food. 
054 (15) Stirs food . 

12:44:06 055 [groans1 FeedsC. M9. 44:07 
056 (9) Turns head Turns to plate 

slightly to E. and taps spoon. 
057 [groansJ 
058 (5) Moves head Turns to C with 

forward and spoon . 
opens mouth 
widely (smile?). 

12:44 :23 -+ 059 E [laughs] (1 .5) that's a nice smile? Faces C. smiles Melodic 
at C and feeds. Intonation . 

M10. 44:25 
060 (2) Eating noises. 
061 isn't is? 
062 C (4) Chews. Scrapes C's 

mouth. 
063 E oops 
064 C [coughs] Moves body 

away from E 
when coughs. 

12:43:36 065 E oh (1 .5) Puts arm 
behind C. 

066 oh oh oh oh oh Wipes C's 
mouth. 

-+ 067 C [coughs] Wipes C's C appears to 
mouth. calm down. 

068 (20) Re-arranges 
pillow and bib . 

069 Turns to table. 
-+ 070 E do you want some drink? Turn s abrl!E!!t, 

071 C (1 ) 
072 [groans1 
073 E mmm?(1 .51 
074 help that go down a bit? (2) Holds spoon to 

C's mouth. 
075 ready? Feeds C. 0r1.45:04 

12:45:06 076 C [groans] 
077 (18) Swallowing Feeds C. 0r2. 45:10 

noises. Or3.45:20 
078 [groans] r[groans]l Grimaces. Puts cup on 

table. 
12:45:26 079 E L there J (2) Pr~sC up. 

080 let's bring vou forward a little bit Pr~sC~ 



081 (11 ) Moves bed 
head~ 

082 Stirs food . 
12:45:40 083 C [coughs] 

084 125) Turns to C. 
085 Wipes C'S 

mouth until she 
sto...2,s co'!9..,hing . 

086 [coughs I groans] Turns to plate 
and picks up 
~oon . 

087 Watches C. 
12:46:06 088 E ready? 

089 (25) Swallowing Feeds and M11.46:05 
noises. watches C. 

090 Feeds C. M12.46:16 
12:46:32 091 a little more? Feeds C. M13.46:32 

092 (21) Swallowing Watches C. 
noises. 

093 C [coughs] 
094 Puts spoon 

down and wipes 
C's mouth. 

12:46:54 -. 095 E oops (2) Pulls C forward Soft tone of 
and re-arranges voice. 
pillow. 

096 there you QO 
097 (16) Wipes C's 

mouth. 
098 Watches C. 
099 C [coUQhs! 
100 Wipes C's 

mouth. 
101 Rubs C's back. 

102 [(burps?)] 
103 Turns to pick up 

cup. 
12:47:16 104 E well done (0.5) a little more to drink{O.41 

105 here we are (1 .8) Corrine (8) Feeds C. Or4.47:20 
106 ooh that's refresh in~ isn't it? 
107 (22) Swallowing Feeds C. Or5. 47:26 

noises. 0ri!. 47:38 
12:47:50 108 oh? 

109 (5) Feeds C. 0r7. 47:42 
110 all done Turns to table. 
111 (2) 
112 C [Qroansl 
113 E mmm(1) 
114 C [groans) (2) 

12:48:03 115 E a bit more Feeds C. M14.48:03 
116 (19) Stirs food . 
117 Eating noises. Feeds C. M15. 48:17 
118 Stirs food . 

12:48 :24 119 °mmmO (1 .5) 
120 that's a Qood swallow 
121 (2) Watches C. 
122 do you want some more? Feeds C. M16. 46:32 
123 C (37) Watches C. 
124 [coughs1 
125 [coughs) Wipes C's 

mouth. 
126 [coughs) Pats C's back. 
127 Picks up_drink. 

12:49:08 128 E whoops (1) 
129a ha (O.3) have some drink (.) have some Feeds C. ora. 49:11 
129b drink (4) 
130 [coughs) 



131 °mmmO Removes 
spoon. 

132 (39) Puts drink on 
table. 

133 Wipes C's 
mouth. 

134 Pats C's back. 
135 Adjusts pillows, 

watches C and 
wipes her 
mouth. 

12:49:56 136 would you like some pudding? Picks up 
dessert. 

137 C (2) [couahs1 
138 E here y'a {1} Opens dessert 

pol. 
139 YOU like this {3} 
140 mmm (0.8) chocolate pudding? (2) Leans forward 

and wipes C's 
mouth. 

12:50:10 141 here we go (2) chocolate Dud (1 .~ Feeds C. 001.50:10 
142 C {groans] 

-io 143a E ooh Imitates C's 
Intonation . 

143b C [groans1 
144 (36) Chews and Feeds and 002,50:35 

groans. watches C. 003.50:52 
12:50:57 145 E you're turning away (4) Turns and 

walks to other 
side of bed. 

146 can't see you now (1) Puts hands on 
C's back. 

147 over there (1) Moves C's 
head towards 
her. 

-io 148 C [groans] I [groansll Ere-arranges 
pillows and 
covers lines 
148-157. 

149 E L hello J 
150 C . I roroans] 1 
151 E I L move to meJ 
152 C ! I [groans]l Looks at E and 

smiles. 
12;51 ;13 -io 153 E L hello? J (2.5) Prolonged and 

melodic. 
154 hello (2) 
155 prop you up a little bit (1) 
156 C [groans] (1) 
157 E mmmhmm 
158a (18) Walks to other 

side of bed. 
158b C [groans] 
159 [sneezes1 

12:51 :40 160 E whoops (2) 
-io 161 bless you (1) oh dear Wipes C's Soothing tone. 

mouth. 
162 (5) Picks up 

dessert. 
163 right (2) 

-io 164 some more pudding Melodic 
intonation. 

165 (2) Feeds C. 0e4.51 :52 
12:51 :54 -io 166 mmmmmm? Rising 

intonation, 
encouraging 
and similar to 
noise adults 
make when 



feedir}fl infants? 
167 (11 ) Feeds C. Oe5.51:01 
168 C [Qroans] (1) 

~ 169 E yes? Prolor}fled. 
170 (7) Groans when Feeds C. Oe6.52:14 

fed . 
12:52:17 171 C [groans] 

172 (16) Chews! Watches and Oe7.62:26 
swallows. feeds C. 

12:52:35 173 [groans! 
174 (42) Chews! Watches and Oe8.62:38 

swallows. feeds C. 
12:53:20 175 [groans1 

176 (8) Feeds C. Oe9.62:60 
177 [groans! 

·178 (18) Adjusts C's bib. 
179 Chews. Feeds C. Oe10.62:59 

12:53:50 180 [groans] 
181 (40) Eating noises. Feeds C. Oe11 , 63:15 

Oe12.63:26 
Oe13.63:40 
Oe14,63:53 
Oe16.64:02 
Oe16.64:15 
Oe17,64:29 

12:54:33 ~ 182 [groans] C appears 
slightly 
distressed. 

183 (6) Scrapes dish. 
184 E last one (3) Feeds C. Oe18. 64:40 
185a there you go Turns and puts 

dish down. 
185b C [groans] 

186 (8) Wipes C's 
mouth. 

187a E right Turns and picks 
updrink. 

187b C [groans1 
188 (21) Groans! Faces C. 

gurgles. 
189 Wipes C's 

mouth and re-

12:55:18 190a E 
arrar}fles bib. 

Corrine? 
190b C [coughs] 
191 (25) Props C upright 

and wipes 
mouth. 

192 E oh dear 
193 C [coughs] Props C UQ. 

194 (21) Rubs C's back 
and wipes her 
mouth. 

12:56:05 195 E a lot of phlegm (1) Turns to suction 
machine. 

196 we'll have to use this Pulls machine 
forward . 

~ 197 (5) Gurgling noise. Watches C. Watches to see 
if coughing 
st~s? 

198 oh (1) big swallow 
199 (6) Wipes C's 

mouth. 
200 uh (2.5) Wipes C's 

mouth. 
12:56 :22 201 all gone Turns and puts 

machine down. 
202 C [coughs! 



12:58:26 222 SHALL WE LEAVE YOU BE NOW? Wipes C's 
mouth. 

223 C (1 ) Walks away 
-+ 224 [groans) C groans lines 

224-229. 
225 (23) Returns and 

wipes C's 
mouth. 

226 Y see you Ellen Y out of shot. 
12:58:53 227 E okay (0.5) see you 

228 Puts clean cloth 
on C. 

229 Watches C, re-
arranges 
furniture and 
bed. 
Watches C. 
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TRANSCRIPTION OF 05/E 

Subjects: Patient 'Irene' (I) and Member of staff 'Ellen' (E) 
Others: Camera operator (0) ; Member of staff (X) and Member of staff (Y) 
Sample date: 7.7.99 

Meal summary: 
Main meal (M) = 
Dessert (De) = 
Drink (Or) = Transcription length: 18.5 minutes 

Counter times: start 12: 15:25 end 12: 33:35 
Transcriber: LF 

counter line spea talk 
time (as no .ker 
on , 

screen) 
, 

Scene 000 

12:15:25 001 E okI!}' 
002 hello Irene? 

12:15:35 003 I ·[vocalises]· 

004 (6) 

005 E Irene? 
006 reae!}'? 
007 I [vocalises] 
008 0 Ellen can we see a bit more of your face 
009 maybe slightly round? 

Na~tlve Narrative staff 
patient 

In chair with doll Arrives with 
on her lap. meal. 

Sits down. 
Looks at doll. 

Straightens I's 
bib, then picks 
UP plate. 
Mixes food on 
plate. 
Feeds I. 

18 mouthfuls 
18 mouthfuls 
12 mouthfuls 

Comments 

M1 . 15:48 

o out of shot. 

010 E just round here? Adiusts In seat. 
011 0 just a little 
012 I just so we can see your face a bit 
013 E y~ 

014 0 thank you 

015 E okI!}' 
016 0 10velI' 
017 E uh huh 

12:17:12 016 (12) Looks at I. M2.16:13 
feeds I. 

019 Looks at plate, 
then at doll. 

12:17:24 020 E hmmm?(mi:) Feeds I. M3. 16:23 
021 (40) Lifts doll a little Mixes food on 

& looks at it. plate. 
022 Feeds I. M4.16:40 
023 Looks at doll. Mixes food . 

12:17:56 024 Sits more Feeds I. M5. 17:00 
upright. M6.17:13 

M7.17:31 
M8.17:48 

025 
026 Ufts doll a little Mixes food on 

& looks at it. plate. 
12:16:10 ~ 027 E !~!!.r!!. y~l! .9C?I!~n~ Looks at I, Can't identify 

feeds I. the words. 
M9.18:09 

026 (12) Still looks at Mixes food . 
doll. 

12:18:24 029 X Ellen (1) who's she doing? X In shot. looks 
at Ellen. 

030 (22) Looks at doll Looks up over 
and (hums?) I's chair. 
and chews for 

~ 031 
entire pause. 

Makes hand Gestures as if 
aesture. to 'go away'. 

032 Watches I. 
033 Feeds I. M10. 18:29 



034 Mixes food . 
035 Does not take Holds spoon to 

food . I's lips. 
036 Tips some food 

off spoon. 
12:16:50 037 E o~s Feeds I. 

036 JJ21 Chews food. Mixes food. 
039 Does not take Attempts to 

food. feed I. 
12:19:04 ~ 040 E no? As if to say 'no 

more?' 
041 I (6) Looks up from 

doll. 
042 Looks back to 

doll. 
043 (Hums?) 
044 E you ready? (Hums/swallowi Feeds I. M11,19:09 

I a noises?) 
~ 045 I (44) Adjusts in chair. Looks at plate I looks at doll 

and mixes food. throughout 
~ause. 

046 Watches I. 
047 Takes small Attempts to M12.19:36 

amount of food. feed I. 
046 Mixes food. 
049 Watches I. 

12:20:02 050 y (XXX?) Out of shot and 
loud. 

051 (4) Does not take Attempts to 
food, still chews feed I. 
last mouthful. 

052 E Irene? Rubs I's chest. 
053 I (1 ) 

054 Upper body 
twitches 

055 Watches I. 
056 E wake I!I>. 
057 (6) Chews food . 
058 Ready? 
059 I (~ Feeds I. M13.20:11 

12:20:20 060 E Irene? Moves arm Leans doser 
away from E. and rubs I's 

arm. 
061 I (29) Looks at food 

and mixes. 
~ 062 Moves head up Watches I, puts I appears more 

& touches doll's spoon to I's alert. 
face with hand. mouth. 

063 Touches doll. Takes spoon 
away & looks at 
I. 

~ 064 Moves head to I appears less 
original position , alert. 
looking at doll. 

12:20:45 065 E Irene? 
~ 066 I (26) (Hums?) Feed I. In response to 

name? 
M14.20:46 

067 Mixes food. 
066 Watches I. 
069 Moves doll. 
070 Moves in seat. 

12:21:16 ..... 071 E IRENE? Melodic 
intonation 

072 I (1) Looks up. Feeds I. M15.21:16 
..... 073 E hello (0.3) wake up? Melodic 

intonation. 



074 (20) (Hums?) Looks Scrapes food 
away from e on plate. 
over side of 
chair. 

075 Head to original 
position. 

076 Does not take Attempts to 
food. feed I. 

077 Watches I. 
12:21 :37 078 E Feeds I & looks M16.21:36 

ready? at I. 
079 I l(hums?ll 
080 (10) Looks at doll. Scrapes food 

on plate. 
12:21 :50 ~ 081 E Irene? Melodic 

intonation. 
082 I (23) Looks at I. 
083 Scratches Leans a bit 

head. doserto I. 
084 Touches doll's Scrapes food 

head. on plate. 
085 Does not take Attempts to 

food, still feed I. 
chews. 

086 Scrapes food 
on plate. 

087 Feeds I. M17.22:16 
12::22:1 088 E IRENE? 
4 

089 I (19) Scrapes food 
on plate. 

090 Touches doll's 
head. 

091 (Humsl eating 
noises?) 

12:22:36 092 E a little bit more? 
093 J21} Looks at doll. Feeds I. M18. 22:37 
094 Scrapes food 

on plate. 
095 Looks at I. 

12:22:56 096 E last one Does not take Attempts to 
food. feed. 

097 (8) Scratches side Leans closer to 
of face. I. 

098 Irene? Scratches face. 
099 I (3) 
100 E I last lone Does not take Attempts to 

food . feed. 
12:L23:0 ~ 101 I L[vocaliseslJ (1) Moves plate & Loud and 
5 spoon away & prolonged. 

(laughs). 
102 E no? 
103 I (12) Looks at doll. Stands up & 

takes plate out 
of shot. 

104 Scratches arm. Returns, picks 
up cup & sits 

12:23:22 105 E °here we are (0.3) here's the drink (.) for 
next to I. 

Scratches arm. Straightens I's Soothing 
bib. intonation. 

106 youO Holds doll up. Re-arranges I's 
bib. 

~ 107 (43) Gives I a drink Loud coughing 
then removes noise out of 
cup. shot. 

Dr1.23:28 
108 CHums?) 
109 Puts hand on 

cup. 



110 Drinks. Puts cup to I's Or2.23:39 
mouth. Or3.23:54 

111 Reaches for Removes cup & 
cup with hand, leans closer to 
looks up at E & I. 
holds eye 
contact. 

112 (Hums?) 
113 Looks down at 

doll. 
114 Puts cup to I's Or4,24:10 

mouth. 
115 Puts hand on 

E's & (!iltl!) cup. 
116 Removes cup. 

--+ .117 I [vocalises] Rubs E's hand, Showing E she 
looks at cup wants some 
then removes more to drink? 
hand from E. 

12:24 :26 118 E !lqQK~! .rn~ !~r~ {9 : ~) J9Y.E!ly.?) Adjusts in seat. Turns & puts 
cup on table. 

119 (12) Moves doll. Picks up 
dessert, faces I 
& pulls lid off 

120 Looks down. Rearranges I's 
bib. 

12:24 :40 121 E here you are (0.4) try this sweet (0.5) 
122 ready (.) Irene? 
123 I (39) (Groans?). Feeds I. 001,24:44 
124 Chewsfood. 
125 Adjusts in seat. 
126 Feeds I twice. 002.24:57 

00325:10 
12:25:24 127 E Irene? Scratches arm. Leans closer to 

I. 

128 I (53) Feeds I. 004. 25:25 
--+ 129 (Hums?) Feeds I. Coughing noise 

from out of 
shot. 
005.25:35 

130 lHums?) Feeds I. 006.25:49 
--+ 131 (Hums?) Feeds I. Loud 

cryinglwailing 
out of shot. 
007.25:02 

12:26:17 --+ 132 E ~!lr~f')~m~ Loud 
cryinglwailing 
out of shot. 

133 I (66) Feeds I. 008.26:22 
134 CHums?) 
135 Moves doll. Feeds I. 009.26:37 

--+ 136 Feeds I. Loud 
cryinglwailing 
out of shot. 
0010.26:52 

--+ 137 Looks beyond I Staff waving at 
at other staff & Ein 
mouths to staff. background. 

138 Opens eyes 
more then looks 
down. 

139 (Hums?) Feeds I. 0011 . 27:04 
0012.27:17 

140 Turns & picks 
up drink. 

12:27:24 141 
--+ 142 I [VOCALISES] (.) 101 (1) 101 as in 'hQt' . 

Sound is 
syllabic. 



143 E Irene? Rubs I's arm. 
144 I [melodic lsiQgjQg)] 
145 E here's a drink coming up Gives I a drink. Or5. 27:31 
146 (17) Drinks. 
147 Places hand on 

cup. 
148 Eyes follow cup. Puts cup on 

table . 
149 Looks at E. Prepares 

spoonful of 
dessert. 

12:27:51 150 E nice? 
151 I (1) 
152 E here we are Does not take Attempts to 

food . feed I. 
153 (67) Takes food. Touches spoon 

tol'sl~s . 
154 Moves hand up. Feeds I. 0013.27:59 

-+ 155 Adjusts In seat. Feeds I. Loud walling out 
of shot. 
0014.28:12 

156 (Hums?) Watches I. 
157 TiHs head down Watches I. 

slightly. 
158 Lifts head up Feeds I. 0016.28:22 

s119My. 
12:29:00 159 E last one Irene 

160 (7) (Hums?) Feeds I. 0016.28:48 
161 Feeds I. 0017.29:07 
162 E there we are 
163 (29) J.Humsn Watches I. 
164 Raises doll 

slightly. 

-+ 165 Looks down Crying/wailing . and away from out of shot. 
E. 

12:29:38 166 E last one Feeds I. 0018. 29:35 
167 (15) Chewsfood. Puts pot on 

table and picks 
up cup. 

16B (Hums?) Wipes I's mouth 
with tissue and 
puis tissue on 
I's chest. 

12:29:53 169 E °haveo a drink Irene Gives I a drink. 0r6.29:57 
-+ 170 (55) Puts hand on Moves tissue As if to control 

E's arm and higher up I's the drink 
drinks. chest. herself? 

171 Puts hand on 
cup. 

172 l.Hums?) 
173 Moves other 

hand and pulls 
E's hand away. 

174 Drinks. Transfers cup 
to other hand 
and holds I's 
hand. 

175 Moves cup 
awl!Y. . 

176 Returns cup to 0r7.30:17 
I's mouth. 

177 Drinks. 
176 I [coughs 5 times) Removes cup & 

wipes I's mouth 
with own hand. 

12:30:47 179 E °oh dear" (5) 



~ 160 °a little moreO Returns cup to Wailing out of 
I's mouth. shot. 

OrB. 30:56 
161 J411 Drinks. Watches I. 
162 (Hums?) Removes cup.· 
163 Rubs nose & 

eye. 
164 Touches E's 

fingers. 
12:31 :26 165 E last bit? Tips cup with Holds cup to I's Or8.31 :30 

hand. mouth. OrtO. 31:45 
166 (7) Drinks, then Watches I. 

pushes cup 
away. 

~ 167 I [vocalises) Head faces E, (smiles?) Sudden 
but does not outburst by I, E 
have eye does not 
contact. appear to react. 

166 (24) Puts hand on Puts cup to I's 
E's and drinks. mouth. 

189 Puts hand on 
cup & pushes 
cup away. 

12:31 :59 190 I [shouts loudly] 
191 (10) Looks at E and 

holds eye 
contact. 

192 Touches E's 
hand. 

193 CHums?) 
194 Drinks. Puts cup to I's Ort1 . 32:16 

mouth. 
195 (Coughs) and Removes cup. 

looks away. 

12:32:09 196 E O(oops?)O hello Looks at E. Looks at I. 

197 (5) (Hums?) 
196 °last bito Drinks & puts Puts cup to I's Or12. 32:39 

one hand on mouth. 
cUP. 

199 (35) Looks up at E. Removes cup. 
200 TIckles I's hand. 
201 Puts hand on 

E's hand. 
202 Puts hand on Puts cup to I's 

cup, then mouth. 
pushes cup 
away and 
(coUQhsl. 

203 E well done (Coughs) Removes drink 
& wipes mouth 
with tissue. 

204 (11 ) Puts hand on Puts tissue on 
E's hand. I's chest. 

12:33:00 205 E that's it Looks up. Touches I's arm 
& stands UQ, 

206 Watches E. Walks out of 
shot. 

207 Looks down at Moves table 
tissue. awayfrom I. 

206 Holds both Re-arranges 
hands up near furniture. 
mouth. 



190-203 

Appendix Nine 
9.9 



Transcription of 06/8 

Subjects: Patient'Mary' (M) and Member of staff'Alan' (A) 
Others: Camera operator (0); Member of staff (X) ; 

Member of staff 'Simon' (S); Member of staff (Y) 
Sample Date: 7.10.99 
Transcription length: 20 minutes 
Counter times: Start 12:25:00 end 12:44:40 
Transcriber: LF 

Counter line Spe talk 
TIme (as no ' ake 
on r . 
screen) 
12:25:00 000 

12:25:01 0 001 A I'm ready when you are 

002 

12:25:24 003 

0 004 A ah (.) okay 
A 005 Marv'? 

006 M (1 ) 
A 007 A Mary? 
A 008 Marv'? 
A 009 can you wake up please? 

A 010 look its lunch time 
011 (2) 

12:25:39 A 012 look its lunch time 

013 (1 ) 
E 014 that's it 

015 (0.5) 
A 016 Mary? 

017 M (0.5) 
A 018 Mary? 

019 M (0.5) 
A 020 Mary? 

021 M (0 .5) 
A 022 A look open your eyes 

12:25:46 A 023 Mary? 
024 M (1 ) 

E 025 A ahh? 

Meal summary: 
Main meal (M) = 
Dessert (De) = 
Drink (Or) = 

13 mouthfuls 
11 mouthfuls 
9 mouthfuls 

Utterance codes: 
A = attention seeking; P = preparatory; E = evaluatory; N 
= non-related incidental; 0 = outside of partnership; Q = 
not coded/auestionabale instances. 

Narrative Narrative staff Comments 
Patient 

; 

Asleep in Comes Into 
armchair. shot & arranges 

furniture. 
ToO. 002-003 gist 

camera set up 
and already 
recordlna. 

(unintelligible 
exchange 
between A & Cl 
Crouches down 
next to M. 

Touches under 

M's chin. 

Stands UD, 
Lifts M's head 
upright, strokes 
hair and moves 
shoulders, 

Takes M's hand 
and strokes it. 

Opens eves. 
Touches M's 
shoulder and 
face. 

Closes eyes. 

Lifts M's chin 
uo. 

Pushes M's 
head back. 

ODens eves. 
Releases M's 
head. 

Head forward 
and eyes shut. 
Turns head 
sliahlly away 



from A. 
A 026 look Touches M's 

shoulder. 
A 027 look look look Re-arranges toy 

cat on M's lap. 
028 (2) 

E 029 that's it 
E 030 there you go Rearranges M's 

bib. 
A 031 it's lunchtime Mary Taps M's chest 

then cheek. 
A 032 look up look up (1) 
E 033 alright Walks out of 

shot & re-
arranges 
furniture. 

034 (4) Turns head to 
original position. 

12:26:00 -+ 035 A that's okay To O? Walks Noise of 
0 behind M. moving 

furniture. 
0 036 A alright Head out of 

shot. Adjusts 
M's chair. 

037 (3) 
12:26 :09 038 M [laughs] Sits up, opens Re-arranges 

eyes, moves table. 
hands. 

039 (2) Closes eyes 
and sits stil\' 

A 040 A are you awake? Leans forward 
and touches 
M's cheek. 

041 M (1 ) 
12:26 :14 A 042 A are you awake? Touches M's 

cheek. 
043 M (1 ) 

E 044 A good (1) Walks out of 
shot. 

-+ 045 M [vocalises) Opens eyes . Vocalises (3). 
shakes hand. 

046 (3) Strokes cat 
vigorously. 

A 047 A Mary? Walks forward 
out of shot. 

048 M (2) 
-+ 049 A you are awake aren't you Mary? Begins to rub Puts tray on M is rubbing 
A hands. table. hands unless 

indicated that 
she has 
stopped. 

050 M (2) 
N 051a A I can't feed you when you're asleep (.) Turns head to Pulls chair next 

A. to M, sits with 
face close to M. 

051b can I? 
052 M (1) 

12:26 :31 N 053 A no (.) that's it (.) well done Moves slightly 
away from M. 

-+ 054 X you took my table Speaking to A 
from out of 
shot. 

-+ 055 A ah hah (.) please (.) just for today (1) Smiles. Speaks to X. 
0 
A 056a look what we got (0 .5) look look look look Faces M & 

adiusts M's bib. 



056b look 
057a M [vocalises] 

057b I [vocalises] I 
A 058 A Uook up (.) look.] (.) look (.8) look (.) Mary Faces table, 

taps spoon on 
plate, lifts plate, 
faces M. 

12:26:45 p 059 (1) you got a lovely meal there (0.8) look Holds plate in 
front of M. 

p 060 (0.5) look what you got (2) Head is down, Angles head to 
stops rubbing try & get eye 
hands. contact. 

A 061 are you going to look up? Puts plate 
down. 

062 M (2) 
A 063a A look (0.8) look up (0.3) are you going to Resists head Pushes M's 

being moved. shoulder, 1 
hand under 
chin, 1 hand on 
forehead, 
pushes M's 
head back. 

063b put your head up a bit? 
064 M (1 .5) 

A 065 A are you going to put your head up a bit? 
066 M (2) 

A 067 A are you going to put your head up? Pushes M's 
head back & 
tickles under 
chin. 

068 M (2) 
12:27:00 N 069 A right (0.5) let's try it (0.5) Lifts jlIate,_puts 

food on spoon. 
P 070 °look Mary (.) look (0.8) this is lovely (.) 
-+ 071 looko (1 .5) just taste it (3) Rubs hands for Pattern of hand 
p (2) than stops. rubbing? 
p 072 just taste (1) that's it (4) Starts to rub Feeds M. M1.27:08 

hands. 
12:27 :15 E 073 I think you like it Hand on M's 

chesVshoulder. 
074 M [vocalises] 

E 075 A you like it? 
076 M (1 ) 

N 077 A okay (.) I have to tip you back a bit Stands & goes 
behind M's 
chair. 

078 (6) (Moans?~ 
N 079 A back a bit (8) right (1) Re-arranging 

furniture. 
12:27:33 N 080 I can see you a bit better now (0 .8) uh? Sits next to M. 

081 M (2) 
-+ 082a A Mary look (.) Resists head Hands on M's A's tone is 
A being turned. shoulders & excitable . 

turns M to him. 
Puts hands on 
M's head & 
attempts to turn 
it to him. 

082b flook look look (.) look look look look look I 
083 M L [vocalises1 J 

E 084 A that's it (.) yeah (2) Turns, picks up 
plate. 

12:27:48 -+ 085 here (4) Stops rubbing Taps spoon, Loud shrieking 
p hands. feeds M. in background. 

M2.27:50 



-) 066 that's it (1) well done (3) A uses soothing 
E tone. 
N 067 yeah (3) Starts rubbing 

hands. 
N 066 tell me if you like it? Scrapes food 

from M's mouth. 
069 M (2) 

-) 090 A look up (.) look up (.) look look look (2) Pushes M's Loud shrieking 
A shoulders & In background. 

head back. 
A 091 look up (3) Tickles M's 

chin. 
12:26:10 N 092 right (1) we'll get it in a minute (30 Stirs food . 

Q 093 mmhmmm? Holds food to 
mouth. 

094 M (5) Looks at A, M3.28:18 
takes food, 
stops rubbing 
hands. 

E 095 A that's it (1) well done11 .51 
N 096 we've got it there (1 .5) Starts rubbing Leans closer to 

hands. M. 
N 097 what's this cat here? 
-) 096 M (1) Puts cat on M's To stop M 

hands. rubbing hands? 
N 099 A what's this cat doing here? 

100 M (2) 
N 101 A did you give the cat some lunch as well? Arranges M's 

bib. 
102 M (1) 

N 103 A huh? 
104 M (1) 

N 105 A look (1 .5) you get this one (.) yeah? (1) Looks up, looks Moves cat 

at eat, away. Holds 
(smiles?). plate under M's 

nose. 
N 106 you have your lunch (0 .5) Looks at plate. 

12:26 :40 N 107 you leave the cat for later (1) 
N 108 hmmm?(1) 
A 109 look (2) Looks down. Stirs food. 
E 110 that's it (2) 

111 Feeds M. M4.28:45 
p 112 look (4) 
-) 113 that's it (0 .5) well done Stops rubbing A's speech is 
E hands. prolonged. 

114 (2) Starts rubbing Puts plate 
hands. down. 

N 115 yeah? 
116 M (1) 

N 117 A you still gotta sit up a bit? (2) Puts hands on 
M's shoulders & 
pushes her 
back. 

N 116 isn't it? (0 .5) yeah (O.B) Puts hand on 
M's head . 

12:29:00 N 119 so you can look up (1) Pushes M's 
head upright 
and points up. 

N 120 mmm? Pushes M's 
head up. 

N 121 you've got to look up a bit (.) Mary (2) Points up, re-
arranges bib. 

N 122 ri9ht (2) Moves hands a Picks up plate & 
lot. holds it near M. 

N 123 hmm Holds M's 
hands. 



124 (3) Holds M's 
hands, pushes 
bib over them. 

N 125 there (0.3) look (2.5) Moves hands Moves plate 
up to face. away as M's 

hands move. 
12:29:15 N 126 look look (3) Pushes bib to Puts plate 

mouth (& down. 
chews it?). 

N 127 right (2) 
12B M O[vocalises]O 

N 129 A ah I see (.) you are feeding yourself there Pushes M's 
hands down & 
covers with bib. 

-+ 130 (1) that's good (O.B) yes (.) put your Tucks bib into Soothing/ calm 
N side of chair. Intonation. 
N 131 hands here (1) relax there (1) Looks at hands. 
N 132 relax your arm (2) 
N 133 that's it (.) that's it (2) that's it (1) 

12:29:34 -+ 134 look (6) Starts moving Holds plate in More firm tone. 
p hands. front of M. 
E 135 that's it (3) Feeds M. M5,29:40 
Q 136 okay (3) Puts plate down 

& looks around. 
-+ 137 Simon? To member of 
0 staff. 

-+ 13B S yes S out Of shol. 
0 139a A could you help me (.) I just want to lift her Flicks bib off Replaces bib. 

her hands. 
139b up r a bit please 1 
140 S L °alrightO J 

0 141 A she's er (3) I want to sit her up r a little bit I Stands, with 1 
hand on M's 

shoulder. 
142 S L alrioht J 

0 143 A so if you (.) if you just 
144 S yeah (.) okay () fine (2) 

-+ 145 alright (.) when your ready okay (.) okay Lifts M. Both lift M 
146 

-+ 147 M [vocalises) Puts hands in A & s arrange 
front of her M in chair. 
face. 

12:30:05 0 14B A that's it (1) 
N 149 that's it (1) °that's it °(1) that's it 

150 S that's better Arranges 
cushions. 

151 that's fine 
152 M [vocalises) Opens eyes, 

puts hands to 
face. 

N 153 A okay (.) I okay I 
154 M l[xxx]J r [xxx] 1 

-+ 155 A Lalright (.) alrightJ give me Takes M's Soothing/calm 
N hands & intonation. 

pushes down. 
-+ 156 your arm (1) put it there (1) and put it Stops rubbing Places one Soothing/calm 

hands, looks hand on top of intonation. 
down. the other. 

N 157 there (2) right Allemptto 
place cushion 
on M's hands, 
but it drops. 

158 [laugh)(1) Smiles at 
camera. 

-+ 159 that's it Mary (1) we'll get it right in a Holds M's Soothing/calm 
N hands, puts inlonation. 



them under the 
bib. 

12:30:25 ~ 160 minute (1) that's it (3) yeah (.) hold your Arranges M's 
N hands. 
N 161 hand there (.) that's it (2) there we are (3) Pats M's hands 
N 162 okay (1) okay (1) Moves hands 

(under bib). 
p 163 look (2) Picks up plate. 

164 M O[vocalises ]0 Moves hands 
out from under 
bib. 

12:30:46 p 165 A hmm(4) Does not take Attempt to feed 
food. M. 

P 166 here you go Mary Holds spoon to 
M's lips. 

167 (5) Puts plate 
down. 

~ 168 °here you areO Pushes M's Phone rings out 
P head back & of shot. 

puts spoon to 
lips. 

169 (2) Puts hands In 
front of face & 
on head. 

12:31 :00 ~ 170 right (1) Puts spoon Phone stops 
N down. ringing. 
N 171 okay (.) let's put your hands here Mary (2) 
~ 172 S (Alan) ? Out of shot, on 

phone, says A's 
name? 

0 173 A yes (.) I can't take it now Tucks M's 
hands in . 

174 S sorry he's busy at the moment WatchesM. 

0 175 A in half half an hour (3) 
176 S he's gonna ring you later (.) yeah? Pushes M's 

head back. 
0 177 A yeah 
~ 178 M [vocalises] Opens eyes. Syllabic. 
E 179 A mmm(4) Feeds M. MS, 31:21 

12:31 :28 A 180 Mary? Pats M's hands. 
181 M (2) 

A 182 A Mary (.) look up look up look up (5) 
N 183 that's it (4) 
N 184 now I think we get there somewhere (1) Turns to get 

food . 
p 185 look (1) here (2.5) Puts spoon to M7.31:32 

M's lips. 
~ 186 open your mouth (2) Faster speech 
p rate and higher 

pitch. 
12:31:47 ~ 187 that's it Feeds M. Slower! calmer. 

E MS, 31 :44 
188 (5) Chews food . Watches M. 

E 189 well done (1) 
E 190 right (1) Puts spoon 

down, taps M's 
hands, leaves 
hand on top of 
M's. 

p 191 okay (.) let's try another one (3) Feeds M. M9. 31 :59 
192 M f[vocalises]I 

12:32:00 E 193 A L that's it J (3) 
N 194 you still not going to look up for (1 .5) for Leans closer to 

M. 
N 195 me? (2) look up there (1) Points up, 

places hand on 



M's head & 
pushes head 
back. 

A 196 Mary? 
197 M (1) 

N 198 A okay (.) so you're gonna eat your food Moves hands Turns & stirs 
slighUy under food, 1 hand 
the bib. still on M's 

hands. 
N 199a today with your mouth (.) with your eyes Feeds M. M10, 32:21 

199b shut (2) yeah? 
200 M (2) 

P 201 A here we go (2) 
E 202 that's it 

203 M I O[vocalises]Ol 
E 204 A L that's it J (2) Touches M's 

head gently. 
12:32:25 A 205 Mary? 

206 M (3) Turns & stirs 
food . 

p 207 A okay (1) let's try one more (0.8) 
~ 208 there we go (.) there we go Feeds M. F aster rate of 
p speech. 

M11,32:35 
209 M (0XXX") r (xxx) I 

12:32:41 E 210 A Lthat's i tJ (1) 
211 can we look up then Mary please (1) 

N 212 look (0,5) look up (0.5) Moves M's 
head upright. 

N 213 look up there (.) look up (1) Points up & 
tickles M's chin. 

N 214 I can see you smiling there (1) 
~ 215 (M) [laughs] Looks away. Might be 0 out 

of shot? 
N 216 I can see you smiling you know (2) Looks back at 

M. 
217 hmmm? 
218 M O[vocalises]O (1) Moves hands. Stirs food . 

-+ 219 A okay (2) Speaks slowly. 
N 
P 220 let's try one more (2) Feeds M. M12. 32:59 
E 221 that's it (1) Spills food, 

turns to get 
cloth. 

12:33:08 a 222 she wants to eat (0.3) but she doesn't Wipes mouth & 
places cloth on 
M, turns to 
food . 

222b want to open your mouth today (2) 
N 223 okay (1) leave that one there (2) 

224 M O[vocalises]O Moves hands & 
looks down side 
of the chair next 
toA. 

N 225 A okay (1) 
226 M O[vocalises ]0 Moves body 

and looks 
around. 

p 227 A yeah? (2) Feeds M. M13.33:21 
12:33:22 E 228 that's it (2) 

229 M O[vocalises]O (1) 
E 230 A that's it (1) Puts spoon 

down. 
231 M O[vocalises]O 

~ 232 A come on (.) come on (0 .8) Fast rate. 
N 



233 Moves M so 
more upright, 
places hand on 
M's head. 

--. 234 look up (.) look up (1) Fast rate. 
N 
--. 235 look up Mary (2) Wriggles in Slow rate. 
N chair then 

slumps down. 
12:33:39 N 236 that's it 

N 237 so you just want to (.) you just want to curl Smiles at 
camera, tickles 
M's face. 

N 238 today (1) with the cat (1) I see (.) you just Points to toy 
cat. 

N 239 want to curl like the cat yeah? (.) you just Re-arranges 
cloth. 

N 240 want to curl like the cat (0.8) yeah? 
241 M (1 ) 

A 242 A Mary ? 
243 M (1 ) 

N 244 A Mary (0.8) look up (.) look up Pushes M's 
head up. 

245 (4) Pushes head 
back & looks at 
M's face . 

246 Lets go of 
head. 

12:33:58 N 247 A sure (.) okay (1) Picks up 
dessert. 

p 248 we'll try a little bit of the sweet (0.8) Opens carton . 
p 249 we'll see if you like the sweet (1) 
N 250 if that make you open your (0.5) eyes Turns to get 

spoon. 
N 251 (1 .5) yeah (0.5) 
N 252 look (.) let's open your (1) Puts dessert 

down, lifts bib. 
N 253 now we're going to adjust your hands Opens eyes, Moves M's 

looks at own hands. 
hands. 

N 254 again because (1) let me have your 
12:34:20 N 255 hands again (.) let me have your hands Places one 

hand on top of 
the other. 

N 256 (0 .4) we put your hands here (0.4) and I Pats M's hands. 
N 257a hold each hand like that (1) 

257b andl.Jkeep it therei'11alright? 
258 M · [vocalises]· 

N 259 A keep your hands there (2) (Hums?) Covers M's 
Watches hands with bib. 
hands. 

N 260 and we're going to do all this again (.) Places cloth on 
M. 

N 261 yeah? (1) sorry about th is (2) right (.) let's Picks up 
dessert. 

12:34:35 P 262a try a bit of the sweet (.) look (.) you like (Hums?) Holds spoon to 
M's mouth. 

262b the sweet (.) yeah? 
263 M (1) 

P 264 A try the sweet 
265 (2) Puts dessert 

down. 
266 Pushes M's 

head back. 
A 267 Mary? Holds spoon to 

M's mouth. 



268 M (3) 
P 269 A try the sweetlll Feeds M. Oe1.34:48 
E 270 that's it (1.5) Opens eyes. 

looks at spoon. 
E 271 is that nice (.) is that nice? 
N 272 look (.) 

r you're looking al il YOU'RE LOOKING AT IT 1 
273 M l [vocalises1 J 

a 274 A mmm hmm (1) Oe2.34:59 
12:35:00 E 275 that's it (1) 

p 276 right (.) let's try another one (2) (Hums?) Turns to table, 
takes hand off 
head. 

p 277 yah? (1 ) 
p 278 there you go (2) that's it (1) Feed M. Oe3,35:07 
E 279 you like that one don't you? 

280 M (1) 
E 281 A umm? (.) 
N 282 well why don't you look up today? Leans close to 

M & taps M's 
shoulder. 

283 M (2) 
N 284 A you don't want to look up (1) Picks up 

dessert. 
12:35 :17 N 285 okay (1) Very close to 

M's face. 
~ 286 so we'll eat with our eyes closed today (1) Looks at cat A hand 
N being moved. (who's?) 

reaches in and 
removes cat. 

~ 287 there you are (2) Feeds M. Calming tone. 
p Oe4,3S:23 

~ 288 that's it (0.5) Calming tone. 
E - 269 alright (0.6) okay (2) Calming tone. 
E - 290 okay we eat with our eyes closed today (.) Calming tone. 
N 

12:35:31 ~ 291 don't we okay (6) Feeds M. Quicker tone. 
N OeS,3S:28 
E 292 mmmm Turns head 

slightly away 
fromA. 

N 293 right (2) Stirs food . 
N 294 have you noticed something (0 .5) your 
N 295 cat is gone (3) huh? 

296 M (1 .5) 
N 297 A Mary? 

298 M (2) 
N 299 A where's your cat gone? Leans back . De6.35:S5 

300 M (6) 
E 301 A that's it (1) Leans dose to 

M. 
~ 302a so (2) do you want me to put some sugar Speaks softly. 
N 

302b in it? 
303 M (2) 

~ 304 A you want me to put some sugar in it? Leans very Slightly louder. 
N close to M. 

305 M (2) 
12:36:10 N 306 A alright Leans back. 

307 (5) Feeds M. De7. 36:14 
E 308 right 

309 (5) Stirs food . 
N 310 Mary? (1 .5) did you sleep well last night? Leans closer to 



M. 
311 M (3) Turns head 

from A. 
312 Turns head 

back to A. 
12:36 :27 N 313 A did you sleep well last night? Starts to move Rests forehead 

hands. on M's 
forehead. 

314 M (1.5) 
P 315 A okay (1) one more Moves head 

back. 
316 (4) Feeds M. Oe8.36:32 

E 317 okay Puts dessert 
down. 

N 318 let's look up again (1) Moves M's 
head back. 

N 319 up (hear that?) (.) 
N 320 up up up up up (10 Points up. 

12:36:43 A 321 Mary? 
322 Holds M's head 

back with one 
hand. 

323 M (1 ) 
A 324 A Mary? 

325 M (1 ) 
A 326 A Mrs. 'IOO(? 

327 M (2) Releases M's 
head, picks up 
dessert. 

A 328 A Mrs. '100( 

329 M (2) 
p 330 A there we_90(2) 
Q 331 hmm mm (4) Feeds M. 009.36:65 

E 332 that's it (0 .5) 
12:37:00 E 333 that's it (.) you doing well (2.5) Stirs food . 

-+ 334 you doing very well Re-positions Calming tone . 
E self to see M's 

face. 
335 (6) Moves hands. 
336 (Hums?) Feeds M. Oe10. 37:09 
337 Takes food. 

E 338 A that's it (2) 
E 339 that was a good one wasn't it? Moves closer to 

M. 
340 M (2) 

12:37 :16 E 341 A mmm? 
342 M (3) 

E 343 A that was a good one wasn't it? (0.8) Leans back. 
p 344 here we go (40 Feeds M. 0011 . 37:21 
E 345 that's it(2) Chews food . 
E 346 mmmhmm 

347 (7) Puts dessert 
down. 

N 348 okay Mary (0.5) look up Pushes M's 
head back. 

349 (10) Feeds and 
watches M. 

12:37:44 P 350 one more (.) one more (.) last one 
351 (4) Puts hand on 

side of M's 
face. 

352 Feeds M. 
p 353 last one 

354 (3) Moves hand. 
355 Turns head 

away from A. 



P 356 this is the last one (4) Feeds M. 
E 357 no (0.8) okay (2) Turns to table. 

12:38:00 a 358 mmmhmm Pushes M's 
head back. 

359 (5) Feeds M. 
E 360 no (2) Turns to table, 

puts spoon 
down. 

E 361 no 
362 (7) Wipes M's 

mouth and bib. 
N 363 are you going to watch the television? Holds M's face 

In his hands 
and lifts it u...2: 

364 M (1) 
12:38:15 N 365 A look (.) look at the television there (1) Turns & points 

to television . 
N 366 you got a television? Pushes M's 

head back. 
367 M (4) Takes hands off 

M's head. 
A 368 A Mary? Taps M's 

shoulder. 
369 M (2) 

A 370 A look atme Leans close to 
M. 

371 .. (3) Watches M . 
p 372 then have a drink then 

373 (3) Moves hands. Picks up cup. 
12:38:29 p 374 let's have a drink of (.) lemonade (.) look Looks up for a Holds cup in 

moment. front of M. 
P 375 (1) that's your favourite (2) isn't it? TllQs cLJP~ 

376 M (1 .5) 

~ 377 A yoo hoo? (1) Melodic 
A intonation. 
A 378 mmm(2) 
A 379 there Rubs M's 

shoulders. 
380 (5) Rubs M's 

shoulders. 
N 381 here (2) Rubs M's back. 
N 382 hmm hmm(2) Pats M's hands. 
N 383 here we go (0.5) Pushes M's 

head back. 
p 384 a drink (0.5}have a drink Gives M drink. Dr1,38:55 

385 (11 ) Drinks. Holds M's head 
back. 

386 Looks down at Takes drink 
hands. away. 

12:39:04 E 387 lovely (1) 
p 388 here (.) have a drink 

389 (8) Stops moving Gives M drink. Dr2.39:07 
hand when 
drinks. 

390 Moves hands. Takes drink 
awa'j. 

N 391 right (1) 
N 392 so I'm going to tip you back a little bit Stands and 

moves behind 
chair. 

12:39:19 N 393 more for the drink (3) Looks at lap, 
moves hands. 

N 394 yeah 
395 (6) Moves chair. 

N 396 right (0 .8) let's see (1) Sits down & 
picks ~ drink. 



N 397 hmm (3) 
p 398 here we go Gives M drink. Dr3.39:34 

399 (7) Drinks. 
400 Brings hand to Touches hand 

cup then puts when down. 
hand down. 

E 401 hmm mmm (0 .5) you wanna hold it? (0 .5) 
12:39 :45 p 402 here you are (.) hold it (4) Other hand Holds M's hand 

moves under on the cup. 
bib. 

P 403 here yOU areJ.l..you hold itj.) here (3) 
E 404 that's it (.) that's betterJ.21. Drinks. Or4,39:54 

12:40:00 E 405 mmm(2) 
E 406 that's it (5) Drinks. Dr6.40:00 
E '407 mmm 

408 . (17) Drinks . Dr6.40:22 
409 Hand slips off 

cup. 
410 Scratches side Pushes M's 

of cup. head back. 
411 Rests hand on 

cup. 
12 :40:26 N 412 I think you are more thirsty than hungry (.) Drinks. (laughs?) 

E 413 probably then today (2) that's it (4) Puts hand on Takes drink 
cup. away. 

E 414 mmm 
415 (5) One hand on Hand on M's 

cup, one hand head. 
moves. 

P 416 okay C.) here (1.5) hold it (.) ready hold it 
417 hold it (5) Drinks. Puts cup to M's Dr7.40:48 

mouth using 
M's hand. 

E 418 mmm (11) Drinks. 
12:41 :00 E 419 that's it (.) I think you've done very well Holds cup on Takes cup 

own. away from M's 
mouth. 

420 there (2) Looks at cup. 
E 421 yeah C.) that's it Heavy 

breathing. 
422 M I r [vocalises] I 

N 423 A Lyes you didJ (.) you did (.) look (.) let's re- Puts cup to M's Or8.41:17 
mouth. 

N 424 try it (3) Takes cup 
away. 

12:41 :14 P 425 let's try again Puts cup to M's 
mouth. 

426 (4) Moves hand. 
E 427 that's it Mary C.) well done 

428 (13) Drinks. Hand still on 
M's head . 

429 Puts hand up, 
then down, then 
to her face, 

12:41 :32 a 430 
(hums?). 

that's it C.) go for it 
431 (5) Moves hand, 

(hum/drinking 
noises?) . 

E 432 that's it {.} that's it 
433 (5) 
434 More physical 

movements. 
435 Moves hand to Subsequently 

face. moves cup 
away. 



436 Drink spills on 
M's face. 

12:41 :45 E 437 mmm(l) 
E 438 that's it (3) Rests head on 

hand. 
N 439 you did it yourself (1) Points to M on 

'you' . 
N 440 didn't ya? Re-arranges 

bib. 
441 M (2) (Hum?) 

N 442 A right (2) Looks around. 
p 443 do you want to finish it (1) Moves close to 

M & puts hand 
on her cheek. 

p 444 Mary? (0.5) do you want to finish it? (0.3) Takes hand off 
M's face, holds 
cup up. 

12:42:01 P 445 here (.) finish it (2) finish it Puts hand on Gives M drink. Dr1I.42:02 
cup. 

446 (20) Hand slips off Subsequently 
cup. put M's hand 

back on cup. 
447 Holds M's hand 

In place. 
E 448 that's it (.) finish it Tums head Holds cup up. 

away, 
(grimaces?), 
drink spills. 

449 (15) Drinks. Puts hand 
behind M's 
shoulders. 

12:42:38 E 450 that's it (0 .5) Subsequently Takes cup 
reaches out to away. 

cup. 
451 M r [coughsjl 

E 452 A Lwell doneJ (.) well done (.) well done (0.3), 
E 453 you finished it (0.3) you finished it (1 .5) Puts cup down. 
E 454 look (3) Looks at M, 

gently pulls M's 
hand away from 
her face. 

455 M [(CouQhsll Watches M. 
N 456 A that's better (1 .5) Wipes M's 

mouth. 
N 457 ·that's better" (1) 
N 458a ·you just wanted a good drink then Wipes M & re-

arranQes bib. 
N 458b obviously didn't you?· 

459 M (1 .5) Starts to rub 
hands. 

12:42:58 N 460 A yeah? 
461 M (2) 
462 A yeah? Looks at hands. 
463 M (2) Looks up. 

N 464 A you just wanted a drink (1) mmm? Wipes M. 
465 M I [coughs] I 

N 466 A Lthat's it (.) that's itJ (.) that's it (1) Puts hand on 
M's shoulder. 

-4 467 M [vocalises] More word like 
than previuosly. 

N 468 A huh? (1 .5) what did you say? Leans closer to 
M. 

469 M (1 ) 
12:43:17 N 470 A what did you say? Wipes M's 

mouth. 
471 M (1) 



N 472 A did you say thank you? Holds hands up 
whilst rubs 
them. 

473 M (S) 
N 474 A oh (.) you're writing a cheque for me (0.8) 
N 475 [laughs) (2) well done (.) well done (1) well Undoes back of 

bib. 
N 476 done (1) I won't (.) I won't give you no Stops rubbing Leans doser to 

hands. M folds bib. 
N 477 more (0.3) yeah? (.) you won't have no Puts bib on 

tray. 
12:43:35 N 478 more (0.5) no? (0.5) okay (.) thank~ou 

N 479 (2) (there we go?) (3) yeah (!Q.Q1) Stands 
up. 

480 (8) Asleep? Walks out of 
shot. 

12:43:48 P 481 here (0.5) wipe your hands (0.7) Sits and puts 
towel In M's 
hands. 

p 482 goon (0.5) TapsM's 
shoulder. 

p 483 wipe your hands (2) Points to towel. 
p 484 Mary wipe your hands (1.5) Leans very 

dose to M. 
N 485 right(.) you go to sleep now (11 

12:44:00 486 now you go to sleep (2) Wipes M's 
hands. 

N 487 yeah? 
488 M (2) 

-. 489 A now you go to sleep (2) Wipes M's Loud 
N hands. vocalisation in 

background. 
N 490 now you go to sleElQ_ Wipes own Subsequently 

hands. lets go of towel. 
491 (9) Wipes hands. 
492 Opens eyes. 
493 Drops towel. 

12:44:16 N 494 you know you lost it (1 .5) 
495 you lost it (1) Picks up towel 

and puts it on 
M's hands. 

N 496 here you are (1) Does not use 
towel. 

N 497 thank you (1) Touches M's 
shoulder and 
stands. 

N 498 well done (1) Walks out of 
shot. 

0 499 I think that's that (1) I'll take this now ToO. 
500 
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TRANSCRIPTION OF 06/C 

Subjects: Patienl 'Lauren' (L) and Member of slaff 'Alan ' (A) 
Others: Lauren's sister 'Joan' (J) and Member of slaff (X) 
Sample date: 23.7.99 
Transcription length: 22 minutes 
Counter times: start 12:18:15 end 12:39:24 
Transcriber: LF 

Meal summary: 
Main meal (M) = 
Dessert (De) = 
Drink (Or) = 

6 mouthfuls 
7 mouthfuls 
14 mouthfuls 

Comment from researcher: Transcriber has marked a number of feeding instances in which the researcher judged 
food/drink to have not been accepted. Such instances would be coded as 'refusal' or 'no response' in detailed analysis . 
Such instances do not have time reference in comment box. RH. 

counter 'Iine spea talk Narrative Narrative staff Comments 
time (as no ker patient 
on 
screen) 

. ., ., : 
scene 000 (Watches Talks to I's A and J both 

member of staff sister, deans out of shot. 
or her sister?) table, and 

moves chairs. 
12:18:15 001 L [vocalises] 

002 J what's for lunch today? 
003 L [vocalises! 
004 A that's fish 
005 J oh (.) I see 
006 L [vocalises] 
007 A that looks a bit dry 
008 J it r does r it does 11 
009 L L vocalisesJ 

.... 010a A L (xxx) J Can't hear what 
A saying over L. 

010b I tried to locate some (1 .5) 
011 J hmmm 
012 A gravy but er A in shot, 

moves chair 
next to L away 
from her. 

12:18:34 013 L r [vocalises] I 
014 J lit needs a sauce on doesn't it? J Out of shot. 
015 L [vocalises) Turns head 

towards A & J. 
016a A anyWay that carrot looks a bit soft doesn't To J . 
016b it? 
017 L [vocalises] 
018 J I yes I 
019 A 1I mix it with thatJ Comes into 

shot. 
020 L [vocalises] 
021 L [vocalises] 
022 A are you ready? Stands behind 

L. 
023 L (1 ) 
024 A yeah okay 
025 L [vocalises] 

12:18:55 026 A right this one is okay Moves table to 
L. 

027 alriaht? 
028 L [vocalises] 
029 (2) 
030 A Lauren? 
031 L [vocalises] 

12:19:00 032 A hello? Taps L's 
shoulder and 
re-arranges 
table. 



033 L [vocalises] 
034 A okay 
035 (1 ) 
036 A I think I'll have to Sits on edge of 

chair next to L. 
037 (2) 
038 sit here this time because (xx) a bit 
039 (0.5) 

12:19:18 040 yeh? Re-arranges L's 
bib and places 
hand on 
shoulder. 

041 {0.5) 
042 L rvocalises] 
043 A are you going to open your eyes Lauren? 
044 L (1 ) 
045 A yeah? 
046 alright 
047 (0.5) 

048 adjust it a bit then a little bit Moves behind L 
to adjust L's 
chair. 

12:19:25 049 L [vocalises] 
12:19:30 050 A right Moves L's chair 

more upright. 
051 (1) 
052 L [vocalises] 
053 A here we go 
054 (1) 
055 rioht Moves tray. 
056 L rvocalises] 
057 (2) Props L up with 

cushion . 

056 [vocalises] (2) Adjusts 
cushion . 

12:19:44 059 A mmmokay Sits back. 
060 L [vocalises] (3) 
061 A Lauren? Taps spoon on 

plate. 
062 L [groans] (5) 
063 A there we go Feeds L & taps M1.19:57 

her shoulder. 
--t 064 L [vocalises] Lasts@ 

065 A there yoU are (1) Feeds L. 
--t 066 rioht Soothing tone. 

067 (4) Chews. Watches L. 
12:20:07 --t 066 yes Chews. Strokes arm. Soothing tone. 

069 (4) Stirs food . 
--t 070 one thing is (.) eh (.) the carrot is a little bit Stirs food. 

l!9 J?l 
071 runny (0.8) so it is alright 
072 (6) Chews. Stirs food. turns 

to L. 
073 are you going to open your eyes Lauren? Puts hand on M2.20:25 

L's shoulder & 
feeds L. 

074 L (1 .5) 
075 A you are (0.5) right Feeds L. 
076 (6) Chews. Stirs. 
077 Looks at L. 

12:20:34 076 mmmhmm Touches L's 
shoulder. 

079 L [groansl (16) Chews & Looks at L. 
groans. 

060 Looks at food & 
stirs. 

12:20:50 --t 061 A Connie (0.9) did you hear what Connie's Calls her wro~ 



name? 
doing later? 

082 L [groans1 
-t 083 A okay (1) Soothi~ tone. 
-t 084 there we go Does not take Attempts to More alert tone. 

food feed . 
085 (1 .5) 
086a right (.) you're not ready (0 .3) okay (.) Puts spoon 

down & touches 
L's arm. 

086b take your time 
087a L [groans] Chewslgroans. Watches L. 
087b (11 ) 

12:21:10 088a A okay Lauren (.) here we are Chewsl groans. Feeds L. 
088b L [groans] 
089 (4) Does not take 

food. 
090 A I'll get sugar for that Puts spoon 

down. 
-t 091 L [groans] (12) Chews. Watches L. Groans 

throughout 
~ause . 

12:21 :29 092 okay Puts hand on 
L's shoulder. 

093 (2) Puts spoon to 
L's mouth. 

094 here we are (0.5) Removes hand. 
095 (xxx) (xxx) Lauren (1) 
096 that's it Feeds L. M3, 21:32 
097 L [groans] Chewsl_!lroans. Stirs food . 
098 (21) Turns head 

slightly so 
looking straight 
ahead. 

099 Watches L. 
12:21 :56 100 L [vocalises] (1) 

101 A mmmhmm (2) Picks ~~oon . 
102 there Feeds L. 
103 L [groans) Chews! groans. Puts spoon 

down. 
104 (13) Watches L. 

12:22:12 105 A right Picks up spoon . 
106 L .. [groans1 Chews! groans. Watches L. 
107 A (7) "that's ita 
108 (5) Chews! Jlroans. 
109 A °mmm hmmo (1) Feeds L. M4, 22:24 

12:22:28 110 that's it Stirs food . 
111 L [groans] Chews! groans. 
112 (8) Turns head Stirs food . 

towards A. 
113 Watches L. 
114 A oh yes (1 .5) Opens eyes. Scrapes food 

from L's mouth. 
115 I that's good (.) that's goodl 
116 L L [GROANS} J 
117 A sorry (.) sorry Shuts eyes. Scrapes L's 

chin, turns to 
plate. 

118 (5) Stirs food . 
119 L [vocalises) Puts spoon 

down. 
12:22:47 120a A is it nice Lauren? Leans close to 

L. 
120b L (0.8) 
121a A is it nice? 
121b L (0 .5) 
122 A °alrightO Sits back . 
123 (3) Turns head Puts hand on 



away from A , L's shoulder & 
now faces stirs food . 
straight ahead. 

124 Watches L. 
125 L ·[vocalises1· 
126 (4) Removes hand 

from shoulder, 
~cks u..l~.s~oon . 

127 [vocalises] 
128 A ·mmm hmm· (1) 

12:23:03 129 here we y'a (1) Attempts to 
feed. 

130 L ·[vocalises]· (1 .5) 
131 A ·right· Puts spoon 

down & sits 
back. 

132 L [groans] Chews/ groans Watches L, 
& moves legs. scratches nose. 

133 (12) Watches L. 
12:23:19 134 A right Plcks~~on. 

135 L [groans] Chews/ groans Watches L. 
and moves leg. 

136 (19) Puts hand on 
L's shoulder. 

137 A are you going to open your eyes Lauren? Leans closer to 
L. 

138 L (2) 
139 A open your eyes Taps L's 

shoulder. 
140 L ·[groans1· 

12:23:43 141 A there we are (0.3) Puts spoon to 
L's mouth. 

142 here we go Does not take 
food. 

143 (2) 
L [groans] 

144 A no (2) Removes 
spoon & sits 
back. 

145 okay 
146 _(3) 

--t 147 L [vocalises) Watches L & Lasts (6) . 
I picks up spoon. 

148 (1 ) Replaces 
spoon, picks up 
cup. 

12:23 :58 149 A alright (.) lets have a drink (.) and we'll Gives drink to 
L. 

wash it down (.) shall we? 
150 L (3) Drinks. Dr1 . 24:01 
151 A mmmhmm Removes drink. 
152 L [groans] Swallowsl Watches L. 

groans. 
153 (9) Picks ~~oon . 

12:24:14 154 A okay 
155 (5) Swallows. Gives drink to 

L. 
156 L [vocalises] Removes drink, 
157 A mmmhmm 
158 (2) Swallows. Watches L. 

--t 159 L [vocalisesl LastsJ,51 
160 A there we are (3) Feeds L. MS, 24:32 
161 mmmhmm 
162 (10) Chews. Stirs food 

12:24:43 163 mmmhmm Stirs food 
164 L [groans] Chewsl groans. Looks ~at L. 
165 (5) Puts hand on 

L's shoulder. 



166 A right 
167 (6) Chews. Watches L. 
168 Picks updrink. 
169 another drink will wash it down Gives drink to Or2.24:55 

L. 
170a [groans] Drinks! groans. 
170b (3) 

12:25:00 171 mmm Removes drink 
& puts it on 
table. 

172 (5) Watches L. 
173 L [vocalises] 
174 (7) Watches L. 
175 Picks UP drink. 
176 A okay (0.5) another drink Gives drink to 0r3.25:14 

L. 
177 (3) Drinks. 
178 mmm(l) Removes drink. 
179 L I [groans] I Puts drink on 

table. 
180 A L that's it J 
181 (4) Chews. Watches L. 
182 right Picks up spoon. 
183 (2) 

12:25:26 -+ 184 have another bit Pauline Attempts to Uses wrong 
feed L. name. 

185 (3.5) 
186 mmmhmm Puts spoon on 

plate. 
187 (6) Chews. Watches L. 
188 right (0.2) here you are Puts hand on 

L's shoulder & 
feeds L. 

189 (4) Chews. 

190 mmmhmm Removes hand 
from shoulder & 
stops feeding. 

191 L [groans1 Chews! groans. Watches L. 
192 (10) Puts hand on 

L's shoulder. 
193 Moves in chair. 

12:25:50 -+ 194 A here we are Pauline open your mouth Uses wrong 
name. 

195 (2) 
196 mmmhmm Chews. Holds food to 

L's mouth. 
197 (2) 
198 °alrightO Removes 

spoon. 
199 (4) 
200 L [groans] (1) Puts spoon 

down on table. 
201 A okay (1) Picks up cup & 

puts to L's 
mouth. 

202 have your drink 
203 L [oroans] 
204 (3) Drinks. Or4.26:06 

12:26:08 205 A mmm Removes drink. 
206 (5) Puts cup on 

table. 
207 Watches L. 
208 L [groans] 
209 A right Stirs food . 
210 (5) (Couahs?) Picks up tissue. 
211 mmm hmm (0.5) Wipes L's 

mouth. 
212 mmmhmm 



213 (3) Puts tissue 
down. 

214 riClht 
-. 215 (10) Chews. Watches l. Humming 

noise, may be 
hoover? 

216 (Hums?) 
217 umhmm 
218 (6) Chews. Watches l. 

12:26:42 -. 219 another go Pauline Leans forward Uses wrong 
and feeds l. name. 

220 L (6) 
221 A mmmhmm Leans back. 
222 (7) Chews. Watches l. 
223 there we go Leans to L & 

attempts to 
feed l. 

224 (2) Does not take 
food. 

225 L [groans] Chewsl groans. 
226 A mmmhmm 
227 (4) 

12:27:02 -. 228a are you going to open your eyes today Uses wrong 
name. 

228b Pauline? 
229 L (1) 
230 A look (0.5) look (.) Joan's here (1) Leans close to 

L & attempts to 
feed. 

231 100k(1) look (2) Sits back. 
232 Joan's there (1) Looks at l. 
233 look look look (.) open your eyes Puts arm 

behind L to 
prop her 

up~ht. 
234 (2) Taps L's chest 

& wipes her 
mouth. 

235 mmm? 
236 (1) J.B~ 

12:27:18 237 that's it 
238 (7) Taps L's chest. 
239 L [groans] 
240 A mmmhmm 
241 (12) Attempts to 

feed l. 
242 Does not take 

food. 
243 Stirs food & 

12:27:37 -. 244 yeah 
taps plate. 
Looks over Speaks to 
shoulder. someone out of 

shot. 
245a Simon (.) when you have a minute ask eh Turns back to 

plate & picks up 
spoon. 

245b (1 .5) a (0.5) Anne (1) 
246a ah when you have a minute bring her Feeds L? 
24Gb pudding to me (1) 
247a L [groans] 

-. 247b S alright (1) Out of shot. 
12:27:50 248 A thank you 

249 (4) 
-. 250 here we go Jo-ah Lauren Attempts to Nearly uses 

feed L. another wrong 
name (her 
sisler'~ 

251 L O!Qroansl" 



252 A alright (1) Lauren? °hereo 
253 (2) Puts spoon 

down. 
254 she's er (1 .5) Looks at 

camera. 
255 okay lets have a drink (0.5) Looks at L, lifts 

cup to L's 
mouth. 

256 lets have a drink Drinks. Dr5.28:05 
257 (3.5) 

12:28:08 258 mmm Removes drink, 
puts it on table. 

259 (8) Watches L. 
260 Leans dose to 

L. 
' 261 Puts arm 

behind L's 
shoulders. 

262 Lauren? 
263 L (1) 
264 A would you open your eyes please? 
265 L (2) 
266 A could you open your eyes? Strokes L's 

cheek. 
267 L (1) 
268 A open your eyes (.) open your eyes Strokes L's 

forehead & lifts 
here eyebrow 
~. 

12:28:27 269 L [vocalises] (Grimaces?) 
270 A mmmhmm Puts hand on 

top of L's head. 
271 (2) Removes hand. 
272 Picks up spoon. 

273 there we go Feeds L. M6. 28:35 
274 (2) 
275 L [groans] Takes food . 
276 A that's it 
277 (10) Chews. 

12:28:48 278 mmmhmm Stirs food & 
taps plate. 

279 (9) Chews. Stirs food . 
280 Puts spoon 

down. 
281 Watches L. 
282 right (2) Picks up cup. 
283 lets have a drink Puts cup to L's Dr6.29:01 

mouth. 
284 (3) Drinks. 
285 that's it Removes cup & 

~uts It on table. 
286 (3) Gives drink to 

L. 
287 Puts drink on 

table. 
--+ 288 Turns and looks Talking out of 

out of shot. shot. 
289 ah 
290 X would you like some semolina or 

fortlpuddina? 
291 A semolina? (1) yeah Looks down. 
292 X semolina? 

--+ 293a I haven't got a spoon Does not take Attempts to L aware that A 
food . feed L. not 

concentrating 
on her? 

--+ 293b A Joan please eh (0.2) Anne Uses wrong 
name again. 



294 (5) Puts spoon on 
table and turns 
to look out of 
shot. 

295 A plate is 
handed to A. 

12:29:21 296 thank you 
297 (B) Re-arranges 

crockery. 
29B L [aroans] Groans. 
299 (3) Looks away 

from shot, looks 
at L. 

300 A have a drink (.) have a drink Gives drink to 017,29:43 
L. 

301 (3) Removes drink. 
302 mmmhmm 
303 L [groans] Chews/ groans. Picks l!£ ~oon . 
304 (7) Watches L. 

12:29:42 305 A there we_go (Clears throat?) 
306a L [coughs] 
306b (3) 
307 A mmm Wipes L's 

mouth. 
30B L [coughs and groans] Coughs and Wipes L's 

groans. mouth. 
309 (14) Puts hand on 

L's shoulder. 
310 Watches L 

12:30:03 311 A mmmhmm Removes hand 
from L's 
shoulder. 

312 L [clears throat] Watches L. 
[coughs] 

313 (13) 
314a A right Picks UQ clJQ. 
314b L [coughs] 

~ 315a (7) Watches L. L appears 
distressed by 
her col!.9.hiflfl. 

315b L [coughs] 
316 A okay okay you 'll be (.) you'll be alright Rubs and taps 

L's shoulder. 
317a L [coughs] Leans back & 

watches L. 
317b (12) 

12:30:36 318 A mmmhmm 
319 (7) Stops Watches L. 

coughina. 
320 okay (0.8) Removes hand 

from shoulder. 
~ 321 have a sip of Gives drink to A stops talking 

L. when L coughs. 
322 L [coughs] Removes drink. 
323 [coughs and aroans] Watches L. 
324 (23) Pats L's back & 

shoulders. 
12:31 :10 325 A mmmhmm 

326 (B) (Wheezing?) Pats L's 
shoulders. 

327 A mmmhmm 
32B (5) 

L lcoUQhs] 
12:31 :25 329 A mmm(1) Strokes L's hair. 

~ 330 right (.) um have a good sneeze Pats L's Pats more 
shoulder. firmly than 

_PJeviously, 
331 have a aood cough 



L [coughs! 
332a A good cough (.) that's it Pats L's back. 
332b L [coughs! 
333 (5) Pats L's back. 

12:31 :39 334 A that's it (1) 
335 that's it (1) (sneezes?) 
336 a good sneeze (1 ) Pats L's back. 
337a yeah 
337b L [coughs I groans] 
338a (7) Gently rubs L's 

shoulders. 
338b L [coughs! groans] 
339 A mmmhmm 

--) 340a (6) Rests hand on L becomes 
L's shoulder. quieter and 

appears 
calmer. 

340b L [coughs! 
12:32:00 341 A mmmhmm 

342 (4) Lifts L' s bib 
slightly, then 
replaces it. 

343 Looks at L. 
344 A you want to try some water? Turns & picks 

l!Q.c~ 
345 L (0.8) 
346 A there you go Gives drink to 

L? 
347 L [coughs] Removes drink. 
348 (8) Watches L. 
349 Pat's L's 

shoulder. 
350 A okay (2) 

12:32:20 351 have a bit (0.5) have a bit of water? Gives drink to OrB. 32:20 

L. 
352 L [groans] Drinks. 
353 (12) Swallowsl Removes drink. 

groans & 
moves legs. 

354 A mmm (.) some more water Gives drink to Or9. 32:34 
L. 

355 (4) Drinks. 
356a A mmmhmm 
356b L [groans] 
357 (6) Wipes L's 

mouth. 
12:32:41 358 A right 

359 L [throat clears and groans) Clears throat & Watches L. 
groans. 

360 (12) Turns to pick up 
bowl. 

361 A right (1) Picks l!£. bowl. 
362a Lauren (1) I think we're gonna have to !!y. 
362b some 
362c L [coughs! 

-> 363a L [coughs) Coughs & (2S) before A 
moves legs. speaks 

363b Puts bowl 
down. 

364 Watches L. 
--) 365 Gradually Gently taps L appears to 

becomes hand on L's calm down . 
_quieter. shoulder. 

12:33:23 366 A right (1) 
367a let's try some more of your (.) some more Looks at bowl & 

stirs food . 
367b of your pudding (0.4) yes? 
368 L (1 ) 



369 A you mighllike Ihis one beller (0.5) 
370 let's have a look (0.8) 
371 try that Attempts to Dei. 33:33 

feed L. 
372 Takes food. Watches L. 
373 L [coughs] Coughs! 

qroans. 
374 (26) Looks lowards 

A briefly, the 
back 10 centre. 

375 L [groans] 
12:33:56 376a A mmmhmm 

376b L [groans] Chews! groans. 
377 (9) Looks at bowl & 

stirs. 
378 A LAUREN? Taps L's 

shoulder & 
leans close to 
L. 

379 L (1) 
380 A LAUREN? 
381 L (1) [groans) 
382 A here Holds spoon to 

L's mou1h. 
383 (5) Holds spoon 10 

L's mouth . 
384a A mmmhmm Feeds L. Oe2.34:13 
384b L [groans) 
385 (10) Chews! groans. Watches L. 

12:34:24 386 A right (.) this one Is a bit better isn't it? 
387a L (2) Leans close to 

L & strokes her 
neck. 

387b [groans) Chews! groans. 

388a A yes? 
388b L [groans1 Chews! qroans. 
389 (5) Leans back. 
390 A right (.) this one is a bit beller (0.5) 
391 I think you like this one more (1) 

12:34 :38 392a don't you? 
392b L (0.5) 
393 A there you QO Feeds L. 
394 L [groans1 (4) Groans Feeds L. Oe3. 34:42 
395a A that's it 
395b L [groans) Chews! groans 

& shakes leQ. 
396 (10) Watches L. 

12:34 :54 397 A yeah (.) this one is better isn't it? 
398 L (1 .5) Slirs food . 
399 A mmm? 
400 L (1) 
401 A Lauren (0.8) 
402 this one is beller Attempts to 

feed L. 
403 (3) Holds spoon 10 

L's moulh . 
404 L [groansJ 
405 A mmmhmm Removes 

spoon 
-. 406 L [groans) Removes hand Groan lasts (3) 

from L's 
shoulder. 

407 A mmmhmm Attempls 10 Oe4.35:09 
feed L. 

408 L [groans] Chews! groans Wipes L's 
& moves leQs. mouth. 

409 (17) Watches L. 
410 Looks al bowl. 



12:35:25 411 A right 
412 L [groans] Chewsl_groans. Stirs food. 
413 (8) 
414 A mmmhmm Attempts to 

feed L. 
415 (8) Does not take 

food. 
416 Removes food 

& watches L. 
12:35:42 417 A how are you Lauren? 

418 L (1l 
419a A one more (0.5) Feeds L. DeS. 35:44 
419b L [groans] 
420a [groans] 
420b A that's it 
421 [groans] Watches L. 
422 (14) Places hand on 

L's shoulder. 
423 Places hand on 

L's chest. 
424 A right (1) Picks l!E.. drink. 

12:36:00 425 L [groans] 
426 A sip of water Gives drink to 0r10.36:04 

L. 
427a L [groans] Drinks and 

~roans. 

427b (7) 
428 A mmmhmm 
429 L [vocalises] 
430 (5) Watches l. 

12:36:15 431 A right (.) look (.) open your eyes (1) Places hand on 
L's shoulder. 

432 one moreJ1) 
433 mmmhmm Feeds L. 

434 (9) Chews. Watches L. 
435 A mmm hmm(3) Feeds L. DeS. 36:30 
436 that's it 
437 (25) Chews. Watches L. 
438 L [OgroansO] Groans quietly. Removes hand 

from L's 
shoulder. 

12:36:57 439 A one more Lauren (1) 
440a hopefully the last one Feeds L. Oe7.3S:59 
440b L [groans] 
441 (2) 
442 A there you go Stirs food . 
443 (4) Turns to A & Watches L. 

opens~es. 

-? 444 A yes (.) yes (0.8) Places hand on A responds to 
L's shoulder L. 
and pats . 

445 that's it (1) Pats L's 
shoulder. 

446 mmm 
447 (7) Shuts eyes & Watches L. 

turns head 
forwards. 

12:37 :18 448 A mmm Watches L. 
449 (11) Looks at watch . 
450 Chews. Looks at L. 
451 A there we go Puts spoon to 

L's mouth. 
452 L [groans] Feeds L. 
453 (5) Chewsl groans. Puts spoon 

down. 
454a A mmmhmm Wipes L's 

mouth. 
454b L [groans} Chewsl groans. Pats L's chest. 



455 (12) Watches L. 
456 Picks up cup & 

places at L's 
mouth. 

12:37:48 457 A have some water 
458 (12) Drinks. Dr11.37:50 
459 L [groans1 Removes drink. 
460 Watches L. 
461 A another drop? Gives drink to Dr12.38:03 

L. 
462 (5) Drinks. 
463 Removesc~ 

12:38:06 464 A mmmhmm 
465 (4) Watches L. 
466 L [vocalises) Watches L. 
467 A that's it (0.5) Puts hand on 

L's head and 
strokes. 

468 that's it (1) 
469 okay (.) one more Puts hand on 

L's shoulder. 
470 (12) Gives drink to L Dr13.38:17 
471 Drinks. 
472 Swallows. Removes drink 

& watches L. 
12:38:26 473 A 11 right 1 

474 L 1 l!vocalises]J 
475 A a little drop more Puts cup to L's Dr14.38:46 

mouth. 
476 L [groans1 Puts cllP_ down. 
477 A okay 
478 (3) Wipes L's 

mouth. 
479 L [groans] 

480 (2) St~s wi~irlg. 
481 A right (1) Looks at 

camera. 
482a Lauren? Turns to L, puts 

his hand behind 
her head. 

482b L • (0.8) 
483 A do YOU want anymore? 
484 L (2) 
485 A I okay 1 Turns to table. 
486 L LraroansIJ 
487 A let me try a little drop of more water Puts cup to L's 

mouth. 
488 (4) Drinks. 
489 that's it Removes cup. 
490 L [groans] 
491 (5) 

12:38:56 492a A right (0.5) you going to open your eyes Wipes L's 
mouth. 

492b now? 
493 L (2) 
494 A you going to open your eyes? Turns head Pats L's 

slightly towards shoulder. 
A. 

495 L [groans1 
496 A are you going to open your eyes? Leans close to 

L & tickles her 
cheek. 

497 L [GROANS) Turns away 
from A. 

498 A okay (1) Puts tissue 
down. 

499a right (0.5) I think I wont keep you any Rubs L's 
shoulder, then 



ear. 
499b I r more (.) alright U okay 1 
500 L L [groans] J 
501 (1 ) Pats L's 

shoulder & 
stands. 

12:39:10 502 A there_you are 
503 (2) Rubs L's 

shoulder. 
504 that's it yeah Releases 

shoulder. 
505 L [groans] 
506 A ~ht 
507 L [groans] Moves table . 
508 A mmmhmm 
509 L [groans] Moves out of 

shot. 
510 A alright 
511 
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Appendix Nine 
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TRANSCRIPTION OF 06/0 

Subjects: Patient 'Corrine' (C) and Member of staff 'Alan' (A) 
Others: 
Sample date: 20.7.99 
Transcription length: 22 minutes 
Counter times: start 12:24:00 end 12:46:00 
Transcriber: LF 

Meal summary: 
Main meal (M) = 
Dessert (De) = 
Drink (Or) = 

20 mouthfuls 
6 mouthfuls 
32 mouthfuls 

Comment from researcher: Transcriber has marked a number of feeding instances in which the researcher judged 
food/drink to have not been accepted. Such instances would be coded as 'refusal' or 'no response' in detailed analysis . 
Such instances do not have time reference in comment box. RH. 

counter line spea talk . Narrative Narrative staff Comments 
tlme(as no ker patient 
on , 
screen) " 

Scene 000 Dozlng In bed. Sounds of 
12:24:00 (Startled b~ trolley 

noise?) approachl'!{l. 
12:24:04 001 A right Moves le(l . Out of shot. 

002 (1) 
003 A okay 
004 right (1) Approaches 

bed, places 
hand under C 
chin. 

005 errrr(1) 
006 Corrine? 
007 C (1) 
008 A Corrine? Moves side 

panel of bed 
down. 

009 C (0.5) 
010 A Corrine? 
011 C C) 
012 A J'.'!~ .99! Y.QI,J[ !1,J!1.q~ Mrli! Responds by A puts both 

smiling. hands on C's 
face & tickles 
her chin . 

013 !'.'!~ .99! Y.Ql:Ir.lunch !9, ~) Turns C's face 
toward s him. 

014 right? (0.5) 
015 you're QoinQ to eat your lunch? Faces table. 
016 C (1) 
017 A are you going to wake YJL? 
018 C · [vocalises)· Opens eyes Picks up bib 

and blinks. from behind. 
12:24:28 019 A ARE YOU GOING TO WAKE UP? Unfolds bib. 

020 C (1) 
021 A A~.E; .YRV~RIN~ .19 w.~K~. l,.In Leans in doser 

toC. 
022 C (0.5) 
023 A Y.QI,J .C! ~~ .U fi.9~! !9, ~) Places bib over 

C. 
024 okay (0.5J 
025 we are going to have the lunch (.) Goes out of 

shot. 
026 we Qet that and we get er 
027 (1) 

12:24:45 028 we've got? 
029 we've gQ~ ! i~.s.l! 1i! !~~.r~ .. m In shot, brings 

table with him. 
030a okay (2) 

-+ 030b right (.) let's (.) put the bed a little bit up for Moves leg. Re-arranges Leg movement 
bed height. appears to 

show distress? 



030c you 
12:25:01 031 right (3) 

032 hmmm 
033 (2) Glances at C. 
034 A are you going to wake up Corrine? 
035 C (3) 
036 A are you going to wake up? Takes lid off 

plate. 
037 C (2) 
038 A look (.) look Taps side of C's 

face and places 
dean spoon on 
C's tongue. 

12:25:15 039 look look (llook Jj 
040 !'X~ .QQ! y.ql,lr JI,IP'q~ .t!1.El~El Taps C's 

tongue with 
spoon. 

041 {0.5) Moves leo. 
042 rioht?(O.S) 
043 taste this one first (0.5) Places contents 0r1 . 25:25 

from cup on C's 
tongue by 
spoon. 

044 look 
-. 045 ~~~.r~. !~~!~. (1) Words are 

slightly 
prolonged. 

12:25:30 046 now taste it firstJO.5) 
047 taste it firstJO .5L 
048 yeah? 
049 y.ql:l .gQ!IJg. tq .~Vf~.II.qVf. ~? Moves closer to 

C and taps side 
of face. 

-. 050 come on then Moves leg. Taps C's face. C did not 

appear to 
swallow. 

051 come on (1) 
052 there you go.(.) Swallows. Feeds C. Or2. 25:39 
053 there, you go 
054 °there, you goO 
055 °there you goO( 1J 
056 [i.9~! 0. \~~!.t !l,~t~.~ gqQ~. ~~~~[1:t !t?, Moves own 

head back a bit. 
057 C (1) 
058 A !~!l.t.t~l!t.~!1 .rl i~.El9.q~~.rn !t.'~ Leans towards 

C. 
059 C ,(2) 
060 A hmmm? Rubs C's 

shoulder & 
arranges bib. 

061 C (1) 
062 A you taste very nice (.) 
063 there you go J..o.5) 

12:25:53 064 and one more? Feeds C. Or3.25:53 
065 C O[vocalises]O 
066 A that's one more yeah? (0.51 Feeds C. 
067 it ve,ry, nice isn't it? 
068 C (2) 
069 A veah?.l1l 

12:26:03 070 that's v~~ nice isn't it? 
071 C (3) 

-+ 072 A i!1.it [1.i9~.~ Leans closer so Melodic 
face above C's. intonation. 

-+ 073 C !?l Glances out of Melodic 
window. intonation. 

074 A is it nice? Smiles at C. 
075 C (2) 
076 A right 



077 one more (1) 
07B right one more !U Moves leg. Feeds C. Or4.26:12 

~ 079 !~!l.t:~ .~ .th<!r!i . ~ .u !~!l.t:~ j\~ m Melodic 
intonation. 

12:26:17 OBO you can do it (0.5) Puts spoon on 
plate. 

OBl lovely (3) 
OB2 now look at that (1.5) Eyes appear Lifts plate under 

dosed. C's chin . 
OB3 here are your favourite here (1) 
OB4 you've got carrots (.) yeah? (0 .5) Plays with food 

on~ate . 
OB5 you gotthel stew I 
OB6 C U· vocalises·U 
OB7 A YOU aot I mash potatoes I 
OBB C L [ • vocalises·] J Looks at C and 

smiles. 
OB9 A yesLl) Smiles atC. 
090 Moves leg. 

12:26:30 091 do you like that? 
092 C (1) 
093 A you do don't you? 

~ 094 C [vocalises] Longer and 
louder than 
before. 

095 A alright alrjg.hI.(O.!?} let's try this one (1) Feeds C. M1.26:37 
096 let's try some carrots first {I} 
097 now yoU tell me if it's cooked (1) 
09B yeah? (2) 

12:26:45 099 is it done alright? 
100 C (1 ) 
101 A is it done alriaht? 
102 C (3) Feeds C. M2.26:51 
103 Moves leg. 

104 A there, you go(2) Feeds C. 
105 ok (2) Taps plate with 

spoon. 
106 right (3) T~sJ?!ate . 

12:27:00 107 that's it (0.4) you're doing well 
10B C [vocalises] Touches C's 

shoulder. 
109 A right 
110 C [VOCALISES) 
111 A okay okay (0.5) 
112 let's try some mash potatoes (1) Holds spoon 

above C's 
mouth. 

12:27 :10 113 C [vocalises] 
114 A open your mouth (0 .5) 
115 open your mouth 
116 C [vocalises) 
117 A there you are Feeds C. M3. 27:13 
liB C "[vocalises)· 
119 A !~!l.r!l. YR4 .QC? Clears food 

from around C's 
mouth. 

120 that's the way to do it (2) 
12:27:22 121 that's the way to do it (2) 
2 

122 C ·[vocalises)· 
123 A now don't go to sleep (1) 
124 we can't eat and sleep can we? (0.5) Moves leg. 
125 C [vocalises1 

12:27 :35 126 A no (1) that's right (1) Feeds C. 
127 C [coughs] 
12B A yeah 
129 ah (.) that's it (0.5) Feeds C. 
130 that's it (I) Turns &...Q.uts 



plate on table. 
131 C [vocalises] 

12:27:44 132 A now we've got this Picks up cup & 
faces C. 

133 C [vocalises] 
134 C [couQhs] 
135 A !~~~ Y~M !i.I1l.E! Swallows. Rubs C's 

stomach. 
136 take your time12J .... 137 take your time (3) Places paper Speaks slowly 

towel on C's and softly. 
stomach. .... 138 !I:lli.t:l! .il.(?) Speaks slowly 

and softly. 
139 that's it(O .~ Swallows. 

12:28:00 .140 lovely (3) 
141 C [vocalises) Tums head 

awavfrom A. 
142 A loveJyJ1} 
143 a bit of water? (O.~) Moves leg. Feeds C. Or5.28 :04 
144 A here 
145 C [vocalises) (2) 
146 [vocalises] 
147 A [hmmmJ 

12:28:15 148 a little bit of water? ill Feeds C. 0r1i. 28:13 
149 yes(ll 
150 that's it that's it(4} 
151 yes 
152 a little bit more? Feeds C. 0r7 . 28:24 
153 C (2) 
154 A a little bit more? 
155 C (1 .5) 
156 C [vocalises] 
157 A y.ou like the water more? 

158 C [coughs) C appears 10 

a~irate . 
12:28:32 159 A [(Iaughs?)U3) Feeds C. Or8.28:35 

160 that's it (1 .§l 
161 well done (3) 
162 well doneJ2.5) 

12:28:42 163 you Qoing to open your eyes? 
164 C (2) Feeds C. 0r9.28:46 
165 A are you QOil}g. to open. your eves? 
166 C (2) 
167 A are you Qoil}g.to ol>en. y()ur eves? 
168 C {3} 
169 A y.es you are aren't. y()u?J~l 
170 veah? (2) 
171 ves?J1) 
172 Y.E!~? .(Q ·.~l Turns C's head 

12:29:00 .... 173 
towards him. 

)99.~ !l! .I1l.E1 .U).· ~) A's turn 
becomes more 
abrupt. 

174 look at me (0.5) 
175 C I [vocalises) I Moves legs 

(arimacef. 
176 A Lyou look at meJ (0.5) 
177 here (0 .5) 
178 C I r [vocalises) I 
179 A Il there (.) that's rightJ Picks up plate. 
180 here look (1) Moves leg . Mixes food. 

12:29:09 181 let's try a little bit of stew now? (0.5) look Leans forwards 
toC. 

182 (1) look (0.5) 
183 open your mouth (1) Chews. Feeds C. M4. 29 :18 
184 yeah (2) Feeds C. 
185 C If [vocalises] I Removes 



excess from C's 
mouth. 

166 A Lthat's it (0.3}that's itJ (11 Stands upright. 
167 now YOU chew it121 
166 you chew it 
169 (2) Stirs food . 
190 keep munchiIl9J.2 .~ 

12:29:30 191 that's it (0.5) that's it (3) Stirs food and 
taps plate with 
sp_oon . 

192 C «[audible respiration)] Leans forwards 
toC. 

193 A did you hearthat? (1} 
194 there? Stands upriaht. 

12:29:43 195 now (.) I'U give you some water (2) Turns to table 
behind . 

~ 196 I'U give you some water (2) Moves leg. Feeds C. A prolongs 
'water' . 
0r10.29:46 

197 C O!vocaliseslo 
196 A yes? (1 .5) Faces table. 
199 C [vocalis[ es n Moves plates. 

~ 200 A L okayJ (1) Places hand on A speaks 
C's stomach . during C's 

vocalisation. 
201 I'U give you some 
202 (4) Turns on 

machine behind 
him, then turns 
it off. 

12:30:01 ~ 203 I'U give you some water (3) Turns to 
machine on 
'water' . 

204 yeah? 

205 C (6) Turns to get 
food . 

206 A there you go (0.3) Leans forward 
to feed C. 

12:30:13 207 a little bit of mashed potato? (4) Places left hand MS. 30 :14 
under C's head 
then feeds C. 

206 hmmm 
209 (2) Turns to plate. 

mixes food . 
210 a little bit of mashed potato? (1) Turns to C. 
211 Taps C under 

chin. 
212 come (.) you galla chew i'-(2) 
213 Corrine (.) you gotta chew it (0.7) Moves leg. Taps C under 

chin. 
214 that's it (3) 
215 C r [snores] 1 Strokes C's 

face. 
12:30:27 216 A Lthat's it (0.3) that's it (0 .3) that's Id (3 .5) Strokes C's 

face. 
217 C [snores] Leans forward 

above C. 
216 A you snoring? 
219 C (5) Sound stops for Stands upright 

(1 ). after (2). 
220 Turns and gets 

spoon. 
221 Leans towards 

12:30:39 222 A 
C. 

a little bit of water? 12 .~ Feeds C. Or11 . 30 :41 
223 a little bit of water (72) Feeds C. 
224 that's it 
225 (4) Stands up. 



226 Glances out of 
window. 

227 Stirs spoon in 
cup. 

228 A hmmm?(1) 
229 C [vocalises] 
230 A a little bit of water? (0.5) Feeds C. 0r12.30:61 
231 little bit of water? (1 ) Feeds C. 

12:30:55 232 C r [vocalises]. I 
233 A Lthat's it (0.3) that's itJ (3) 
234 Moves leg. Stirs spoon. 
235 that's it 
236 (5) Chews. Watches C. 
237 that's it (0.5) well done (2.5) Turns to table, 

places cup 
down, glances 
atC. 

~ 238 well done Looks at table. Soothing 
Intonation. 

239 C [vocalises1 
240 A right (1) Mixes food. 
241 a bit of more potatoes? (1) Leans forward M6.31:12 

and feeds C. 
12:31 :15 242 there you are Moves lea. Looks at C. 

243 C [vocalises] Stands upright. 
244 A yOU no like the potatoes (1 .5) 
245 C '[vocalises]' Strokes side of 

C's face. 
246 A you do (1) Strokes C's ear. 
247 okay 
248 (4) Taps plate. 
249 C '[vocallses]' Brings plate to 

C. 
250 A come (0.5) look at this (1) Taps plate with 

spoon. 
251 it smells good doesn't it? 
252 C (2) Feeds C. 

12:31 :31 253 A hmmm (2) Taps plate. 
254 it smells good (1) 
255 doesn't it smells good? Leans forward 

and taps plate. 
256a C (1) 
256b A does it smells good? 
257 C (2.5) 

A does it smells good ? 
258 C (1 ) 
259 A I yes 1 

~ 260 C l[vocalisesjJ Sounds like 
gurgling . 

12:31 :43 261 A it does (0.5) here (0.3) Feeds C. M7. 31:44 
262 '(here you are)' there you go (.) Stands upright, 

rthere you go 1 (2) scrapes excess 
food from C's 
mouth. 

~ 263 C l [vocalises] J (2) ? Gurgling. 
264 A there you go 
265 (4) Moves leg . Puts plate on 

table. 
266 that's it (1 .5) Rubs C's arm. 
267 C I rvOCALlSES]l 
268 A L that's it J 

12:32:00 269 (3 .5) Picks up cup. 
270 hmmm hmm? Fall rise 

intonation? 
271 (4) Stirs spoon in 

cup. 
272 A try a bit of water? (2) Leans towards Or13.32:07 

C & feeds C. 



273 C [vocalises) Moves leg. Stands upright. 
274 (5) Chews. Watches C. 

12:32:20 275 A that's it (.) that's it 
276 Feeds C. Or14. 32:21 
277 C r [vocalises) ! 
278 A 1I think you like the water'? J (0.3) Feeds C. 

279 don't you Corrine? (1) leans above C 
& stops feeding. 

280 C [vocalises) 
281 A you see I think you like the water more (1) 
282 don't! you? ! 
283 C L vocalisesJ Moves leg. Stands upright. 
284 A yeahhhh (1) 

12:32:34 285 you do? (1) Hand on C's 
shoulder. 

286 C [vocalises) Touches C's 
face. 

287 A you do (1) 
286 C O[vocalises 1° leans above C. 
289 A you're not going to sleep are you? (1) 
290 C {vocalises) 
291 A hmmm (0.5) right Stands back, 

turns and puts 
cup on table. 

292 (5 .5) Gets plate and 
taps with 
spoon, facing 
C. 

12:32 :48 293 there you are (3) 
294 look (.) you get nice carrot juice (1 .5) Taps plate. 

295 carrot juice as well in it (0.5) look (2) Mixes food. 
296 C 0[vocalises1· 
297 A uh huh? (2) Moves leg. Feeds C. MO. 33:01 

12:33:00 298 there (2) 

299 there_{1 ) Feeds C. M9. 33 :06 
300 C [(vocalises! gurgling)) 
301 A uh hmmm? Feeds C. 
302 that's it (0 .3) 
303 you doing well (1) Feeds C. M10. 33:15 
304 uh hmmm? 
305 (9) Swallows. Watches C, 
306 Mixes food on 

plate. 
12:33:26 307 A Corrine? (2) 

308 Mrs x? (2) Mixes food . 
309 there we go Mixes food. Spo~eh Quiokly. 
310 C O[vocalises]· 
311 A there we go (1) Mixes food . 
312 C -[VOCAlISES]l 
313 A one more J 
314 C [VOCALISES) 
315 A oh yeah J (2) Feeds C. M11 . 33 :39 

12:33:40 316 C . [vocalises)] Moves leg . 
317 A uh hmmmJ (1) Feeds C. 
318 that's it (4) 
319 come on chew it 
320 (5) Puts plate on 

table 
12:33:50 321 chew it COrOne (2) leans forward 

and places 
hand on C's 
arm. 

322 C [vocalises) 
323 A that's it (0 .3) 
324 you can do it (2) 
325 open your eyes (1 .5t Moves leg. Stands back. 
326 open your eyes (1) Opens eyes. Hand on C's 

head. 



~ 327 that's it Strokes C's 'that' is 
head. prolonged. 

328 (3.5) Moves bib onto 
C's chest. 

329 Turns to get 
cup, then back 
toC. 

330 C I [vocalises]l Tongue 
movementsl 
swallows. 

12:34:07 331 A L yeah? J (1) 
332 that's it (3) 
333 A drop of water? Leans to C & 

places spoon to 
lips. 

334 C (3.5) 
335 A drop of water? Feeds C. Dr16, 34:15 
336 C (1) 
337 A that's it Stands back. 
338 (7) Swallows. Watches C. 
339 Moves leg. 
340 A that's it 
341 you're doing well (2) Leans to C and 

taps C's chin. 
12:34:25 342 A one more drop? Feeds C. Dr16.34:29 

343 C (1) [(snoring)] 
344 A one more drop (2) Turns & puts 

cup down. 
345 that's it (1) 
346 that's it (0.5) Picks up plate & 

turns to C. 
~ 347 one more drop (1) Feeds C. Gives food not 

water. 
M12.34:41 

12:34 :38 348 hmmm (2) 
349 C [(snores)] Taps spoon on 

C's IiQs. 
350 A there we go Feeds C. 
351 C [vocalises] (2) Moves leg. 

~ 352 A that's it (2) 'That' is 
~olo~ed . 

12:34:44 353 that's it (3) Turns & picks 
up spoon in 
cl!.Q: 

354 drop of water? 
355 C (2) 
356 A there (0 .5) 
357 have a drop of water (1) Taps spoon on 

C's IiQ 
358 here y'a (3) Taps spoon on 

C's !IQ. 
359 there (2) Takes from Taps spoon on 

~oon . C's lip. 
360 that's it (2) 

12:35:01 361 C [vocalises] 
362 A right (1) Feeds C. Or17.34:03 

~ 363 you should keep moving your mouth (0.2) Scrapes excess 
off mouth . 

364 you'll be alright (1 .5) Turns to put 
spgon down. 

365 and we won't (1 .7) choke Faces C, mixing 
food . 

366 C [(vocalisesl coughs)] (1) 
367 A mmmm Moves leg. 
368 (2) Turns to get 

water. 
369 C I [VOCALISES) 1 Mouth looks like 

smile . 



370 A Lthat's it (.) that's itJ (1) Feeds C. 0r18. 35:15 
371 are you smiling at (0 .5) 

12:35:15 372 me there (0.8) Feeds C. 
373 there (.) there (.) there you are (2) Puts spoon 

down stands 
back. 

374 that's it 
375 (6) Chews and Watches C. 

swallows. 
376 A here y'a (2) Mixes food. 
377 right (.) now (.) let's try this one (3) M13.35:30 

12:35:30 378 yeah? 
379 C (3) Moves leg. Mixes food. 
380 A I think you're having me on (1) 
381 don't you? 
382 C (2) Mixes food. 
383 A right? (1 .5) Leans above C M14. 35:4O 

& feeds. 
384 mmmm?(1) Stands back. 
385 C O[vocalises1° 
386 (2) Swallows. 
387 A that's it 

12:35:50 388 (4) Audible Mixes food on 
respiration. plate. 

389 that's it (2) Audible Taps spoon on 
respiration . plate. 

390 that's it (2) Audible Taps spoon on 
respiration. plate. 

391 you going to open your eyes? (1 .5) Leans forward, 
puts hand on 
C's head. 

392 C [VOCALlSES1 
393 A you going to open your eyes? Strokes C's 

head. 

394 C (2) 
395 A you are (1) Stands back. 

12:36:00 396 right(1) Turns & picks 
up plate. 

397 drop of water Picks up cup. 
398 C (2) Puts spoon 

near C's mouth. 
399 Moves leg. 
400 (2) 
401 A a drop of water? (2) FeedsC. 0r19. 36 :11 
402 that's it (4) 
403 that's it (.) you doing well (1) Swallows. Puts cup down. 
404 C [vocalises] (0.5) 
405 A I got your favourite (.) there (.) look (3) Moves leg. Turns to table, 

picks up plate. 
406 your vanilla pudding (1) 
407 uh hmmm? (2) Mixes food. 
408 there (2) Feeds C. M15. 36:36 
409 °there y'aO (3) Feeds C. 
410 that's it (2) Moves leg. 
411 C o (vocalises1 0 

412 A that's it Mixes food. 
12:36:43 413 (6) Chews. Puts plate 

down. 
414 Looks at C. 
415 hmmm?(3) 
416 A you wanna have a rest? (1) Picks up CUP. 

417 C o [vocalises1" 
418 A you wanne have a rest? Leans face 

close to C. 
419 C t2t 
420 A YOU TIRED? 
421 alright (0.4) Moves leg Feeds C. Or20.37:01 

12:37:00 422 let's try a little bit of th is (3) 



423 there (1) Feeds C. 
424 C [vocalises1 
425 A uh hmmm (2) Stands back. 
426 that's it (0.5) Leans forward, 

removes 
excess food 
from around 
C's mouth. 

427 well done (30 
428 your doing well with the water (0.5) aren't Mixes food, 

gets cup from 
table. 

428b you? (1) 
429 C [vocalises) (2) 
430 A you're doing very well with the water Leans face 

close to C. 
12:37:20 431 (5) Unfolds oaoer. 

432 and that WipesC's 
cheek. 

433 C [vocalises] Mouth looks like 
smile. 

434 C (!wa/) ... 435 A (/wal) (2) Picks up plate. Imitates C, 
sliohtlv louder. 

436 I like that smile (0.4) 
437 here (1) Spoon to C's 

mouth. 

438 one mare (1) Feeds C. M16. 37:31 

439 that's it (3) 
440 Chews. 
441 now don't 00 to sleep (3) 

12:37:36 442 don't 00 to sleep 
443 (2) Taps plate, 

leans above C. 

444 not until you finish all your dinner (0.5) 
445 here (1) one more Feeds C. MH. 37:47 

12:37 :49 446 (2) Moves lea . 
447 one more 121 Chews. 
448 that's it (0.3) well done (3) Stands back & 

stirs food . 
449a will you let me know when vou've had 
449b enouah? 
450 C (2) Mixes food . 
451 A will you tell me (2) 
452 okay Stands back. 

12:38:00 453 I'll oive I YOU I 
454 C l vocJ alises I 
455a A l vou wilU (0 .2) 
455b alright (0.5) Feeds C. 18. 38 :04 
456 how will you tell me? 
457 C (2) 
458 C [coughs] Puts plate on 

table. 
459 A you go to sleep? (1) Places hand on 

C's shoulder. 
460 C [vocalises] (1) 
461 A you go to sleep? Leans closer to 

C. 
462 C (2) 
463 A yeah? Stands back. 
464 C (1 .5) 

12:38: 15 465 A alright (0.7) Strokes C's 
head. 

466 alrioht (0.4) 
467 alrioht (0.8) 
468 a drop of water? 
469 C (1 ) 
470 A a drop of water? 



471 C (1) 
472 A a drop of water? Feeds C. Dr21 .38:25 
473 C (2) 

~ 474 C O[vocalises]O C Vocal 474-
478. 

475 A that's it (2) 
476 A another drop 
477 (2) Moves leg. 
478 Touches spoon 

on C's tongue. 
12:38:30 479 A right 

480 (4) TapsC's 
shoulder. 

481 C [vocalises] TapsC's 
shoulder. 

~ 482 A Coffine? (1) Soft tone. 
~ 483 COffine? (1) SOft . 

464 A look at me 
485 C [vocalises] 
486 A look (1 .5) 
467 look (3) Moves leg. Leans forward 

with spoon. 
~ 468 othat's it ° (0.5) Feeds C. 'that' Is 

prolonged. 
Dr22.38:49 

12:38 :52 489 aright down° (0.5) 
490 aright downoJ2) Feads C. 
491 that's it (0 .3) Turns & puts 

c~ontable. 
492 you've done very well with the water 
493 (3) Chewing Picks up plate & 

turns to C. 
494 mmmm?(2) 

12:39:00 495 : vou (.) you've eaten all your potatoes Stirs food. 

496 (0.8) well done (0.4) Feeds C. M19.39:06 
497 mmmm?(3) Moves leg. 
498 there you are (4) Chews. 

~ 499 there you are (1) Removes 'there'ls 
excess food prolonged. 
from C's mouth. 

500 C [vocalises] (1) 
12:39:15 501 A that's it Removes 

excess. 
502 there you are (4) 

~ 503 there you are Taps spoon on To gain C's 
plate. attention? 

504 (4) Moves leg. Taps spoon. 
505 there (4) Puts spoon to 

C's mouth. 
506 uh hmmm (3) Feeds C. M20.39:21 

12:39:30 507 C I [vocalises1 1 
508 A Lthat's it (.) CorrineJ 
509 _you doing well (0.3) 
510 vou doing well 
511 (2) Moves leg. Rubs C's chin. 

~ 512 you doing very well (1) Moves leg. Wipes C's face Soothing tone . 
with tissue. 

12:39:41 ~ 513 you doing well (1) Wipes C's face. SoothinlL tone. 
~ 514 r you are doing well 1(0.5) Wipes C's face. Soothing tone. 

515 C i L [vocalises] J 
~ 516 A there you are (0.4) Tone of voice 

changes. 
517 right (2) Puts down 

tissue & picks 
up dessert from 
table. 

518 I think (1) 
519 I should give you your pudding~1) Touches C's 



shoulder as 
looks at her. 

520 A yeah? Opens 
container. 

521 C (1) 
522 A look (2) (how can I) Movesl~. 
523 should give you your pudding? Turns to get 

spoon. 
524 C (1 ) 

--. 525 A yeah? Faces C. 
526 C (3) T~s C's chin . 

12:40:00 527 A Corrine? 
526 C (6) Tongue Puts dessert 

movements. down. 
529 Watches C. 
530 A right? (0.6) Picks up cup. 
531 drop of water? (1) Feeds C. 0r23.40:11 
532 C 'f[vocallsesn" Movesl~. 
533 A L alright J (O.3) 
534 alriaht (0.3) alright (0.3) alrightjO.61 
535 drop of water? (2) 

12:40:15 536 C (voca lises 11 Puts cup down. 
537 A l that's ItJ (1) 
538 YOU like the waterJO.3) 
539 I think you like the water a lot 
540 (2) Turns to table. 
541 right (1 .5) Picks up object 

from table. 
542 let's try (1) 

--. 543 oops sorry (1) Faces table. Knocks 
something over 
on table. 

544 let's try (1) Faces C. 
545 let's try yourlpudding I Moves leg. 

546 C LrvocalisesJJ 
547 A "alright (.) there y'a" (1) Feeds C. 001.40:29 
548 let's try your pudding 
549 you like your pudding don't you? Chews. 

12:40:30 550 C (5) Chews. Watches C. 
551 A right 
552 (7) Chews. Watches C. 
553 that's right (1) Audible 

chewing . 
12:40:46 554 A you like I your puddina don't~ou?J 

555 C L [vocalises] J 
556 A YOU like Lour pudding here 
557 (2) Moves leg . 
556 Feeds C. 002,40:50 
559 that's it (0 .3) that's it (3) Swallows. 
560 that's it (3) 
561 that's it (4) 

12:41 :01 562 that's it (1 .5) Strokes C's 
head. 

563 now you going to open your eyes? Taps side of C's 
head. 

564 C (2) 
565 C "[vocalises1" Moves leg. 
566 A urn hmmm (2) 
567 C "[vocalises]" (2) 
566 A there you are Corrine (3) Feeds. 083. 41:15 

12:41 :15 569 that's (0.3Jthere (3) 
--. 570 right (1 .5) To camera. 

571 one more (.) one more (3) Stirs food . 
572 one more (3) 
573 okay Puts spoon to 

C's mouth. 
574 C [vocalisesi Closes mouth. 
575 Moves l~. Turns to table. 



576 A right (1) Puts pot down. 
12:41 :31 577 I think we're gonna ha\le to be careful 

578 here now(21 huh? 
579 we better be careful r here Corrine 1 Picks up water 

& turns to C. 
580 C L [\localises] J 
581 A yeah? (1) Feeds C. 0r24. 41 :38 
582 let's try bit of water (1) 
583 C O[\localise~ 
584 A uh 
585 let's ha\le a bit of water (1) 
586 there you are (0.2) Pushes excess 

into C's mouth. 
587 that's it (3) 
588 "that's it 0(1) Swallows. 

12:41 :45 589 a little bit more~ Feeds C. 0r25. 41 :61 
590 make sure it's all gone down (0.5) veah? 
591 C [\localises] (1) MO\les leg. 
592 A because you keep it there don't you? (2) Touches C's 

throat. Puts cup 
on table. 

593 A huh? (1) Puts both 
hands on C's 
arm. 

594 C [(snores?)] 
12:42:00 595 C [\localisetl 

596 A vou keep it therelO.3) 
597 okay (.) let' wipe your 1 mouth 1 Wipes C's 

mouth with 
tissue. 

-. 598 C L (\localJ Ises] 1 MO\les hand. Wipes C's Vocalises for 1 
mouth. sec. 

599 A Lthat's itl I.l 
600 that's it (.) that's it (0.8) here y'a (0.5) Puts tissue on 

C's chest. 
601 C (\localises) 
602 A okay (2) Chews food . Picks up 

dessert. 
603 right (2) Stirs food. 
604 right (3) Moves lea. 
605 C I1 [\localises) 1 

12;4:15 606 A Ila little bit moreJ (1) Chews food. Feeds C. 004. 42:16 
607 that's it (6) Watches C. 
608 that's it (0.3) you doing \lery well (4) Stirs food . 
609 C O[\localises]O 

12:42:30 610 A yes? 
611 C [(snores?)) Small leg Watches t . Lasts 5 secs. 

mO\lements. 
612 Leans close to 

C & strokes 
side offace. 

613 A you mustn 't~o to sleeJ'lll 
614 okay (.) vou're no~oingto l sleep 1 
615 C l!\localises]J 
616 A (1) I think (2.5) Feeds C. Oe5. 42:41 
617 C r [vocalisesl 1 
618 A Lyou're just enjoying itJ (0.2) 

12:42:45 619 yes Puts dessert on 
table. 

620 C [\localises] Picks up water. 
621 A rioht Turns to C . 
622 (1 ) Strokes C's 

face on both 
cheeks. 

623 C [\localises) (2) 
624 A okay (2) 
625 okay (q) 
626 alright (1) Wipes C's face. 



627 okay (2) 
628a now I'll give you some more water now Holds spoon 

ready to feed. 
628b (2) 
629 C [vocalises) 

12:43:00 630 A I'll give you some more water (1) Feeds C. Dr26. 42:59 
631 right (0.3) bite it 
632 C O[vocalises)O (3) Bites spoon. Removes 

spoon. 
633 A mm hmmm?(3) 
634 a 1it1le bit of more water? Feeds C small 

amount? 
635 C (3) 
636 A that's it (0.3) well done (2) Feeds C. 0r27.43:14 
637 C [vocalises) 

12:43:15 638 A that's it 
639 (4) Moves leg. Stirs spoon In 

cup. 
640 Stands back. 

~ 641 A how you doing? Spoken slightly 
louder. 

642 C (2) 
643 A Corrine? Leans dose to 

C & places 
hand under her 
neck. 

644 C O[vocalises)O Opens eyes & Turns C's head 
turns head to A. towards him. 

645 A how vou doinQ? 
~ 646 C [xxx)(1) More defined 

svllables. 
647 A yeah? (1) 

~ 648 C [vocalises) (1) Leans close to Vocal for (3). 
C. 

12:43 :30 649 A va' doina well (1) Smiles 
650 C I [vocalises) l Removes hand 

from C's neck & 
picks 
Spoon up. 

651 A l uhhhh? J (3) 
-. 652 okay (1) Stirs cup. Slow, soothing 

tone. 
~ 653a right (0 .3) I'll just give you some more Feeds C. Tone becomes 

faster. 
Or28. 43:35 

653b water (2) 
654 C [vocalises) I Moves leg. 
655 A that's it (.) that's itJ 
656 2) Chews food . Stirs noisilv. 
657 C · (x)· 
658 A now C.) you drunk all this water (0.2) Feeds C. Dr29.43:43 

12:43 :45 659 that was nice (1) 
660 that was good (0.2) 
661 yeah 
662 (9) Chews food. Puts cup on 

table. 
663 Watches C. 
664 Picks up cup. 
665 Feeds C 

excess from 
around her 
mouth. 

666 A um hmmm?(2) 
667 C O[vocalises1° 
668 A that's it (1) 
669 one more (4) Feeds C. Or30. 44:00 

12:44 :03 670 · that's it" (1) 
671 right(l) PuIs cup down 



picks up 
dessert. 

672 let's try (.) just one more spoonful (2) Faces C? 
673 C f[{slurps))l Sucks food off Feeds C? 

spoonlwind? 
~ 674 A L ooh J (4) Chews food A's tone sounds 

surprised. 
12:44:15 675 that was a good one (2) Feeds C. Oe6.44:18 

676 C f O[vocalises]o] 
677 A L °there you are· J (2) 
678 okay (1) Turns & puts 

dessert on 
table. 

679 C [vocalises] Moves leg. 
680 (5) Audible Re-arranges 

expiration & objects on 
moves leg. table. 

681 Picks up cup & 
faces C. 

682 C f O(vocalises1° I 
683 A L right J (3) Touches C's 

arm? 
12:44:30 684 okay (2) Touches C's 

shoulder. 
685 Corrine? Taps C's 

shoulder. 
686 C (1 ) Food at front of 

mouth. 
687 A can you swallow that before I go now Chews food . Points to C's Or31.44:38 

mouth, scrapes 
away excess 
with spoon. 

~ 688 (0.2) because I will not (2) leave you (3) 'Leave'is 
prolonged. 

689 with a mouthful (1) Moves leg. 
690 like that Stands back . 

12:44:45 691 YEAH? 
692 C (4) Chews food . Watches C. 
693 A right? Stirs cup. 
694 C I [vocalises] I 
695 A Lmm hmm?J(2) Feeds C. Or32.44:51 
696 C O(vocalises]O (2) 
697 A okay Wipes C's 

mouth. 
12:45:00 698 (8) Chews food . Watches C. 

699 Puts cup on 
table. 

700 Leans close to 
C. 

701 A are you going to sleep now? Puts hand 
under C's chin. 

702 C [vocalises] 
703 A you are (2) Wipes C's 

mouth. 
704 are you? Wipes C's 

mouth. 
705 C (3) 
706 A okay (0.8) Taps C's 

shoulder. 
707 I'll go and get a wet (2) Walks out of 

shot. 
708 "towelo 
709 (11 ) Asleep? Noises of 

moving objects. 
~ 710 Approaches C. Back in shot. 

711 A okay Wipes C's 
mouth. 

712 (5) Puts towel on 



table. 
713 Wipes C with 

tissue. 
12:45:30 714 A right (1) 

715 I think you've done very well Wipes C's 
mouth. 

716 C '[vocalises]' (1) 
717 A 'you've been r good 
716 C "I..rvocal ises} 1"_ 

--+ 719 A . yesJ Prolonged. 
720 I think you've enjoyed your foodjO .~ Turns to table. 
721 didn't you? 
722 C (1 ) 
723 A yes? Leans close to 

C. 
724 C (1 ) 
725 A yes? Smiles at C. 
726 C [(burp?») 
727 C (1) Moves leg. Pushes table 

out of shot. 
12:45:45 726 A yes? (1) Pulls sides of 

bed up. 
729 well you burped (2) Smiles & pulls 

sides of bed up, 

730 C (vocalises] Leans close to 
C & puts hand 
on C's 
shoulder. 

731 [burps) 
--+ 732 A that's it (1) Smiles and rubs Soothing tone, 

C's chest. 
733 you burped (0.6) Rubs and 

tickles side of 

C's face. 
734 C [vocalises) (4) 
735 A yes (1) Rubs C's 

cheek. 
--+ 736 thank you Rubs C's More alert tone. 

cheek. 
737 C I [vocalises] 1 
736 A Lsay thank youJ (1) 
739 say thank you (1) 
740 okay Taps C's chest. 
741 C [vocalises} Moves leg. 
742 A okay (0.8) bye (1) Walks out of 

shot. 
12:46:00 743 I'll see you in a minute 

744 
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TRANSCRIPTION OF 06/E 

Subjects: Patient 'Irene/Mrs xx' (I) and Member of staff'Alan' (A) 
Others: Member of staff 'Si man' (S); Member of staff (X); Camera Operator (0) 
Sample date: 20.7 .99 

Transcription length: 14 minutes 
Counter times: start 12:51 :30 end 13:05:30 
Transcriber: JO 

Comment from transcriber: NO SOUND UNTIL 12:52:00. JO. 

Meal summary: 
Main Meal (M) = 
Dessert (De) = 
Drink (Or) = 

18 mouthfuls 
13 mouthfuls 
4 mouthfuls 

Comment from transcriber: Throughout this transcript. it is not fully apparent whether I's eyes are open all the time. 
However, due to the poor lighting and the comments made by A tell ing I to open her eyes, t am assuming that her eyes 
are open most of the time unless stated. Note that this problem also makes it difficult to tell when A is looking at I. JO. 

Counter line Spe talk Na~tive Narrative staff Comments 
time (as no aker patient 
on 
screen) 
Scene -+ 000 In chair. Is sitting by I's Feeding has 
12:51 :30 side. commenced. 

No sound. 

001 Gives I a M1 .61:60 
spoonful. 

002 Chews food . Waits while she 
eats food . 

003 Says something 
to I as he 
prepares next 
spoonful. 

12:51 :50 004 Gives I a 
spoonful. 

005 Says something 
to I. glancing at 
camera at 
beginning of 
sentence. 

12:52:00 006 Swallows Says something Sound starts , 
previous to I. so first part of 
mouthful. sentence not 

heard. 
007 Opens eyes 

and looks at A. 
008 A hmm (0.2) that's it there Opens mouth Raises spoon M2.52:10 

for food. to I's mouth. 
009 (4 .0) 
010 A that's it Eats spoonful. 
011 (2 .0) 
012 A that's it Chews. 
013 (2 .8) 

12:52:17 014 A that's it (0 .9) Taps spoon on 
plate twice. 

015 there we are (.) there we are (.) Looks at plate. 
016 there we are (.) 
017 there we go Opens mouth Feeds I a M3 . 52:23 

for food. spoonful. 
018 (3.1 ) 
019 A that's right Closes eves. Looks away. 
020 (2.1 ) Puts spoon 

down. 
021 A let's wipe your mouth here a litile bit (0.3) Opens eyes. Reaches for a 

tissue and 
wipes I's mouth. 

12:52:31 022 we'lI keep this here shall we (Looks towards Puts tissue 
where A is between arm of 



putting tissue?) chair and I's 
arm. Has 
difficulty as it 
doesn't stay so 
tries to put it 
somewhere out 
of shot. 

023 I (0.7) 
024 A we'll keep this here (0.4) hm? Unable to put ~ 

out of shot so 
balances it on 
arm of chair. 

025 I (1 .6) Tissue falls off, 
so re-balances 
It. 

026 A right Picks up spoon. 
~ 027 (5.6) Makes small Lifts plate closer I possibly 

(chewing?) to I's mouth (not grinding teeth 
Movements uncomfortably not chewing . 
with mouth. close) and 

prepares next 
mouthful. 

12:52:43 028 A now you know (0.8) Corrine over there? Feeds I a M4.li2:45 
spoonful. 

029 I (1 .2) Takes spoonful. 
030 A she ate all hers Chews. Glances over 

back of I's 
chair. 

031 I (2.9) Chews. Puts elbow on 
knee and looks 
at camera, then 
at I. 

032 A would you believe it? Chews, Mixes food . 
033 I (1 .8) Chews. Mixes food . 
034 A she did Chews. Mixes food . 

035 (2.4) Chewing Prepares next 
movements not spoonful. 
so obvious. 

036 A (x) Lifts spoonful to 
I's mouth. 

037 (6.5) Moves head Attempts to 
backwards. feed I. 

~ 038 I does not take Possibly stili 
spoonful. has food in 

mouth or not 
aware that A Is 
ready with 
another 
spoonful. 

039 Looks at I with 
mock 
annoyance at 
her not taking 
mouthful. 

040 Licks her lips 
twice, and 
continues 
chewing 
movemenls. 

041 A mmhm 
042 (3.3) Removes some 

food from the 
bottom of the 
spoon. 

12:53:07 043 A there we go Tentatively tries 
to feed I again. 

044 (5.4) I takes the MS, 53:10 
spoonful. 

045 Starts chewing . Looks behind 
him over right 



shoulder to a 
passing 
member of 
staff. 

~ 046 Scomes Into 
shot, and Is 
approximately 
2·3 metres 
away. 

047 A (/dzel) (.) Simon Continues to Turns to look at 
chew. S over left 

shoulder. 
048 S (0.7) yeah As above 
049 A (0.2) can you do me a favour there? As above Looks back at 

plate and mixes 
food. 

050 S yeah (.) yes As above 
~ 051 A (.) you know that door? (0.5) you know As above Stilllooklng at S approaches 

plate and the back of I's 
mixing food . chair, out of her 

view. 
052 (0.2) it's windy (.) she can feel it here As above, and As above 

swallows 
12:53:21 053 S (0.3) which door? 

054 A (0.3) that door Looks away 
from pate and 
tilts head to 
Indicate a door 
behind him over 
his left 
shoulder. 

055 S oh yeah (.) (x) r (x) 1 Looks back at 
plate and 
continues 
mixing food. 

056 A LyeahJ Looks at plate 
and mixes food . 

057 (0.6) As above 
058 A that's why (lshf u:1) I As above 
059 S lit's shut (0.3) the (x) shutJ As above 
060 (.) As above 
061 A it's shut? As above 
062 S (.) yeah (.) of course As above 
063 (0.2) 
064a A well some wind is coming from Licks lips. Looks up from Probably at 

plate and over another 
I's chair and Qosslble oQen 
continues to door/Window? 
mix food . 

064b somewhere 
~ 065 S r (is it) that door? I S points to 

another door In 
the direction 
that A had just 
looked in . 

066 A U'm sorry (0.6) it's okay (0.6) Continues to 
mix food . and 
prepares a 
spoonful. 

067 okay (.) ('open your mouth' ) Holds spoon to 
I's mouth. 

068 (2.1) Takes spoonful. Feeds I a M6.53:33 
spoonful. 

069 A mmhm 
070 ( 7.0) Starts chewing . Looks at I. 
071 ContInues to Puts spoon 

chew. down and 
scratches 
eyebrow. 
Continues 10 



look at I. 
072 As above. 

-+ 073 Taps I's Queried 
(hand?). because I's 

hand is out of 
shot. but is the 
most likely 
choice. 

074 Opens eyes. 
12:53:41 075 A (you going) to open (your) eyes? Looks at A. Looks at I, and 

nods head. 
076 I (0.9) mmm Continues stllllooklng at I. 

chewing 
movement. 

077 A C.) you are As above. 
078 (2 .1) Looks back to 

plate. 
-+ 079 A alright (0.2) here we go Picks up spoon o enters shot 

and prepares and stands 
spoonful. behind I's chair 

to move the 
microphone 
further away 
from I's hair. 

080 (4 .3) Feeds I. M7,63:60 
081 Takes mouthful. 
082 A mmhm Uses spoon to 

catch some 
food below I's 
lip. 

083 (2.0) Chews. Sits back. 
12:53:54 -+ 084 A you didn't sleep very well last night? Chews. o moves away 

from chair and 
out of shot. 

085 I (1 .1 ) As above. Leans forward. 

086 As above. Puts left elbow 
on left knee 
therefore 
moving plate 
closer to I's 
mouth. 

087 A Mrs. )(X? As above. 
088 I . (2.7) Stops chewing . Prepares food . 
089 A Mrs. )(X (1 .6) did you sleep alright last Feeds I, but 

falls . 
090 night? Keeps mouth 

closed therefore 
doesn't take 
mouthful. 

091 Starts chewing Puts spoon 
again. down. 

092 I (3.1) (Taps I on the 
(hand/arm?) -
hard to see 
because out of 
shot) 

093 A did you? Stops chewing . Puts hand back 
on spoon. 

094 I (1 .9) 
095 A there you are Tries to feed 

spoonful again. 
096 (2.8) Doesn't take Fails again . 

mouthful 
(possibly 
asleep?). 

097 Puts spoon 

12:54 :12 098 A 
down. 

Mrs. )(X Makes chewing Looks at I and 
movements taps her just 
with mouth. below her right 



shoulder. 
099 I (1 .2) As above. 
100 A did you sleep well last night? As above. Places hand 

back on spoon. 
101 I (3 .2) [grunts) (Unsure if I 

made this 
sound or if it 
was 
background 
noise?) 

102 A you did? Still making 
chewing 
movements. 

103 I (1 .2) As above. 
104 A [grunts) As above. Feeds I. M8.54:23 
105 Tilts head back 

slightly and 
takes spoonful. 

106 (5.8) Chews. Places spoon 
back on Dlate. 

12:54:27 107 A there vou are As above. Looklna at I. 
108 (4.0) As above. As above. 

109 A do you like the carrots? Looks down at Prepares more 
plate. food. 

110 I (3.0) Taps spoon on 
Dlate twice. 

111 A do you like the carrots? Prepares food. 
112 I (0.2) As above. 
113 A there we go Opens mouth in As above. 

anticipation of 
food . 

114 (2.5) Feeds I. M9.54:39 
115 A mmm Takes spoonful. 
116 (5.5) Puts spoon 

down. 

12:54 :43 117 A let's give it a wipe (.) Looks towards Picks up tissue 
where A gets from arm of 
tissue from . chair - out of 

shot. 
118 let's give your mouth a wipe here Puts head back Wipes I's 

asAwipes mouth. 
mouth. 

119 (2.0) Wipes aaain . 
120 A that's it (Moves li[1s?) Puts tissue 

back on arm of 
chair - out of 
shot. 

121 (4.1) Sits back. 
122 Picks UD spoon. 
123 A mmm Mixes food. 
124 (3 .6) Prepares 

spoonful. 
12:54 :56 125 A there we QO Irene Feeds I. 

126 Keeps mouth 
shut therefore 
doesn't take 
spoonful. 

127 (2.3) Puts spoon 
down. 

128 A Irene (Taps I's 
arm/hand?) -
out of shot. 

129 I (0.9) 
130 A wake up (.) hm? No obvious Picks up spoon. 

response to A's Is looking at 
taps on her her. 
hand. 

131 (8 .6) Feeds I. M10.55:02 
132 Takes half a 

spoonful. 



133 Puts spoon 
down. 

134 Sits back. 
135 Places hand on 

spoon. 
136 A one more Lifts up spoon 

with other half 
of mouthful to 
I's mouth. 

137 (3.7) Doesn't take 
spoonful. 

138 Puts spoon 
down. 

139 Taps I's right 
shoulder. 

140 A one more Moves hand 
backto~on . 

141 (1 .9) Picks spoon up M11.55:15 
and feeds I. 

12:55:16 142 A that's better Takes spoonful. 
143 (5.1) Mixes food . 
144 A that's better As above. 
145 (2.7) Prepares 

~oonful. 
146 A isn't It? Looks at I. 
147 I (1 .6) Lifts ~oon . 
148 Gets a bit more 

food on It. 
149 A there you go Takes a bit off 

the spoon. 
150 (1 .9) Holds spoon 

approximately 
10 cm from I's 
mouth. 

12:55:30 151 A Irene? 

152 I (10.9) Moves spoon 
closer to I's 
mouth. 

153 Taps her right 
side with the 

JlIate twice. 
154 Feeds I. M12.55:33 
155 Takes food . 
156 Uses spoon to 

clear food from 
under I's 
bottom lip. 

157 Puts spoon 
down. 

158 Sits back and 
watches I. 

159 A mmhm Picks ~~oon . 
160 (6.3) Still chewing Mixes food . 

food . 
12:55:48 161 A there we go Prepares 

mouthful. 
162 (6 .3) Lifts to I's 

mouth to feed 
her. 

163 Continues to Holds spoon at 
chew previous I's mouth (up to 
mouthful. 3 seconds) 

probably 
touching her 
lips to indicate 
food is there. 

164 Takes spoonful. M13. 55:53 
165 A mmm Uses spoon to 

clear food from 
around 1'5 



mouth. 
166 (6.4) Puts spoon 

down. 
167 Picks up tissue. 
168 Wipes I's 

mouth. 
169 Sits back and 

looks at I. 
170 A here you want to wipe your mouth? Puts tissue I's hand out of 

(into/next to?) shot. 
I's hand. 

171 I (.) Tilts head Continues as 
forward to look above. 
at where A is 
putting tissue. 

172 A here you are Continues as 
above. 

173 ( 0.9) Puts head back 
on back of 
armchair. 

12:56:04 174 A you do it 
175 (1 .1 ) 
176 A you do it Helps I lift hand 

to mouth. 
177 (0 .9) 1 resists and 

appears to want 
to have her 
hand back on 
the armrest. 

178 A here (.) you wipe your mouth Forces hand Forces I's hand 
back down onto up to her mouth 
arm of chair. more, and voice 

becomes 
strained. 

179 (0.5) Places hand 
back down on 
arm of chair. 

180 A go on Taps I's arm as 
if to help her lift 
it off the arm 
chair, but 
without forcing 
her. 

181 (3 .9) Picks up spoon. 
182 Prepares 

mouthful. 
183 A come on (0.3) Lifts spoon off 

plate slightly. 
184 Puts it down 

again briefly. 
185 you wipe your mouth (0.2) hm Lifts spoonful 

off plate 
towards I's 
mouth. 

186 (4.1) Feeds I. M14. 56:15 
187 Chews. 
188 Puts spoon 

down. 
189 A here (.) you can wipe your mouth (0 .2) Pushes I's hand 

(holding the 
tissue) towards 
her mouth. 

190 yourself 
191 I (.) [groans which becomes a laugh] Tilts head back 

in chair and 
begins to put 
hand down onto 
arm of chair. 



12:56:22 192 A that's it (.) that's it Chews. Rubs top of I's 
right arm. 

193 (4 .6) Puts arm back Looks over 
on rest of chair. back of 

armchair. 
194 Places hand on 

his knee. 
195 Chews. Picks u~ ~oon . 
196 A mmhm · Mixes food 
197 (5.2) · Prepares 

spoonful. 
196 · Puts spoon 

down 
199 · 
200 Mouth held 

open (as if 
asleep?). 

201 A Irene? 
202 I (1 .0) Moves mouth in Still looking at I. 

response to 
~eech. 

203 A Mrs.xx? Licks lips. 
204 I (2.4) Looks at plate. 
205 Picks up spoon 

again . 
12:56:37 206 A mmhm Lifts spoon to 

I's mouth. 
207 (10.4) Holds spoon 

outside I's 
mouth briefly, 

206 Takes food. Feeds I. M16.66:67 
209 Chews Uses spoon to 

clear food from 
around mouth. 

210 · Puts spoon 
down. 

211 · Leans back in 
chair still 
100kir1~at I. 

212 · Leans forward 
and picks up 
~oon . 

213 A nowyou like your carrots too don't10u? · Mixes food . 
214 I .(2.0) Licks lips. · 
215 A sweet Prepares 

spoonful. 
216 A (0.8) yeah Lifts spoonful 

off plate. 
217 (4.3) Takes mouthful. Feeds I. 

12:56:58 218 A mmhm Chews. Puts spoon 
back to ~ate. 

219 (4 .0) · Prepares next 
spoonful. 

220 A (alrioht) · · 
221 (9.8) · · 
222 · Looks at I 

(possibly 
notices some 
food around her 
mouth}, .... 223 Looks towards Takes tissue Unsure if hand 

her (hand?) from I's left or not as out of 
Where tissue is. hand to puts it shot. 

to her mouth. 
224 I [groans for 5.0 seconds] Opens mouth Puts the tissue 

wide. back in her 
hand. 

225 Immediately 
picksit~ 



a~ain . 
226 Touches I's 

right shoulder 
with it . 

227 (xx) 
228 IOmmmol Moves head Wipes I's 

side to side mouth. 
away from 
tissue. 

12:57:19 229 A l alright J then 
230 (1 .9) Places the 

tissue back out 
01 shot. 

231 I [laughs) Looks at plate. Picks up 
~oonful . 

232 (1 .1 ) Takes it to I's 
mouth. 

233 Suddenly 
moves the 
spoonful away 
when I laughs 
louder. 

234 A (xx) 
235 I [laughs) Still laughing Feeds I. M17.57:28 

whilst being fed . 
236 (1 .2) Places head Sits back 

back against watching I. 
head rest on 
chair. 

237 A °mmo Chews. · 
236 (3 .9) · · 
239 Swallows food. · 
240 A there we go Prepares next 

spoonlul. 

241 (4.3) Chews. · 
242 Lifts spoonlul to 

I's mouth. 
12:57:39 243 A Irene Holds spoonful 

outside I's 
mouth . 

244 I (0.2) · 
245 A there · 
246 (1 .5) Takes load. Feeds I. M18. 57:41 
247 A that's it Chews. Uses spoon to 

clear food from 
around mouth . 

248 (3 .7) · Puts spoon 
back onto 
empty plate. 

249 · Adjusts I's 
apron on her 
right shoulder. 

250 · Attempts to put 
plate out of 
shot, but 
doesn't. 

251 I [(aur ghs1 1 · Stands~ 
252 A Lalright J · Strokes I's 

head once. 
253 (4.1) Turns away 

from I. 
254 Puts plate down 

out of shot. 
~ 255 Picks up cup of NB. The cup 

water out of has a drinking 
shot. spout on it. 

256 Begins to turn 
back to I. 



257 A okay (.) let's have a drop of water Faces I again, 
but stays 
standino . 

258 (1 .1 ) Moves cup 
towards I's 
mouth. 

259 I [groans] Pulls cup away 
as a reaction to 
helQroan. 

260 (0.2) Picks up tissue 
from arm of 
chair. 

12:57:56 261 A drop of water Takes tissue to 
I's mouth. 

262 (1 .9) Wipes I's mouth 
with left hand. 

263 A a drop of watar (.) drop of water Swaps tissue to 
right hand and 
cUfl to left hand. 

264 Wipes the other 
side ofl's 
mouth. 

265 (0.7) 
266 I ~aughs] Still wiping 

mouth. 
267 A mmm Puts tissue 

down on I's 
apron. 

268 (1 .1) 
269 A there we go Swaps cup 

back to right 
hand. 

270 (.) Moves left hand 
behind I's head 
to support it 

when giving her 
a drink. 

271 a drop of water Moves cup to 
I's mouth. 

272 (7.4) Waits outside 
I's mouth 
briefly. 

273 Takes a drink. Or1 , 56:05 
274 Pulls cUP away. 
275 Makes chewing Removes left 

movements. hand from her 
shoulder. 

276 . Swaps cup to 
left hand. 

277 Opens eves. 
278 mmhm Picks up tissue 
279 (3.5) Looks down at Wipes I's mouth 

A's hand. 
12:58:15 280 another drop of water () (heh?) Swaps cup to 

right hand. 
281 Puts left hand 

back on I's right 
shoulder. 

282 (2 .5) Attempts to 
Qive I a drink. 

283 okay Doesn't take Leans back and 
the water. brings cup 

away from I's 
mouth. 

284 (1 .3) 
285 drop of water Takes cup back 

to mouth. 
286 (3 .8) Takes a drink. Or2.58:23 
287 that's it Swallows. Removes cup 

from I's mouth . 



288 (1.4) Sits down in 
chair. 

289 do you want to hold it? Moves cup 
towards I's left 
hand. 

290 (2.1) Manoeuvres I's 
fingers to put 
cup in her hand. 

291 wantl to I . 
292 I L[laughs]J 

. 
293 (.) 

12:58 :33 294 A alright (.) you hold it r for me 1 Carefully takes 
hands away 
from her 
holding the cup. 

295 I L!lauQhslJ 
296 (1 .9) Stands up. 
297 Turns away 

from I. 
298 A 'you hold it for me' 
299 (1 .8) Gets pudding 

from out of 
shot. 

300 Turns back 
round to face I. 

301 A there Sits down. 
302 (1 .2) Leans forward. 
303 you like your pudding (here)? Makes chewing Stirs food . 

movements. 
304 I (2.3) Prepares 

spoonful. 
305 A just taste it ( ) see if you like it Lifts spoon off 

plate. 

306 (1 .5) Lifts spoon to 
I's mouth. 

307 A [grunts] Licks lips. 
308 (3.5) Takes spoonful. 001.58:47 
309 Sits back and 

looks at I. 
12:58:50 310 A yeah? 

311 I (1 .6) Swallows. Looks at plate. 
312 A try a bit of jam? (0.2) [grunt] Lifts spoonful. 
313 I (9.3) Spoonful to I's 

mouth . 
314 Takes food . 002.58:56 
315 Chews. Holds spoon 

back over plate . 
316 Mixes food . 
317 Prepares 

spoonful. 
318 A a little bit of jam? Lifts spoon off 

plate. 
319 I (2.0) Swallows. Puts it back 

down. 
12:59:06 320 A you QoinQ to open your eyes? Sits back. 

321 Touches I's 
(knee?). 

322 I (0 .8) [ahh/ hh) I Picks up spoon. 
323 A L(alriQhtJ.) alright (.) alriQhtlJ Puts it down. 
324 look (.) look Taps I's right 

shoulder. 
325 (1 .5) Licks lips. 
326 A [grunts] . 
327 (0 .6) Picks up spoon 
328 I [laughs] Feeds I. 0&3.59:17 
329 Takes mouthful 

whilst stili 



laughing. 
330 (12.3) Chews. Leans back. 
331 Looks over I's 

chair. 
332 Mixes food. 
333 Leans forward . 
334 Picks up 

~oonful. 
335 Licks lips. Drops spoon 

into pudding (!J 
if hot?), 

336 Picks~oon ~ 
337 Prepares 

mouthful. 
12:59:29 338 A there we go Catches 

dripping food . 
339 (7.3) Lifts spoon 

partly towards 
I's mouth. 

340 Opens mouth. Stands up-I 
assume to 
make feeding 
easier-and 
moves bowt 
closer to I's 
mouth. 

341 Takes food, but Feeds I Oe4,69:32 
doesn't look spoonful. 
awake. 

342 Uses spoon to 
clear food from 
J's mouth. 

343 Puts spoon 
down into bowl. 

344 Picks up tissue 
from arm of 
chair, out of 
shot. 

345 A Irene Wipes I's 
mouth. 

346 I (1 .0) . 
347 A open your eyes Still wiping I's 

mouth. 
-+ 348 (1 .5) Brings head Unsure if head 

forward very is moved 
slightly. forward due to 

her responding 
to her name/a 
request, or if it 
is moved whilst 
her mouth is 
being wiped . 

12:59:40 349 A open your eyes Puts tissue 
down. 

350 Pats her right 
shoulder. 

351 I (.) [groans/Jaughs] Picks up spoon. 
352 Prepares 

mouthful. 
353 (0.7) Takes spoon to 

I's mouth. 
354 A hmm Feeds I. Oe5.59:49 
355 I [laughs] Takes mouthful 

whilst laughing. 
12:59:55 356 A mmm Chews. 

357 (4.8) . Mixes food . 
358 Prepares 

mouthful. 
359 mmhm . 



360 (3.9) . Picks up spoon. 
361 Sits down and 

takes spoon 
towards I's 
mouth. 

362 A (x) (there) . 
363 (7.3) Takes food . Feeds I. Oe6.13:00:04 
364 Chews. Holds spoon 

over bowl. 
365 Turns head and 

looks at A. 
13:00:09 366 A that was nice wasn't it? 

367 I (1 .3) 
368 A that was nice wasn't it (x)? 
369 I (.) paughsl Prepares 

spponful. 
370 (0.5) 
371 A it was yeah (.) that's it (.) 
372 good Lifts spoon to 

I's mouth. 
373 (5.4) Moves head 

back slightly as 
if not wanting 
the food. She 
is making 
chewing 
movements 
with her mouth 
- possibly 
swallowing 
saliva. 

374 Brings spoon 
back towards 
plate and 
catches a drip. 

375 Lifts spoon to 
I's mouth again. 

376 Takes mouthful. Oe7.00:19 
377 Clears food 

outside mouth 
with~oon . 

378 A that's it Tiny chews. 
379 (1 .8) Swallows food . 

13:00:23 380 A mmm (.)Iook Puts spoon in 
bowl. 

381 (1 .0) Moves bowl 
doserto I's 
face as if to 
show her what 
is In it, and 
mixes food . 

382 A what is it? Looks towards Prepares 
bowl. spoonful. 

383 I (0 .8) [laughs/groans) Looks towards 
her knee. 

384 A what is this? Holds spoon 
above bowl . 

385 I (0 .7) · 
386 A tapioca · 
387 I (1 .6) · 
388 A tapioca puddino (0.4) yes? · 
389 I (0.6) Moves mouthful 

to I's mouth. 
390 A lorunts] · 
391 (2.4) Takes mouthful. De8.00:37 

13:00:38 392 A that's it 
393 (6.6) Mixes food . 
394 Swallows · 

mouthful. 



395 Prepares 
s2..oonful. 

396 A mmhm Holds spoon 
above bowl. 

397 (1 .0) 
398 A Irene 
399 I (1 .3) Looks at bowl. 
400 A there we go 
401 (2.9) Lifts spoon to 009. 00:50 

1'5 mouth. 
13:00:51 402 A that's it Clears residue 

round mouth 
with~oon . 

403 (3.0) Chews. 
404 that was nice wasn't it? Mixes food . 
405 I (1 .7) 
406 A huh? Prepares 

spoonful. 
407 I (2.0) · 
408 A do you like that? · 
409 I (1 .1 ) · 
410 A do you like the tapioca pudding? Lifts spoon to 

I's mouth. 
411 I (0.9) Takes mouthful. 0010.01 :03 
412 A °ohho Scrapes plate 

to prepare 
another 
mouthful. 

413 (1 .6) · 
13:01 :06 414 A °mmmo Chews. · 

415 (5 .5) Chews and 
licks lips. 

416 A look (0.2) one more Holds spoon up 
to show I the 

'last ~oonful' . 

417 (3.9) Turns head Begins to lift 
towards spoon to i's 
spoonful. mouth. 

418 A mmhm Takes spoonful. 0 011. 01 :16 
419 (5.9) Prepares 

spoonful. 
420 Puts spoon in 

bowl. 
13:01 :24 421 A yes 

422 (1 .7) Picks up spoon. 
423 Lifts to I's 

mouth. 
424 A there (you) go · 
425 (2 .2) Feeds I. 0 012. 01:27 
426 A mmm Takes mouthful. 
427 (3.0) Chews. Prepares 

mouthful. 
428 A °done very we 11° . Leans forward. 
429 (1 .1) Swallows. Tips contents of 

food back into 
bowl. 

430 A O(x) done very weilO Prepares 
spoonful again. 

431 (1 .3) Licks lips . · 
432 A there we go . Lifts spoon off 

bowl. 
433 (1.71 
434 A there we go Holds food 

outside I's 
mouth . 

435 (3 .0) Doesn't take 
food. 



436 Puts spoon 
back in bowl. 

13:01 :42 437 A can we give you a drop of water? Eyes follow A's Moves hand to 
hand, therefore cup in I's hand 
head turns. (partly out of 

sho!1 
438 I (1 .1 ) Holds onto cUQ. 
439 A look Takes it out of 

I's hand. 
440 I (1 .3) Lifts it to I's 

mouth . 
441 A there . 

~ 442 (5.8) Puts spout into Unsure if I 
I's mouth. takes any water 

-due to A's 
next comment. 

443 A (x) drink it Tips cup up 
again . 

444 (5.7) Takes some Or3,01:48 
water. 

445 Pulls cup away. 
446 Swallows. 

13:01 :58 447 A and one more Moves cup 
back to I's 
mouth. 

448 (10.9) Doesn't open Unsuccessful at 
mouth. getting spout in 

I's mouth. 
449 Tries again with 

success. 
450 Takes two or Or4.02:06 

three gulps. One? 
451 Takes cup 

away 
452 A mmm Moves cup 

towards I's 
hand - out of 
shot. 

453 (1 .1 ) Leaves cup 
partly out of 
shot. 

454 Looks to where 
cup has been 
~ut. 

455 A okay (.) let's finish Ihe pudding (0.4) here Picks up spoon. 
456 Prepares 

mouthful. 
457 (3 .2) Lifts spoon to 

I's mouth. 
458 Takes spoonful. Oe13.02:14 
459 I ·[Iaughs]· . 

13:02 :17 460 A mmhm Moves spoon 
away from 
mouth. 

461 (1 .1 ) Notices food 
dripping on lip, 
so takes spoon 
back to I's 
mouth. 

462 A sorry Catches 
dripping food. 

463 I (0.4) Takes spoon 
away from I's 
mouth. 

464 A there you go Chews. Puts spoon in 
bowl. 

465 (5.6) . Turns around . 
466 Swallows. Puts empty 

bowl away out 
of shot. 



467 Puts head Tums back to I. 
forward . 

468 Picks up tissue. 
469 A hi Irene Plays with 

tissue. 
470 I (1.3) · 
471 A how are you? Folds tissue up. 
472 I (2.0) · 

13:02:29 473a A here (.) are you going to wipe your Holds tissue up 
in the air a bit. 

473b mouth? 
474 I (2.8) Opens her Wipes her 

mouth as A mouth. 
wipes it. 

475 A there · 
476 (1 .0) Closes mouth. Folds tissue 

again. 
477 A and this side Opens mouth. 
478 I [groansJIaughs) Puts tissue 

down. 
479 Taps back of I's 

neck with left 
hand, and holds 
onto cup of 
water with right 
hand. 

480 Scratches 
cheek with left 
hand and picks 
up cup with 
rjg,ht hand. 

481 A there's I no need to shout I Holds cup with 
both hands. 

482 I L • [laughs)· J · 

483 A [grunts) Taps I's 
shoulder. 

484 (0.6) Lifts cup to I's 
mouth. 

485 I [laughs] Takes drink. 
486 Removes spout 

from I's mouth. 
487 (4 .4) Swallows. 

13:02:50 488 A mmm Makes some 
kind of mouth 
movement. 

489 (6.6) · Picks up tissue 
with left hand 
whilst still 
holding cup with 
r!9,ht hand. 

490 · Attempts to 
unravel tissue, 
butgives uQ, 

491 · Holds it on his 
knee with left 
hand. 

492 A mhmm 
493 (2.1) Takes cup half 

way to I's 
mouth. 

494 Brings it away 
(perhaps 
realises she is 
asleep/not 
going to 
respond), and 
sits back. 

495 A okay Leans further 
back. 



496 (1 .2) Taps her 
shoulder twice . 

497 Brings hand 
away. 

498 Taps shoulder 
~ain . 

499 A Irene? Swaps tissue 
into right hand, 
therefore 
putting cup into 
left hand. 

500 I (2.4) Screws up 
tissue to use to 
wiJle I's mouth. 

13:03 :03 501 A right (0.4) err (0.4) I think (0.2) Wipes her 
nose. 

502 you've (1 .6) had enough (0.2) have you Wipes her 
mouth. 

503 I (0.2) · 
504 A look Finishes wiping 

mouth. 
505 (5.2) Stands up and 

taps her 
shoulder. 

506 Opens eyes. 
507 Puts her head Stands looking 

forward. at her. 
508 A right 
509 (1 .3) Puts hand 

behind her neck 
and tums head 
to look at the 
camera. 

510 A you had enough haven't you? Looks back 
down at I. 

511 I (1 .3) 
512 A yeah? 
513 I (0.4) [Iau ghs] 1 

13:03 :21 514 A Lyes you did (0 .3) that's rightJ Removes hand 
from behind her 
head. 

515 (0.7) Begins to lean 
forward . 

516 that's right (.) you said didn't you? Undoes apron 
strings/popper 
at back of I's 
neck. 

517 I (0 .6) · 
518 A you said you · 
519 (1 .0) Pulls apron 

from around 1'5 
neck. 

520 A okay (0 .2) thank you Takes it off her 
lap. 

521 (1 .1 ) · 
522 A say thank you Holds onto Pulls apron out 

apron slightly- of I's hand. 
only apparent 
when A 
removes 8Q!on. 

523 I (4.1) Puts hand back Turns around to 
on lap. put apron and 

cup out of shot 
524 Begins to turn 

back to I. 
13:03 :32 525 A right (0 .2 ) will Just wipe your mouth here Faces I again. 

526 Wipes I's 
mouth. 

527 (0 .7) · 
528 A and there · 



529 (0.6) and I'IIJlet a wet tissue foryou Stands up. 
530 Pats I's 

shoulder. 
531 (0.4) okay Looks at 

camera. 
532 (0.5) Looks away 

from camera. 
533 Looks to his left 

on the other 
side of the 
room. 

-. 534 X (xx) X speaks from 
other room 
through glass 
doors, so 
unable to hear 
him. 

535 A you are? Points to X. 
536 X (0.2) 
537 A okay (.) Holds hand up 

palm facing X, 
as !fto say 
"thanks/got the 
messl![e"? 

538 fine (.) Makes chewing 
movements. 

539 thanks " Gives X the 
'OK' 
sJgn/thumbs up. 

540 thank you (0.4) yes · Looks down at 
I. 

541 (1 .0) Touches her 
shoulder. 

542 A okay (.) I'll just err (0.4) get a wet (0.6) · Walks away 
from I behind 

her chair. 
543 I think I've finished now (.) yeah · Turns back to 

camera and 
points at I from 
behind the 
chair. 

544 I I'll I Walks off out of 
shot. 

..... 545 0 I Lthank you J NB. Can't see 
O. 

546 (0.2) 
547 A 'I'll get a r wet tissue I (from)..i&' 
548 0 Lthank vouJ 

13:03:51 549 (32.0) Sits motionless 
throughout this 
period that A is 
away with 
occasional 
blinking or 
shutting of her 
eyes. Mouth is 
held open the 
whole time. 

550 Enters the shot 

13:04 :24 551 A 
with a tissue. 

[grunts) (0.6) there's a tissue Puts tissue 
within reach of 
one of I's 
hands. 

552 I [laughs) I looks down at Drops it Into her 
tissue in her handsJlap. 
hands. 

553 (0.7) Produces 
another used 
tissue from his 



left hand. 
554 Passes this 

tissue to his 
right hand. 

555 A wipe your r mouth 1 Gestures left 
hand towards 
I's face to 
indicate ' YOU 
wipe your 
mouth' . 

--. 556 I L(xxx) J Unsure if this Is 
unclear speech 
or vocalisatlons, 
but sounds 
different to the 
moaning and 
laughing noted 
previously 

557 A that's it (.) this is a bit wet Opens mouth. Takes tissue to 
I's mouth. 

558 (1 .6) Turns head to Wipes I's 
her right, mouth. 
towards A. 

559 A it's a bit wet Turns head · 
back to face the 
front. 

560 (1 .4) · 
561 A now you can wipe your mouth Finishes wiping 

I's mouth. 
562 (1 .3) Takes his right 

hand to her 
right hand -
where 'her' 
tissue is. 

13:04:40 563 A here Resists A Tries to move 
moving her her right hand 
hand. to her mouth to 

wipe it herself. 
564 (2.0) Swaps 'his' 

tissue to his left 
hand. 

565 Holds onto Takes 'her' 
tissue as it is tissue out of her 
taken out of her hand. 
hand. 

566 A mmhm 
567 (1 .9) Pats her mouth 

with it. 
568 I [Iaur ghs1 I 
569 A Lokay (1 .2 ) keep itthenJ Folds it up 

aoain. 
570 Puts it back into 

I's hand. 
571 (1 .2) Head kept back Walks away 

in chair with from I's chair. 
mouth opening 
and closing, 
and making 
chewing 
movements. 
Eyes opening 
and shutting. 

572 I [laughs) · Still in shot 
sliohtlv. 

573 (1 .1) · · 
574 I [lauohs1 · · 
575 (D .?) · · 
576 I Ivocalisations] · · 
S77 (03) · · 



578 A okay (.) I'll take this · . 
rfrom her (.) yeah 1 

13:04:57 579 I Unasal vocalisationsJJ · . 
580 (2.3) · Walks behind 

I's chair with 
tray. 

581 I [oral vocalisations and laughter] · Walks out of 
shot. 

582 (0.6) · 
583 I rnasal vocalisations] · 
584 . (1.0) · 

13:05:16 585 I rnasal vocalisations] · 
586 (1.0) · 
587 I [laughs] Lifts head and 

look to her right. 
588 Looks down at 

her lap. 
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